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Abstract
This research identified the coastal areas of Counties Dublin and Wicklow most
vulnerable to impacts of sea-level rise through the analysis of various indicators to
provide an index-based assessment. Future vulnerability to potential impacts was also
investigated.
A primary challenge in understanding coastal exposure to water-level change was
quantifying the important characteristics that make it susceptible to change over the next
century. The bulk of the work comes from identification, compilation and quality control
of indicators of coastal change, which in this area were found to be regional coastal slope,
aspect, geomorphology, cliff type, mean tidal range, shoreline changes, mean significant
wave height and relative sea-level rise. A case study to complement shoreline change
evaluation was also carried out in south Co. Dublin using multi-temporal digital elevation
models to assess volumetric changes on highly responsive, soft unconsolidated cliffs.
High resolution 2D mapping was conducted from two CVI indexed-based maps
using six and eight variables. The map showed levels of vulnerability from low to high
assigned to different segments depending on their potential susceptibility to physical
changes as water levels rise (exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity). The CVI
showed that high vulnerability areas predominate in the southern areas from Arklow to
Greystones. PCA analysis identified the main contributions as coming from cliff type and
geomorphology, followed by wave and tidal range and lastly slope, and aspect, with
minor contributions from shoreline change.
Future sea level scenarios were derived from local, regional and global trends. A
likely scenario showed estimates between 78 and 127cm. An upper limits projection of
sea-level rise of 198cm for 2100 was derived for the worst case scenario. These estimates
were used to asses the exposure of area to potential flooding when combining tide-surge
water levels with local projected sea-level for 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100. Maximum
extreme water levels of 5.76m (0.5% AEP) and 5.67m and 5.58m OD Malin (1% and 2%
AEP), were found by 2100.

xv

Two hotspots to the effects of future sea-level rise and storminess were identified
in North Dublin (Bull Island and Sutton) and Wicklow from both current and future
vulnerability assessments.
A consistent methodology, within a well-defined conceptual framework and the
development of a robust specific metric and accuracy of data, was crucial. Adapted
methodologies used in this research provide a reference for future development of Irish
coastal vulnerability maps nationwide. The work will enable policy makers and
stakeholders to easily identify vulnerable areas and target investment for adaptation
within realistic timeframes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1.

Introduction: Global Climate change

According to the philosopher Heraclitus “Nothing is permanent but change” and
climate and coastal systems are no exceptions. Warming during the last 65 years,
triggered by anthropogenic greenhouse gases, is being reflected in observed global
changes. Our planet is experiencing changes in extreme and average global air and
ocean temperatures, glaciers and ice sheets melting, ocean warming, sea-level rise and
fluctuating wind patterns (IPCC, 2007; 2013). Although changes in climate patterns are
occurring today, their effects may also be felt in the long term with unpredictable
consequences. In addition, interaction between climatic change and natural variability
will worsen effects on coastal systems involving coastal erosion, sea-level rise, wave
attack, magnitude and frequency of storms/storm surges.
Anthropogenic atmospheric CO2 is a major contribution to total radiative forcing
producing atmospheric concentrations of CO2 40% higher than pre-industrial levels.
CO2 emissions are translated into temperature increases within a decade. As a
consequence, global average temperature has recently increased at an unprecedented
rate of 0.2°C/decade (1.3°C last decade in Europe) (IPCC, 2013). Many areas of the
eastern North Atlantic, Greenland, and Norwegian Seas are showing record high
temperatures (NOAA, 2014).Sixteen of the seventeen warmest years have occurred in
this century. The last decade (2001-2010) has been the warmest on record, with the last
three decades being warmer than any preceding decade since 1850 (IPCC, 2013).The
last three decades are possibly the warmest decades of the last 1,400 years for the
Northern Hemisphere (Morice et al., 2012). In particular, the period from 2004 to 2013
showed an increase of global mean surface temperature of 0.75°C. 2016 was the
warmest year on record (NOAA, 2017) showing an average global surface temperature
of 0.94°C above the 20th century average (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1. Evolution of global land and sea annual surface temperatures anomalies from 1880 to 2017.
(NOAA, 2017).

Paleoclimate research on glaciers and ice caps revealed that, in the past,
dramatic climatic changes happened very quickly. The Vostok ice core record revealed
that, during the previous 800,000 years, atmospheric CO2 concentrations fluctuated
between 170-300 ppm during interglacial and glacial periods (EPICA project/Lüthiet al.,
2008) at a maximum rate of 30ppm/1,000 years. However, concentrations have never
been as high as at present and have already exceeded levels unprecedented since the
Miocene epoch, 10-15Ma (Tripati, et al., 2009). In 2017, CO2 levels reached 412ppm
(Figure 1.2).
Sea-level rise is the most apparent widespread consequence being felt now by
human and natural ecosystems, and this will continue into the long term. As the
atmosphere warms, sea-level will further rise because of thermal expansion and the
addition of fresh water being added from land -based glaciers, such as Greenland and
Antarctica (IPCC, 2013). Average global sea-level rose 17cm in the last century at an
average rate of 1.7mm/year. Since 1993 this trend has accelerated to 3.3mm/year
(Church et al., 2011). Should the warming trend continue, further rises in global sealevels are expected; exacerbating coastal impacts (Church et al., 2001; Meehl et al.,
2007; Nicholls et al., 2007; FitzGerald et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.2. Left. Record of CO2 atmospheric concentrations from ice-core data during the pre-industrial era
(Jouzel et al., 2007); right. Recent monthly mean CO2 concentrations at Mauna Loa (NOAA/ESRL, 2017).

1.2.

Global Impacts of Sea Level change

Current research suggests that coastal flooding will be one of the key challenges
for the world’s populated areas. Sea level increases of up to 0.97m or higher are
projected by the end of this century, resulting in increased exposure, especially for
urban areas (IPCC, 2013). Exposure is growing also due to rising population and
subsidence of land (Dixon et al.,2006; Hallegatte et al.,2013). Coastal ecosystems, in
particular low-lying areas with shallow water tables or areas which are subsiding, are
particularly sensitive and are already experiencing changes in erosion, inundation and
ecosystem losses (IPCC, 2007; Rotzoll & Fletcher, 2012) .
Impacts of sea-level rise will not be uniformly distributed. some areas will be
more at risk due to population increase (Landerer et al., 2013). Currently 40M people
are exposed to a 1 in-a-100-year event. By 2070 sea-level rise, subsidence, demographic
changes will leave 120M unprotected (Hanson et al., 2011).Small increases in sea-level
rise would be devastating for those coastal areas where large population centres exist.
Even though there were times in Earth history when massive increases in sea level
occurred, today 1.2 billion people live within 100km of the coast and below 100m
elevation (Small and Nicholls, 2003). 200M people live at only 5m above the sea level,
a figure that is estimated to double by the end of the century (Bollmann et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.3. Coastal world’s population and coastal degradation (Burke et al., 2001).

Under a medium sensitivity emission scenario, by 2100, approximately 147216M people will live in coastal areas susceptible to inundation (IPCC, 2013). Given
current emission trends, between 2.6 and 3.1% of the world’s population will be at risk
of regular coastal flooding by 2100(IPCC, 2013). A rise of only 1m will affect 100M
people around the world, mainly in Asia (Burke et al., 2001) (Figure 1.3). Climatechange-derived impacts on coastal areas will have costly consequences not only because
this is home for millions of people, but also due to coastal areas’ economic importance
for global GDP (Nicholls et al., 2007.For Europe, the non-adapting option will increase
costs due to flooding and other events from €100B/year to €250B/year between 2020
and 2050 (EEA, 2012). Changes in two key indicators (mean-sea level rise and storm
surge height) have been detected in Western Europe (EEA, 2012). Impacts will be most
acutely felt during extreme events. Any change in mean sea level will be enhanced by
any increase in wave energy, surge levels and storm frequency and severity (IPCC,
2007). The major storm-surge of 1953 had a great impact in Europe, causing the loss of
over 1,800 lives in the Netherlands and 300 in Southeast England (Church et al.,
4
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2007).Over the past few years low-lying North-Western European coasts have being
experiencing some degree of coastal flooding. Recently, Irish coasts experienced severe
flooding when spring tides coincided with a storm-surge in 2002 and again, on a minor
scale, in 2004 and 2014 (Met Eireann, 2002; Leahy, 2009; eSurge, 2013).

Figure 1.4. Map showing the aspect of European coasts if all the ice on the Earth melted (National
Geographic, 2013).

As shown in Figure 1.4, low-lying European countries like the Netherlands,
Denmark, and some parts of the British Isles would be largely affected in the event of a
complete loss of polar ice. In this context, calls from Europe have long arisen for an
integrated coastal zone management (ICZM) approach (EEA, 2006; 2012) as well as for
data collection and provision of relevant information for the development of policy
recommendations (Salman et al., 2004; EUROSION, 2004; IPCC, 2007). A recent
5
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report from the European Commission on EU Adaptation Strategy on Climate Change
encourages EU members to develop strategies for adaptation and vulnerability as part of
a joint EU adaptation strategy to establish an approach and alertness at all levels from
local to international (EUCOM, 2013). Projects such as the GEUS initiative encouraged
all the European geological surveys participating in the North Atlantic Group (NAG) to
assess changes in coastal geology and processes in the North Sea region (GEUS, 2013).
The latest IPCC Assessment Report (IPCC, 2014) urges governments to reduce
vulnerability and exposure to present climate variability and to develop vulnerability
assessments. Consequently, there is an urgent need for realistic integrated coastal
management policies (Bosello et al., 2012) and for the development and application of
international standard models and methodologies to assess the vulnerability of coastal
systems (McFaden et al., 2007a). To achieve successful adaptation, quantification of
vulnerability is essential. Thus, the present research responds to these needs by linking
regional coastal research to key international and national development priorities.
1.3.

Research aims and procedures

This research aims to assess vulnerability in the coastal area of Co. Dublin and
Co. Wicklow. Dublin is an area with substantial socio-economic assets and is prone to
flooding and erosion (Martin, 1997; Robinson, 2009; Flood, 2012;).This study will
entail the implementation of new methodologies for assessing and quantifying coastal
erosion and vulnerability, identifying areas that will more likely experience the negative
impacts of sea-level rise. The work is intended to provide a product which will be useful
for future adaptation.
Part of the work included in this thesis comes as result of work by the author on
two Irish funded projects by INFOMAR (Integrated Mapping for the Sustainable
Development of Ireland’s Marine Resources) in 2010 and 2012 (Caloca-Casado and
Sweeney, 2010; Gibson et al., 2012). The Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) is
seeking to apply these methodologies to map coastal vulnerability at a national scale.
The European Marine Data and Observation Network (EMODnet) and CHERISH
projects are currently considering methodologies employed in this research for guidance
on national vulnerability and risk monitoring assessments with other European partners.
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1.4.

Thesis Layout

The layout of the thesis is organised as follows (Figure 1.5): Chapter 1
introduces the context and main aims of the research and is followed by Chapter 2
which an overview of the background literature is given. In this, special attention is
given to mean global trends and sea-level projections; observed effects/impacts of
climate change on coastal systems, physical indicators of environmental change and
uncertainties. Our view of coastal vulnerability assessment approaches and main
sources of uncertainties are also undertaken. Chapter 3 presents the main characteristics
of the study area and the main research methods are discussed in Chapter 4. Methods I
explores the construction of future sea-level scenarios. Methods II describes the
methodology used on the indicator compilation and the construction of maps of coastal
vulnerability to sea-level changes. Methods III analyses long-term shoreline changes
from local projected relative sea-level rise, and also evaluates uncertainty in future
potential flooding impacts. The results are discussed in three chapters. Chapter 5 shows
results on current and future site specific sea-level scenarios for Dublin. Chapter 6
focuses on a compilation and analysis of coastal vulnerability indicators, followed by
the construction of vulnerability maps to sea-level rise. Chapter 7 presents results from
the sensitivity analysis. Finally, the main findings are discussed in Chapter 8, followed
by final conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 9.
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Figure 1.5. The following diagram shows the thesis layout (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Chapter 2: Scientific Background & Literature Review
2.1.

Introduction: Overview of Global Mean Sea-Level trends & impacts

Global mean sea-level rise projections are one of the key variables for coastal
impacts and vulnerability assessments that need to be integrated on coastal planning
management. Hence, understanding causes of past sea-level rise is necessary to
comprehend coastal vulnerability and will help future projections and scenarios (Devoy,
2015; Nicholls et al., 2007, 2015).
Global sea level was approximately 25-35m higher than during the Pliocene (3M
years ago) and 6m during the last interglacial in the Quaternary, 124,000 years ago as a
result of temperature rising in response to Milankovitch cycles, while CO2 remained at
280 ppm. Global sea level was approximately 120m lower 20,000 years ago during the
Glacial Maximum; then it rose at up to 20mm/year on occasion until 6-7,000 years ago
when it reached relative stability ~2-3,000 years BP, when mean global rates descended
to ~1 mm/year (Lambeck et al., 2002; Harvey 2006, Bindoff et al., 2007; Church et al.,
2008; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010; Church and Clark et al., 2014). Since then until
1850-1900, regional sea-level changes only responded to minor fluctuations in solar
forcing and the ocean-atmospheric system (Rignot et al., 2008, Rahmstorf, 2010).
In more recent times levels have been inexorably rising, particularly fast in the
Atlantic Ocean, imprinting geomorphological changes to our coasts. Presently, ice
melting rates are now higher than they have ever been over the past 2,000 years (Kemp
et al., 2011). Latest observations suggest that rate of sea-level rise is accelerating
(Church and White, 2006; Rahmstorf et al., 2012) however, not all coastal locations
show this accelerating trend (Haigh et al. (2011). During the last century average sea
level rose 17cm at the rate of 1.8 mm/year. This trend has doubled since the 90’s to
3.4mm/year (Church & White, 2006; Church et al., 2011) from ice melt and thermal
expansion contributions (Abraham et al., 2013; Church et al., 2014).
Past century’s extreme sea-levels are entirely attributed to sea-level rise Haigh et
al. (2010). Some argue about the long-term variability implications, but there is little
doubt about the larger contribution from Greenland and Antarctica (Rignot et al., 2008;
Sorensen et al., 2011).
9
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Recent satellite altimetry corrections data shows that during the period between
1993-2014 sea-level rose between 2.6-2.9mm. This means that oceans are now not only
~200mm above the levels of 1900 (IPCC, 2013a) but 71mm over 1995 (NASA, 2017)
(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Upper. Global mean sea level trends derived from tide gauge observations since 1880 (Church
et al., 2006). Lower. Sea-level trends since 1990’s from satellites Jason-1 & Jason-2/OSTM altimeters. Source:
NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre (NASA, 2017). (Data available at following web UR:
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sea-level).
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2.2.

Uncertainties on future sea-level projections

Concerns have risen over future sea-level projections regarding coastal
vulnerability and adaptations (IPCC WGI, 2007, 2014; Devoy, 2008; Cooper and
Pilkey, 2012; Cooper et al., 2014; Muir et al., 2014; Devoy, 2015).
Sea-level rise is not a simple linear process and consequently, if we are to avoid
serious damages in populated coastal areas, we must deal with the uncertainty of future
tipping points and projections. Progress on future sea-level changes (SLCs) projections
evolved from physical process-based General Circulation Models (GCM) and Regional
Circulation Models (RCMs) to semi-empirical models. Although those models
accurately reproduce past records (Kemp et al., 2011) they do not deal well with
complex feedback interactions, that are better represented in process-based model
Church et al., 2014), or boundary relationships, and therefore estimates are only
approximations (Rahmstorf et al., 2012b).
Regardless of uncertainties and climate models limitations, global projections
are apparently always conservative. It seems that the more research data is gathered, the
higher the projections get. Initially a likely increase of 23cm was projected by 2100
IPCC (2001); then IPCC (2007) disregarding contribution from Greenland and
Antarctica, assumed 0.18-0.59m vs 0.26-0.81m by AR5 in latest IPCC (2013b).
Recent global projections above 1990 levels estimated for the end of the century
without considering non-linear contributions range from 0.25-0.5m (Church et al, 2001;
Meehl et al., 2007) and 0.5-1.4m (Rahmstorf, 2007). Other estimates include 0.25-1.5m
(Kopp et al., 2014); 0.8 to 2m (Pfeffer et al., 2008) and up to 5m by Hansen (2007).
Uncertainty about future sea-level rise has increased in AR5 but at least sealevel budgets are now closed (Church et al. (2010). Future sea-level rise projections
show very likely ranges exceeding 1971-2010 under all Representative Concentration
Pathways (RCPs) by 2100 (IPCC, 2013). Recent research obtained from modelling that
take into account melting processes from Greenland and Antarctica, give rates of likely
increase within the range of 26-81.28cm above 1986-2005 for the period 2081–2100
with increases of 0.98 m by 2100 under the worst scenario of RCP 8.5 (Church et al.,
2013; IPCC, 2013b). Unlike other assessments (e.g. NOAA, 2012), IPCC reports do not
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provide an upper limit. However the report suggests that Antarctica ice-collapsing
mechanisms could elevate this value to maximum of 1.2m, or even higher.
Recent projections based on trends from altimeters from 18 (or less) years of
data are insufficient to make projections by the end of 2100 as these might be affected
by annual or decadal variability (Sallenger, 2012). In this regard, recent satellite
altimetry data corrections pointed out that the annual rate of increase in between 19932014 was higher than previously thought (2.6-2.9 mm). Therefore it seems we are most
likely heading for the upper range of IPCC (2013) projections (1.2m) by 2100 (Watson
et al., 2015) (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Projections of future global mean sea level relative to pre-industrial levels derived from proxy
paleo sea-level (light purple), tide gauge (dark pruple) and altimeter data (green, orange and light blue), for low RCP
(2.6) in blue and upper (8.5) scenarios in red. Source: (IPCC, 2013b).
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On a realistic low-emission scenario, sea-level rise could be up to 30.48 cm from
ocean expansion (Yin, 2012) and mountain glaciers would contribute an additional
28cm by 2100 ((Marzeion et al.,2012). Probable rise of 40cm (0.2m-2m) by 2050 is
being given with very high confidence (NOAA, 2012) predominantly from ocean
thermal expansion and glacier melt with important contributions from Greenland and
also terrestrial storage changes in Antarctica (Church et al.,2010). At the other end,
high-emission scenario projections give likely increases ~1.2m (Joughin et al., 2010;
Rahmstorf et al., 2012; Jevrejeva et al., 2012; Katsman et al., 2011; IPCC, 2013b); or
over ~1.8 m by Jevrejeva et al. (2014). See Table 2. 1.

Table 2. 1. Sea-level projections summary for the 21st century using different models (Nicholls, 2014).
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Intermediate scenarios with limited information about ice sheet dynamics and
ocean warming are often too optimistic (Schaeffer et al., 2012). Yet an optimistic
medium emission scenario of 0.5m will cause serious impacts. On the other hand, socioeconomic scenarios, might be overestimating the future growth of some developing
countries but underestimating other issues (Allen Consulting Group, 2005).
Low-probability, high-impact range of sea-level rise scenarios (H++) in the UK
projected increases of 0.93-1.90m by 2100. From an impact and adaptation view, those
high-end scenarios should be seriously considered (Ranger et al., 2013; Nicholls et al.,
2014b; Hinkel et al., 2015; Le Bars et al., 2017).
Temperature’s contribution (thermal expansion) only constitutes 50% of the
expected SLCs. There are significant uncertainties on emission scenarios. The key is
how sensitive the system is to those increases and how large ice sheets will respond.
Globally temperature rise is likely to exceed 1.5° C for most of RCP scenarios, reaching
4-5°C for RCP 8.5 over 1986-2005 values by 2081-2100 (IPCC, 2014). In Europe, this
could be translated into a temperature rise of 4.1°C (RCP (8.5) for 2071–2100 with
respect to 1971–2000 (Van der Linden et al., 2009).
Wu et al. (2012) found that ocean warming rates of subtropical western currents
(including the Gulf Stream) are several times faster than the mean since the beginning
of the last century. Warming diminishes the ability of the oceans to absorb CO2. As
oceans do not respond quickly, sea-levels will continue to rise for centuries (Solomon et
al., 2009).
In order to keep a temperature rise to less than 2°C, long-term cumulative global
carbon emissions should fall dramatically (IPCC, 2013) (Figure 2. 3). Even though,
global sea levels would still increase between 1.5-4 m by 2300 even if the global mean
temperature stabilized at 2°C (Schaeffer et al., (2012)).
Contribution from Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets has doubled up from
2003 (Chen et al., 2009; NASA, 2015); IPCC, 2013). In the worst case scenario some
consider that current emissions are enough to see Greenland melt over the coming
centuries (Robinson et al., 2012). While the amount of change in sea level heavily
depends on Greenland and Antarctica melting processes, only a few models deal with
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the climate forcing effect on ice dynamics (Moore et al., 2013; Church et al., 2013a;
Bindschadler et al., 2013; Nick et al., 2013; Hinkel et al., 2014).
Time-scales are crucial. Changes can be expected in small tropical glaciers
within years, larger glaciers and small ice caps over centuries and on ice sheets over
millennia. Even though timing is difficult to predict, large changes within decades or
sooner cannot ruled out (Hansen et al., (2005b; 2007).

Figure 2. 3. CO2 cumulative emissions (Gt) from 1870 and associated global temperature increase for 18611880 and projected for high emission scenarios by 2100 (IPCC, 2013).

Right now the big uncertainty falls on the Antarctica ice sheet (IPCC, 2013b).
Glaciers and ice sheets in West Antarctica are undertaking irreversible changes that
together with associated positive feedbacks will impact on global rising sea-levels for
hundreds of years (Rignot et al., 2014). Melting processes in West Antarctica are
happening faster than predicted (Bromwich et al., 2013; Pritchard et al., 2012), and
glaciers that feed ice sheets increasing (Steig et al., 2012). Even small changes in
temperature can alter summer snow melting rates and ice stability (Abraham et al.,
2013).
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Excessive warming from doubling CO2 concentrations could make West
Antarctica deglaciate within the next decade according to the latest research (Khazendar
et al., 2015).
The likelihood and speed of a West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) collapse is still
uncertain but it is believed that exponential disintegration due to highly responsive
patterns to warming could result in sea-level rises of 5–6 m by 2100 (Mercer, 1978;
Oppenheimer, 1998). Antarctic bottom water slowing mechanism is believed to be
behind those rapid changes of sea-level rates in the past (interglacials) that occasioned
changes in coastal areas, and some argue that that could be repeated (Silvano et al.,
2016).
Despite the fact that models cannot deal with rapid changes from ice sheets,
current models suggest that the biggest contribution will come from thermal expansion
followed by mountains glaciers (Church and White, 2010); 15-21 cm by 2100 from
ocean dynamics (Yin et al., 2009) and then Greenland and the West Antarctic ice sheet
(Church et al., 2010; Gornitz, 2013) which could contribute up to 1m (Church et al.,
2013). Sea-level rise from rapid ice melting will vary regionally depending on distance
from the source but it could reach 4-5mm/year by 2050 with significant consequences
for coastal areas (European Commission, 2013).
Hence improvement of new climate models to accommodate changes from
Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets will be fundamental for coastal flooding
assessments.
2.3.

Potential effects of sea-level rise on coastal areas

In the light of above, natural systems are already experiencing some changes
(IPCC, 2014). In Europe extreme weather events are more evident now than over the
last century, exacerbating impacts (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010; Weisse et al., 2014).
Barrier islands, deltas, bays, estuaries, wetlands are the most vulnerable coastal forms
and highly sensitive even to minor changes. There are already undergoing erosion and
will be more exposed in the future to the attack of higher water levels and storms
(Tebaldi et al., 2012; Devoy, 2015). Additional factors such as groundwater inundation
could double the predicted flooding from rising seas (Rotzoll & Fletcher, 2013).
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In a warmer world, coasts will become more dynamic and exposed. More
frequent flooding and inundation are expected to shape low-lying coastal areas (Betts et
al., 2004).
Direct potential impacts associated with sea-level rise such as coastal erosion,
inundation, salt intrusion into groundwater, estuaries and wetlands submersion, flooding
from changes in extreme water levels, will be exacerbated (Church et al,. 2006; Nicholls
et al., 2007). Any alteration of mean sea levels will be reinforced by increases in wave
energy or surge. Changes in sea level and storm frequency and severity pose major
threats to coastal habitats and endanger people and their infrastructure (Church et al.,
2006; Baxter et al., 2010; Perini et al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2016;).
Some impacts such as inundation, coastal flooding and erosion, higher wave
over-topping and rainfall runoff will be relevant in the short-term while, in the longterm, wave and wind climate processes affecting sediment budget and coastal
adjustment will more relevant (Nicholls, 2007; 2014; IPCC, 2014).
Coastal low-lying areas with shallow water tables are certainly at risk (Rotzoll &
Fletcher, 2012). Further flooding by rising water tables are expected and this
contribution could double that of the rising sea, impeding drainage into the ocean and
causing further damage in delta areas. The closer to shore the higher the pressure
exerted on groundwater in some areas.
Total uncertainty over a system is difficult to quantify (McCarthy, 2001; Lowe
& Gregory, 2005; Carter et al., 2007). Uncertainties on future climate outcomes
globally and locally, vulnerability and exposure, and how humans and systems will
respond to it are large. The current uncertainty in future projections can also be
extrapolated to the magnitude of the impacts (Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010; IPCC, 2014;
Devoy, 2015; Hinkel et al., 2015; Nicholls, 2015;).
The climate system’s response to natural variability makes sea level vary from
place to place and also in time (IPCC, 2007). Given the different rates of oceanic
thermal expansion, future sea-level changes will be subjected to local patterns generally
caused by land vertical movement or local response to ice sheets (Kopp et al.,2014)
(Figure 2.4). Nonetheless, all 95% of the coastal areas will very likely experience some
17
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positive sea-level rise close to average and nearly 70% of the world’s coastlines will
experience severe changes (IPCC, 2013b). By 2050 approximately 30% of the world’s
coastal wetlands will be either eroded or inundated (Church et al., 2010; Church et al.,
2014) and by 2100, 50% of the population will leave below 1m (MSL) in coastal areas
stressed by squeeze (Nicholls et al., 2007, 2011; Wong and Losada, 2014; Cooper and
Pilkey, 2012).
In regional assessments of coastal impacts, it is important to estimate when will
the anthropogenic signal be physically translated into regional changes, and what
percentage of a particular contribution will emerge first at this particular region (Lyu et
al., 2014). Therefore, coastal impacts will be felt much earlier than expected for should
the higher emission scenarios materialize. That is why for impact analysis it is advisable
to consider wider ranges (Burkett et al., 2012; Parris et al., 2012; Hinkel et al., 2015,
Nicholls et al., 2013; Ranger et al., 2013; Le Bars et al., 2017).

Figure 2.4. Likely local sea-level rise (m) projections for RCP 8.5 scenarios (Kopp et al.,2014).

System’s sensitivity proxy indicators play an important role on anticipating
potential impacts as many systems can be resilient to climate changes below a threshold
and then very fragile over it to even small changes. Small changes in average conditions
or minor shifts of storm direction and intensity will have a strong impact on sensitive
coasts (Slott et al., 2006; Burkett, 2012) and displace the shoreline further than
projections from sea-level alone (Ruggiero et al., 2010b). This together with increases
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in wave energy will have noticeable impacts on coastal infrastructures, water supply,
erosion/flooding events and sediment transportation.
However, due to complex interactions with bathymetry and coastal topography
there is not a direct proportionality between sea-level rise and storm surge impacts. This
non-linearity is clearly evidenced in deltaic areas, where small increases in sea level
could cause 2-3 times higher storm surges, leading to shorter return period of high water
levels (Smith et al., 2010; Wolters and Kuenzer, 2015).
Qualitative risk studies in the UK have quantified annual damages by combining
diverse coastal management practices and different scenarios of flooding and erosion
and detected growing sensitivities to sea-level rise over 4.5mm/yr (Dawson et al., 2009).
Impact on levels and regularity of inundations are still uncertain (Kirshen et al.,
2008). Risks of damage along the coast will depend on storm itself, but also on its
physical, demographic and assets coastal exposure and coping ability. There are still
uncertainties on how sea-level rise will affect storms during this century, but it is quite
clear that sea-level rise will aggravate the storm-associated risks at the coast (Burkett,
2012). Again, concerns about the complexity and non-linearity of climate systems,
tipping points and potential impacts will also be an issue for adaptation (IPCC, 2014;
Dawson et al., 2009).
Given the uncertain impact scenarios it might seem challenging to accurately
deliver accurate projections for the near future. On the one hand we don’t know whether
in the long-term the ice-sheets will collapse and then reach a balance, whereas in the
short-term the largest source of sea level uncertainty lies in their behaviour. On the
other hand, the response of the coastal system regarding the action of waves and tides is
also uncertain.
2.3.1. Changes on extreme and storminess
Pronounced cyclical changes in frequency linked to the behaviour of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) have occurred since the 1940s, almost at a decadal level
(Lozano & Devoy, 2000, Lozano et al., 2004). Monthly mean and maximum wave
height and annual mean significant wave height (2.2 cm/year) in the NE Atlantic and
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higher latitudes have increased (Carter & Draper, 1988; Bacon & Carter, 1991).
However initially the anthropogenic role versus natural variability is not clear, there is a
relation between warming and a northward shift of the storm tracks (Gulev and
Grigorieva, 2006; Wang et al., 2006; 2009).
Higher extremes sea-levels in combination to intense storms are a concern
(Church et al., 2013). Future evolution of storm tracks and wave height in North
Western Europe varies with the model performance, data acquisition and natural
variability. Extremes storm events have definitely intensified since the 70’s in and it is
believed that its destructive capacity will increase in North Atlantic and North Pacific
(Emanuel, 2005; Webster et al., 2005). Changes in extreme coastal levels generally
reflect global sea-level trends (Marcos et al. 2009; Haigh et al., 2010; Menendez and
Woodworth, 2011). Several coupled general circulation models projected changes in
baroclinicity associated with excessive warming in Polar Regions (Yin, 2005). This
weakens the gradient between poles and middle-latitudes and hence shifts in storm
tracks northwards in the Northern Hemisphere, lowering mid-latitude storm frequency.
Changes in circulation patterns due to warming are affecting extra-tropical cyclones
making them more intense in high latitudes (Stone & Orford, 2004). It is likely that the
number of intense cyclones and associated strong winds will increase in the North
Atlantic (Lozano et al., 2004; IPCC, 2013). The lower gradient can also weaken the
westerlies around the British Isles, favouring more frequent easterlies wind events that
will enhance coastal erosion over certain areas on eastern coasts (Devoy, 2008).
Changes in extreme wind speed and mean sea-level pressure will affect extreme
and return values of surge heights. Average of wind speed strength could increase up to
10% by 2050 (IAE, 2009). In the eastern Irish Sea, Brown et al., (2009) projected
increases in peak surge elevation due to enhanced wind velocities and sea-levels in a
warmer world. Changes in storminess and mean sea level mainly will derive changes in
the 10-year and 50-year return values of annual maximum wind speed and return
periods of surge heights across the UK and Irish coasts (Lowe and Gregory, 2005;
Wang et al., 2008; 2009). Despite uncertainty, there is robust scientific evidence of an
increase in extreme events associated with anthropogenic influence (Peters et al., 2011).
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Even if tropical storm frequency does not increase, maximum cyclone wind speeds will
(IPCC, 2013).
2.4.

Conceptualization of vulnerability

Climate risks management must be assessed firstly in relation to current risks by
addressing what kind of level of damage or loss a community or nation can endure.
Vulnerable areas, those highly exposed and quite sensitive, with limited adaptive
capacity, must be identified and quantified before estimating potential changes.
There are different ways of defining risks and vulnerability, and therefore
various methods for assessing the vulnerability of a system. According to Chambers
(1989) vulnerability is the opposite to security and relates to exposure to external
unexpected events and continuous, cumulative predictable stresses over a system.
Vulnerability and exposure are not the same as risk. Risk refers to the likely potential
losses or damages originated by particular hazard over a long period of exposure
(Schneiderbaner et al., 2004; EC, 2013). As stated by Wamsley et al. (2015), risk
involves hazard plus vulnerability plus the effects or impacts of the threat (hazard) over
the system. Depending on the vulnerability the system, the hazard might or might not
have an effect on the system. The system will mitigate to a certain extent but risks
cannot be avoided totally.
The concept of resilience relates to a system’s ability exposed to hazards to
recover or to resist or modifying itself in order to maintain an acceptable functioning
(Pelling 2003; Merriam-Webster, 2013). Thus, some refer to both terms as separate,
while others regard resilience as part of the adaptive capacity, and therefore of
vulnerability (Linkov et al., 2013).
On probabilistic risk assessments, vulnerability relates to a probability of an
adverse effect to occur. A risk assessment would evaluate the regularity of flooding
events; identify prone areas affected previously and consequently the more vulnerable
and exposed (Benassai et al., 2015).
According to Fussel (2007), a vulnerable situation involves defining the system
(natural or social system) or a coupled human-environment system (e.g., geographic
region) potentially threatened by exposure to a hazard, while considering its
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characteristics, the magnitude of the hazard, and period of interest. This hazard can also
be natural or anthropogenic, continuous (e.g., sea-level rise) or discrete (e.g., a storm).
New vulnerability definitions differ from the old definitions of risks by
introducing adaptation and sensitivity concepts. In the climate context, vulnerability
relates to the amount of climate variability and extremes, and represents a function of
the system’s exposure, sensitivity and adaptation to them.
Vulnerability can also be described is terms of susceptibility of a system to
change or to damage. Sometimes vulnerability does not only rely on susceptibility but
also on what is called secondary vulnerability, that it is the lack of resources to respond
(Alexander, 2000) or incapacity to accommodate changes (Pelling, 2003). Hence it can
be defined as ‘the degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with,
adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and extremes’
(McCarthy, 2001; IPCC, 2007b, 2014).
The three main components to be considered to effectively assess the
vulnerability of a system to impacts of climate change (Fussel, 2007; Nicholls et al.,
2007) are: exposure (physical climate variability) which refers to stimuli,
environmental assets or background climate conditions that impact on a system;
sensitivity which is a response of a system to changes in climate compared to its current
state (resilience or ability towards recovery or lack of preparedness); and finally
adaptability which tells how the system deals with exposure and sensitive to a
particular hazard such as sea-level rise, by either copying or taking advantage of the
new conditions (Allen Consulting Group, 2005; Nicholls and Klein, 2005; Green and
McFadden, 2007; IPCC, 2014).The socioeconomic factors shape the coastal system as
much, the natural system and sea-level rise are shaping the socioeconomic system
(Lazarus et al., 2014). See Figure 2.5.
Exposure and sensitivity will determine the potential impacts over the system
(IPCC, 2001, 2007; Fussel, 2007). In costal assessments to sea-level rise, adaptive
capacity is usually poorly represented compared to exposure or sensitivity (Nguyen et
al., 2016). Considering that future sensitivity depend on current adaptive capacities and
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associated measures, sensitivity and adapt capacity components are not easily separated
(Brooks et al., 2005).

Figure 2.5. Conceptual model of vulnerability to climate change (adapted from Allen Consulting (2005),
Füssel (2007) and IPCC (2014)).

In terms of sensitivity it is advisable to quantify it before prioritising risks. For
instance, if an area is struggling to cope with adverse effects of recurrent storms it
would be interesting to evaluate the effects of future increases on frequency and severity
compared to current situation. Sometimes sensitivity is obvious whereas in others it is
not so. In those cases it is recommended to consider potential future changes of
circumstances and quantify when the changes will derive on a catastrophic situation,
identifying thresholds at which change is detected and also by determining when that
point will be reached (Broadleaf Capital International, 2006).
In the light of the above, when framing management risks, vulnerability can be
merely addressed based on the physical character of the area together with coastal
forcing variables, focusing on the damage of environment-human systems when
exposed to climatic changes (Hahn, 2003; Polsky et al., 2003; White et al., 2005; IPCC,
2007). However, it is usually is the notion of a risk within the social or economic
damages context that makes us to protect that area by implementing management
measures (Gornitz et al., 1993). Consequently, in the climate change context, many
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authors

recommend

combining

physical,

socio-economic

(non-climatic)

and

environmental factors (Moss et al., 2001; United Nations; 2004; ISDR, 2004; Brooks et
al., 2005; Adger, 2006; Fussel and Klein, 2006; Nicholls et al., 2007; Devoy, 2008;
Harvey and Woodroffe, 2008; UNEP, 2008; Balica et al., 2012; Lazarus et al., 2014).
Others focus on the sensitivity of system to respond to future climate related hazards
(De Leon, 2006; Gutierrez et al., 2011, 2015).
2.4.1. Evolution of vulnerability climate change assessments
Climate change vulnerability assessments have evolved, responding to growing
public demands and improved scientific knowledge. Their main function is to better
understand climate sensitive-systems in a changing world (anthropogenic-derived
climate change) and to inform stake-holders and policy makers concerning mitigation
and/or adaptation (Füssel & Klein, 2006).
The conceptual development of climate change vulnerability assessments was
initially more focused on the physical responses of the systems involved. Impact based
assessments were reliant on quantitative scenarios of climate change. Impacts were not
considered to be the main cause of systems vulnerability, but it contributed to it (Preston
et al., 2007). Later, vulnerability-based assessments (first and second generation)
appeared. Vulnerability assessments focus on the physical characteristics and
interactions as well as the external stressors (Ribot, 1995). These were mainly
orientated to understand coastal behaviour from the analysis of climate model outputs
together with multiple indicators from different vulnerability components and their
relative influence on coastal responses (Preston et al., 2007). The first generation
introduced non-climatic factors and raised awareness to adaptation. The second
generation focused on adaptive capacity. These expanded from impact assessments as
they did not only quantitatively assess the changes but also evaluated the relevance of
the magnitude and distribution of future potential impacts.
Fundamentally, impact assessments shifted to vulnerability assessments by
focusing on climate variability, non-climatic factors and adaptation considering
stakeholder involvement, and relied on multi-dimensional scenarios to provide a
comprehensive picture of the system (UNFCCC, 2005). Impact assessments quantified
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changes of physical or socioeconomic indicators but vulnerability assessment located
the vulnerable areas, which is more a relevant measure (Downing et al., 2001).
Finally

adaptation-policy

assessments

for

policy-makers

provided

recommendations and adaptation strategies to protect populations (Füssel & Klein, 2006;
IPCC, 2001; IPCC, 2007; IPCC, 2013). Figure 2.6 shows the conceptual progression of
knowledge on climate change impact, vulnerability, and adaptation assessments.

Figure 2.6. Conceptual network showing the evolution of key concepts on climate change impact,
vulnerability, and adaptation assessments: blue for impact assessments, green (1st generation vulnerability), orange
(2nd generation vulnerability) and pink (adaptation-policy assessments) (Füssel & Klein, 2006).

2.5.

Synthesis of coastal vulnerability studies
2.5.1. GIS-tools for coastal management assessments

Currently, coastal vulnerability assessments to climate change impacts as a tool
for decision making are becoming popular (USGCRP, 2011). GIS-based studies around
the world have developed coastal vulnerability maps using multi-variable index
approaches, physical information and numerical model information. Although there is
not one single appropriate method for undertaking a vulnerability assessment, diverse
vulnerability approaches and dedicated tools have been developed in recent years.
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Multivariate tools from qualitative to quantitative methods have been integrated
for visual and statistical analysis for ICZM for predicting models regarding future
scenarios of climate change (Allen Consulting Group, 2005) and coastal mapping
analysis (Doukakis, 2005). In general GIS packages have revealed as an ideal platform
in environmental studies to locate hazardous coastal zones, displaying, analysing spatial
and evolution processes and variable processing (Miller et al., 2005; Rodriguez et al,.
2009). GIS visualisation techniques are also a powerful tool for visualisation to the
general public and stakeholders (Dawson et al., 2009).
For instance, Nicholls & de la Vega-Leinert (2000) under the SURVAS project
(Synthesis and Up-scaling of Sea-level Rise Vulnerability Assessment Studies)
developed a common methodology for global assessment of vulnerability to sea-level
rise identifying key indicators for susceptibility, socio-economic vulnerability and
resilience to impacts of climate change, linked to an international network of experts on
vulnerability and adaptation.
UNFCCC (2008) and McFadden et al., (2007a) recommended some specific
tools designed to explore national, regional and global vulnerability and impact
integrated assessment in coastal areas to climate change and sea-level rise: FUND
(Climate Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution) integrated
assessment model for climate change; the EU-funded DINAS-COAST project
developed a coastal database for impact and vulnerability assessments to sea-level rise
using DIVA (Dynamic and Interactive Coastal Vulnerability Assessment) tool. DIVA’s
tool would reduce the uncertainty for coastal impact modelling concerning future
coastal flooding scenarios, erosion and adaptation by splitting the coast into manageable
units for physical and socio-economic analysis’ behaviour (Hinkel, 2005, 2009; Hinkel
and Klein, 2007; 2009; Hinkel et al., 2013). Likewise, Nicholls et al., (2008) and
Torresan et al., (2008) demonstrated the applicability of their GIS-based decision
support system for community vulnerability and adaptation assessment at the regional
and local level using DIVA’s tool for comparing a set of indicators in Europe to
estimate coastal vulnerability indicators.
Some other examples of tools for coastal evolution are the Climate Change
Research’s Coastal Simulator tool developed by the Tyndall Centre designed to predict
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coastline under future scenarios of change and management plans (Nicholls et al., 2005;
2008a); the Community Vulnerability Assessment Tool (CVAT) (Flax et al., 2002)
developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Coastal Services
Center, which deals with socioeconomic and environmental factors overlaying different
hazard maps .
In recent years specific tools such as DSAS (GIS-based) developed by the US
Geological Survey Woods Hole Science Centre for coastal erosion has been
successfully applied to CVA (Thieler and Danforth, 1994; Thieler et al., 2009).
The Simulator of CLIMate Change Risks and Adaptation Initiatives developed
under the SimCLIM Open Framework Software System (SimCLIM, 2013) generates
sea-level scenarios to aid decision-making. This tool together with the DIVA, the
Regional Vulnerability Assessment (RVA) (Torressan et al., 2010) and the DEcision
support SYstem for COastal climate change impact assessment (DESYCO) tools, was
very successful (Torressan et al., 2012).
2.5.2. Coastal Vulnerability Indexed-based approaches
Early methods to assess SLR-induced coastal retreat were based on the Brunn
Rule model. Over time the applicability of simplistic approaches to estimate the effects
of sea-level rise were questioned for coastal change evaluation (Pilkey et al., 1993;
Thieler et al., 2000). Some authors suggested incorporating factors such as the sediment
budget and geologic setting (Stolper et al., 2005). Different models were traditionally
used to investigate local changes on coasts. But those were not suitable at regional
scales due to the complexity of calculations; for example, numerical process-based
inundation models for flooding assessment (Xia et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2012) or
morphodynamic models (Jiménez et al., 2009).
Studies to evaluate the natural coastal system’s susceptibility to change began to
proliferate in the 90s (Gornitz, 1990; Thieler & Hammar-Klose, 1999; 2000a, b). Later,
new information on sea-level rise within the climate context stressed the importance of
protecting the coast. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1991) set
guidelines for common methodology for coastal vulnerability assessments and that was
a milestone for coastal vulnerability studies.
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Relative vulnerability mapping is the first step to assess coastal vulnerability to
climate change, and potential impacts (Preston et al., 2008). In this sense coastal
vulnerability indices are very useful and can serve different purposes: mapping and
ranking different attributes of the system, targeting specific policy adaptation and
comparisons with other studies (Dwarakish et al., 2009). In this context, the application
of vulnerability index-based approaches was considered as an effective and robust
method for characterizing the relative vulnerability of different segments along the coast
according to its natural ability to adapt and its susceptibility (Abuodha & Woodroffe,
2006; 2010; Gutierrez et al., 2007).
Gradually, coastal vulnerability indices and indicator-based approaches for
vulnerability mapping began to emerge. Global and regional impact and coastal
vulnerability assessments mainly started to focus on drivers such as relative sea level
rise and extreme sea level for coastal protection from impacts such as erosion,
inundation, submergence (Nicholls and Tol, 2006; Anthoff et al., 2010; Hinkel et al.,
2013).
Most of the initial approaches only dealt with geo-physical dynamics
(geomorphological processes) or physical impacts such as the exposure to
permanent/impermanent to flood events (Dasgupta et al., 2009; 2011; Bosom and
Jimenez, 2011; Yin et al., 2012; Kebede and Nicholls, 2012; Boateng, 2012) while the
more complex also introduced economic and social vulnerability aspects (Abuodja and
Woodroffe, 2006; Nicholls et al. 2008).
Some authors acknowledge the importance of integrating several vulnerability
drivers for coastal assessments, involving hybrid approaches addressing both
biophysical and social dimensions (Preston et al., 2008; Soares et al., 2012), particularly
the policy-driven assessments (Füssel and Klein, 2006; Nicholls et al., 2007). The
application of non-climatic drivers and future scenarios as contributors of coastal
change in conjunction with environmental chances could provide valuable information
to regional coastal vulnerability studies (Polsky et al., 2003, Nicholls et al., 2008,
Torresan et al., 2008; Bjarnadottir et al., 2011; Li and Li, 2011; Yoo et al., 2011).
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However, there is little consensus in literature on socio-economic variables
compared with biophysical indicators. Although socioeconomic factors like population
or assets location are important in local or global studies (Boruff, Emrich, and Cutter,
2006; Brooks, Adger, and Kelly, 2005; McLaughlin et al., 2002; Birkman, 2007; Yoo et
al., 2014; Wolters and Kuenzer, 2015, Wamsley et al., 2015) many studies on coastal
vulnerability to climate change do not consider them (Torresan et al., 2012). This could
be due of the lack of data and heterogeneity, scales issues plus it is not clear which
variables best represent the capacity of that community to cope (Nguyen et al., 2016).
The first attempt of applying a Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI) to assess
coastal vulnerability was that of Gornitz and Kanciruk (1989). Sea-level rise was
initially introduced as a climatic effect within the following physical setting of variables:
geology, geomorphology, elevation, shoreline change rate and wave and tide regime
(Gornitz, 1991). Gornitz made the method suitable for a global context and also
considered storm frequency for inundation and susceptibility to erosion. He also
suggested incorporating economic factors and population at risk into the index (Gornitz
et al., 1991). Gornitz and White (1992) and Gornitz et al., (1994) developed these ideas
further.
Those approaches were adopted by Thieler and Hammer-Klose index (1999,
2000a, b) to map US coastal vulnerability. This CVI yields coastal relative system
natural vulnerability to sea-level rise by evaluating system’s susceptibility to change
together with system’s natural variability to adapt. This approach has more recently
been applied (Thieler et al., 2000; Thieler et al., 2002; Pendleton et al., 2004a, 2004b;
2005). Later Pendleton et al. (2010) created a coastal vulnerability index (CVI) to
evaluate a coast’s potential susceptibility to physical change as sea levels rise in the
United States and the northern Gulf of Mexico, which was strictly based on local
physical characteristics. Gutierrez el at., (2009; 2011) used CVI derived data to explore
future changes in shoreline for the same areas.
Similarly, a sensitivity index were employed by Shaw et al., (1998) to explore
coastal sensitivity in Canada and by Sankari et al., (2015) in India.
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Some authors combined a Social Vulnerability Index (SoVi) that contained
storm and socio-economic data (Boruff et al., 2005), with Thieler and Hammer-Klose
(2000) CVI into the Coastal Social Vulnerability score (CSoVi) to examine the
vulnerability of the U.S. coast to erosion (Boruff, Emrich, and Cutter, 2005). Likewise,
Thatcher et al., (2013) applied a Coastal Economic Vulnerability Index (CEVI) to the
northern Gulf of Mexico area to identify low-lying coastal areas vulnerable to flooding
from storms and relative sea-level rise, including those physical characteristics
identified by Pendleton et al. (2010), but also economic loss.
A Physical Vulnerability Index (PVI) was also employed in Morocco to map the
relative coastal vulnerability to sea-level rise and storm events, also considering socioeconomic data such as land use (Raji et al., 2013).
In Australia several approaches were conducted to assess vulnerability to
impacts across several regions from geomorphic and storm surge vulnerability mapping
and probabilistic approaches to determine future patterns of coastal erosion (DEH, 2000;
Abuodha & Woodroffe (2006, 2007, 2010); Harvey & Woodroffe, (2008); (Preston et
al., 2007; 2008). Gornitz et al (1991) and Thieler and Hammar-Klose (1999, 2000a, b)
indices were also adapted to the Australian coast to evaluate patterns of shoreline
change (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2006) and to characterise susceptibility by means of
Coastal Sensitivity Index (CSI) (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2010b).
Sano et al. (2015) integrated vulnerability assessments with adaptation progress
from coastal Local Governments.
In Tasmania, Sharples (2004) performed the first mapping of beach vulnerability
assessing inundation risk. Later Sharples (2006) carried out a Geomorphic Stability
Mapping (GSM) based on landforms and substrate characteristics to determine to
potential climate change impacts on coasts such as sea-level rise and accelerated
erosion. Similar to Gornitz (1991), Sharples (2006) exclusively employed physical
factors but did not apply CVI.
Balica et al. (2012) developed a Coastal City Flood Vulnerability Index
(CCFVI) to assess future vulnerability and compared the impact of climate change on
cities in the long term.
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In the European context, different tools for coastal mapping have been applied at
different spatial-temporal scales (Ramieri et al., 2011) ranging from index-based
derived from US approaches to GIS-based decision supporting systems for mitigation
and adaptation (Mocenni et al., 2009; Schirmer et al., 2003) or dynamic computer
models (Hinkel, 2005; Hinkel et al., 2010).
Locally sensitivity index in Ireland was also developed by Carter (1990)
assessing the vulnerability of the coast from slope, coastal features and structures, and
land use. It was also carried out in the UK by Pethick and Crooks (2000) using storm
data (frequency and recovery time). Devoy (2008) analysed the vulnerability for Ireland
by 2100 to 1m of relative SLR based on socio-economic components. Sustainability and
adaptation case studies were carried out in vulnerable areas of Ireland and compared
with other coast-like types in Europe (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2016).
Vulnerability assessments based on natural vulnerability, socio-economic and
institutional vulnerability (institutional responsibilities) (Angell and Stokke, 2014).
Hammerfest (2010a) carried out a Risk and Vulnerability (RAV) assessments to plan
and prepare for local adaptation at municipality scale considering extreme weather,
storm surges and socio-economic factors.
McLaughlin (2001, 2002), developed a GIS-based vulnerability index for
Northern Ireland evaluating physical coastal characteristics, coastal forcing and
socioeconomic characteristics towards erosion and wave attack. McLaughlin and
Cooper (2010) discussed the application of multi-scale coastal vulnerability indices and
their scale relevance when developing metrics.
The British Geological Survey (BGS, 2017) produced a Coastal Vulnerability
Index (CVI) that consists of some GIS-based set of layers rather than a single map that
identifies susceptible areas to flooding and coastal erosion. The backshore layer was
derived through an erosion susceptibility assessment considering the geological
engineering properties of cliff. The foreshore dataset contains coastal geomorphological
features (beaches, tidal flat deposits, saltmarshes or wave-cut platforms) that would
potentially dissipate wave and currents energy at the cliff front, decreasing rates of
erosion. Layers with cliff top height and prone inundated areas were also provided.
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Satta et al. (2017) developed a Coastal Risk Index (CRI-MED) that assessed
coastal risks and vulnerabilities from physical and socio-economic impacts of the
Mediterranean. CRI-MED is a spatial risk index, which combines multiple data layers)
representing facets of risk.
2.6.

Limitations of CVI approaches: spatio-temporal constraints

Vulnerability assessments for coastal evolution analysis require a substantial
amount of knowledge from different disciplines. Coastal vulnerability indices for
vulnerability assessments are also disadvantaged by the lack of available data, coastal
protection information and from the diversity of methods in use. When estimating risks,
no method will identify the same hotspots (Hinkel 2008, Klein and Hinkel 2009). As a
result, processes of quality data control, selection of indicators, weighting of variables,
ranking of variables, construction of indices, interpretation, etc. are challenging (Moss
et al., 2001; Schmidtlein et al., 2008).
It is very important to be able to compare with other studies at a national scale or
if possible, internationally (Eakin and Luers, 2006). Besides, some show a lack of focus
or theoretical and conceptual framework (Eriksen and Kelly, 2007; Wamsley et al 2015)
that determine how robust they are towards validation.
At a European level, the MOVE project (2008) or EUROSION project (2004)
made attempts to unify vulnerability methods and quality criteria requirements in order
to create a general framework and methodology for assessment of vulnerability to
natural hazards in Europe. Nonetheless, international standard methodologies have not
yet been enforced. There is still a lack of coordination regarding approaches for coastal
vulnerability assessments. If vulnerability assessments have nothing in common
(approach, result, or data used, metrics), it is difficult to compare or distinguish trends
(Wolters & Kuenzer, 2015).
Vulnerability assessments are scale-dependent in space and time (McLaughlin
and cooper, 2010; Yoo et al., 2011) and these constraints should not be too broad or
narrow (Pendleton el at., 2005; Dawson et al., 2009). Different tools and methods could
address coastal vulnerability at different spatial and temporal scales depending on goals
and context. Introducing these two factors is relevant as they determine the amount of
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time and the type of exposed coastal elements (susceptibility), and therefore their
vulnerability (Bonetti et al., 2012).
CVI calculations are not predictive instruments and their information is limited
by to short period of time or static (McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). One of the current
limitations of CVI and rank-based techniques applied to climate change is that they do
not generally include climate impact model projections (Füssel, 2010). A coastal
vulnerability index is useful in prioritising decisions. However, predictive tools are
rather static and do not provide absolute predictions about the impacts of sea-level rise.
They locate the areas within a region most likely to be affected. The validity of the
CVIs can be tested against observed shoreline changes within a particular time frame
since variables are subjected to time-spatial restrictions (Abuodha and Woodroffe,
2006).
Coastal processes span from hours (tides) to millennia (tectonic) and threats
(SLR) from short to long term. Hence it is difficult to differentiate between current and
future vulnerability due to the lack of data on future projections of sensitivity and
adaptive capacity (Schauser et al., 2010). Consequently, many studies are based on
current vulnerability (less than 10 years) and do not account for future adaptation
strategies (Masselink and Russell, 2013).
Uni-temporal studies are common. However, decision makers would benefit
from multi-temporal assessments, evaluating what degree of vulnerability we are facing
and identifying trends in this (Wolters and Kuenzer, 2015). When the hazard is
supposed to change over time, the time horizon on which we are assessing vulnerability
has to be specified (Wamsley et al., 2015). These vulnerability assessments could
address current vulnerability (Wang et al., 2011a), or by introducing future scenarios
(Thatcher et al., 2013). Temporal variability should be reflected by the variables used
(Bonetti et al., 2012). Some studies introduce the barrier type to capture millennial scale
trends of progradation or erosion (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2010b).
Indices that consider large amounts of variability are more useful for long-term
planning, and enhance resiliency. Sometimes some components of vulnerability reflect
the current conditions (socioeconomic data) and others the future (sea-level projections).
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Economic conditions such as population, houses, and roads will change over time, but it
is difficult to predict how these variables will change. If vulnerability analysis in one
area is only based on current conditions it will somehow underestimate future
vulnerability to sea-level rises (Wu et al., 2002); whereas if future predictions are
included in CVI then the validity of the vulnerability map would be extended in time
(Thatcher et al., 2013; Jimenez et al., 2017).
Several research studies have assessed the impacts of climate change on
Mediterranean coasts at national to regional scale (Torresan et al., 2012; Jimenez et al.,
2017) or local scale (Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2011, 2016).
Indicator-based approaches constitute an efficient way to locate vulnerable areas
at the local scale, which is the scale at which adaptation usually operates. Their metrics
are developed for the purpose of their study and are consequently spatially scaledependent (Wamsley et al., 2015; Wolters & Kuenzer, 2015).
Different scales respond to different purposes and priorities and therefore show
different information. The spatial resolution increases at a local and regional scale; a
greater level of detail (and less perspective) is required to distinguish between areas of
vulnerability, and some information only becomes evident at that scale. Going to larger
areas would also add information on some variables as perspective is gained. In
addition, the gradient of a particular metric may differ depending on the scale of the
analysis; some metrics might not be relevant at one scale but valuable at another. It
could happen that some variables become obsolete at a particular resolution. Results
cannot be easily compared across scales directly or sometimes from different variables
from components at the same scale. However, index values can be normalised, so each
value is relative to the full range of values for that scale (McLaughlin and Cooper,
2010).
If operating at national level, important information at the county level could be
masked (Adger et al., 2004). Global scale methods do not apply directly to local areas,
so local methods need to be adapted (Yoo et al., 2014). When comparing to wider areas
the same metrics should apply (Hinkel, 2011). Therefore, studies are sometimes not
comparable either internationally or with other areas nationally where similar CVI
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methods has not been employed. Thus, some authors advocate a national-scale approach
(Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2006). A general view could be useful for general assessment
e.g. implementing to assess help, distribute EU funds and allocate money per counties,
and then refine the target and resources (ie: focusing on vulnerable structures) when
higher resolution assessments becomes available. However other authors recommend
operating at small scales and then aggregating data into a simplified larger scale as the
other way around is not a possibility if high resolution data has not been compiled in the
first place (McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010).
2.7.

Coastal processes and feedback mechanisms

Coastal dynamics respond to geomorphological and oceanographical factors
through adjustments and process at different time- space scales (Cowell et al., 2003a,
b); Patterns of Sea-level and sea surface changes (SLCs) constitute the main driver in
coastal systems’ evolution, which are exposed to processes operating at several varying
timescales (Church and Clark et al., 2014; Devoy, 2015). SLCs range from microscale
to macroscale temporally and spatially (ICS, 2013). Short term (~10 years) to rapid
(days-hourly) movements in sea levels, are caused mainly by meteorological and
coupled Earth atmosphere ocean drivers (storms, wave movement or currents). Long
term movements in SLC are driven by earth crustal land movement and ocean shape
(106-7 years). Intermediate short-term SLCs respond to glacial forcing (e.g. Quaternary
(105-6 years) (Lambeck, 2001; Church et al., 2010).
However due to the multiple drivers operating at the coast, it is difficult to link
those drivers to sea-level rise impacts (Nicholls et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2014).
Sometimes human activity overcomes natural processes (Syvitski et al., 2009). Also, the
natural variability makes difficult the identification of impacts of climate changes.
Therefore, beaches showing evidence of recent erosion does not mean that sea- level
rise is the primary driver (Balica et al., 2012).
To extrapolate climate change-related shoreline changes is difficult given the
complexity of multiple contributing factors and interactions. Coastal systems such as
estuaries, barriers and tidal flats will retreat in response to sea-level and wave climate
changes. Earlier methods to assess SLR-induced coastal retreat were based on the fact
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that beach profiles will respond to sea-level rise by trying to maintain their relative
position and shape based in the Brunn Rule (Brunn, 1969). Nonetheless coastal change
process is locally variable and subject to a complex interaction of site specific factors
(Masselink, & Russell, 2013). The proportionality between SLR and shoreline retreat
established by the Bruun Rule only accounts for less that 50% of the likely changes at
the coast (Nicholls et al., 2007; Devoy, 2008; Church et al., 2010) whereas the
remaining retreat is subjected to climate-driven rainfall and river-discharge factors. Also
SLR contributes to feedbacks associated to coastal processes like coastal-sediment flux
and sedimentary infilling of coastal-accommodation spaces (de Groot et al., 2012),
which are responses connected to human interactions, and therefore influence the
effectiveness of SLR in driving landward retreat (Bindoff et al., 2007; Nicholls et al.,
2007; Church et al., 2014). Moreover, erosion at one point will likely cause accretion
elsewhere. In that sense, local (or regional) predictions in would be more useful than
national to capture these processes (Montreuil and Bullard, 2012).
Novel multidisciplinary approaches on risk and vulnerability assessment models
evaluate the joint probability from several impacts, typically concentrating on one
variable’s response, such as shoreline. These approaches look at the probability and
magnitude of a particular hazard or perturbation that will affect the exposure of the
system (Turner et al., 2003). Recent coastal vulnerability studies have successfully
applied innovative probabilistic methods based on Bayesian network calculations to
analyse the shoreline sensitivity to sea-level rise. These were able to effectively validate
it by hind-casting past shorelines, which made this method suitable for assessing the
potential retreat of the coastline associated with future sea-level rise changes. (Gutierrez
et al., 2011; 2015) included predicted probabilities of specific geomorphic
characteristics using Bayesian networks (BN). Gutierrez et al. (2015) integrated BN
data representing longer-term processes (shoreline change), short-term vulnerabilities
(dune erosion) and anthropogenic modifications to the coast. One of the limitations is
that these techniques mainly focused in one isolated physical aspect (i.e. shoreline
evolution) instead of the overall system, and it could happen that the coastline might be
stable when ecosystems or societies are already under pressure (Hinkel, 2011).
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In order to understand erosion, multi spatial-temporal data at various resolutions,
inundation levels, and erosion are necessary to understand the processes behind
sediment transport and budget for numerical modelling (Bonetti et al., 2010). Research
has evaluated long-term shoreline responses, monitoring and modelling sea-level rise at
decadal (Anthoff et al., 2010) or millennial timescales (Woodroffe and MurrayWallace, 2012); and also short-term adjustments to annual or seasonal events (Van Rijn
et al., 2003; Davidson et al., 2010)
Regarding future scenarios of inundation, rising the sea by a certain amount does
not mean all the areas below certain elevation will be inundated (Gesch et al.,2009;
Thatcher et al., 2013). The reason is the intricate physical processes that intervene on
RSLR impacts (storm impacts, barrier island migration, wetland accretion, shoreline
erosion, etc).
Some approaches used inundation mapping and numerical modelling to evaluate
the impacts of short-long term processes on barrier islands (Gutierrez et al., 2009;
FitzGerald et al., 2008). Long-term shoreline changes associated with sea-level rise
were combined with human interventions on dune building and beach nourishment to
derive long-term or short-term variability of coastal geomorphology (Plant et al., 2014).
Shoreline change was investigated under the worst case scenario of sea-level rise in
sensitive areas to flooding (Bonetti et al., 2012; Jimenez et al., 2017).
Surface changes coupled with storminess patterns deeply affect the coastal
evolution and processes (erosion, inundation and river discharge changes (Nicholls et
al., 2007; Kremer et al., 2013)). In the long term, sedimentary coasts will adjust to rise
in the mean sea level by retreating (Nicholls and Cazenave 2010). Sandy beaches
recover rapidly after a storm as the sediment moved offshore during the storm and into a
bar is returned to the beach. A beach comprised of primarily cohesive material does not
have this characteristic (Wisely et al., 2015).
In general, there is a lack of information in different contributors to SLRs, and
feedbacks involved needed for validation of model outputs (IPCC WGI, 2007, 2014;
Church et al., 2010, 2013). Introducing ensembles of Atmosphere and Ocean General
Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and the wider use of Regional Circulation Models
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(RCMs) improves the knowledge of the constraints on systems contributing to SLC, but
there are still large uncertainties (IPCC WGI, 2014).
Decadal scale climate change variability has an effect on storminess and sea
level (Wang et al., 2009; Phillips and Crisp, 2010) and consequently on coastal
movement. Sea-level fluctuations patterns at the local-regional context (e.g.,Bindoff et
al., 2007; Nicholls et al., 2007; Church et al., 2014) are possibly driven by short-term
sea-surface change factors, such as salinity density; steric effects, local currents, and El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) variability.
Connection between the NAO and changes in erosion and coastal process
impacts in the North Atlantic has been identified (Stone and Orford, 2004). Also,
geomorphological changes on soft cliffs (spatial and temporal variation), sediment
supply and transport rates have been linked to NAO variability in the East Anglian coast
(Brook and Spencer, 2014). Unprotected soft cliffs respond to NAO variability over
decadal and multi-decadal timescales as opposed to shorter term variability in water
levels associated with tides sea level rise as the main driver.
As shoreline changes are oscillating, so this type of analysis requires sufficient
data records that at least cover the long-term mean rate of change. Consequently, in the
future, rates of sea-level change as the main factor of coastal change (FitzGerald et al.,
2008; Gutierrez et al., 2009) should not diminish the importance of other significant
forcing factors such as of variability in storminess. Policymaking and coastal
management practices should take this into account (Brook and Spencer, 2014).
Coastal erosion comes as a result of natural and human-induced factors acting at
different scales (Bonetti et al., 2012). Coastal change is difficult to assess in between
storms and accretion/fore dune building periods (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2010b).
Storm impacts occur at short time scales (days to weeks) but storm recovery could take
months to years. Inter-storm recovery is a crucial parameter when it comes to determine
long-term coastal resilience to climate change, storminess variability and sea level rise
(Brooks et al., 2016). Low-frequency, high-magnitude storms will sometimes have a
greater impact on the coast than sequent smaller storms. But if those are too frequent, a
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threshold might be crossed and the area will not recover (McLaughlin and Cooper
2010).
Morphodynamic responses come from a combination of shore face bathymetry,
sediment availability and inshore hydrodynamics. In the regional context, storm impacts
will be different depending on shoreline characteristics. The primary controls for beach
recovery and shoreface gradient are the tidal range, migratory sub-tidal and intertidal
bars. Sufficient drying times for sand and also aeolian transport requires winds above 8
m s-1 (Masselink et al., 2006; Houser, 2009), If strong winds coincide with falling tides,
exposed sand is prone to dune building. Over time, this barrier recovery potential from
storm impacts will determine the future survival of coastal ecosystems, communities
and infrastructures on high-energy coasts. Gathering knowledge of time-space
dynamics, dune growth and barrier recovery processes, can be highly beneficial in
future coastal management planning with projected sea-level rise and storminess
(Brooks et al., 2016). It is also important to understand the spatio-temporal dynamics of
storms, surges and extreme waves and their impact upon morphology (Spencer et al.,
2014; Masselink et al., 2015).
In this regard GIS-based studies have evaluated shoreline movement, profile
analysis and field measurements, monitoring barrier responses, after storms and during
non-storm, to analysis future shoreline responses to rising sea levels and storm
variability (Brooks et al., 2014; 2016). However more multidisciplinary approaches
with quantitative predictions of storm impacts and post-storm recovery are needed
(Wang et al., 2015).
According to Nicholl (2015), adaptation should be analysed in a context that
includes driver’s effects and complex interaction and feedbacks that might aggravate
impacts, in response to future sea-level rise and associated storminess (Wong et al.,
2014). Rising sea levels will be accompanied by other coastal processes, apart from
submergence, such as wetland loss and change, erosion of beaches and soft cliffs,
saltwater intrusion into groundwater, and direct and indirect human impacts (Nicholls,
2015). That is why some author recommends including them in impact and adaptation
assessments (Wong et al., 2014). For instance some studies have assessed drivers,
pressures, coastal state, impacts, and responses of local systems so flexible adaptation
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strategies can be developed in respect of long term trends and for short terms events
(Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2016).
Nonetheless, this would add an extra challenge to already complex coastal
vulnerability assessments.
2.8.

Best practice for Coastal management. Knowledge gaps

Techniques to assess vulnerability of coastal communities should plan to
mitigate vulnerability. Coastal vulnerability and impacts assessment lack uniformity
(Harvey and Woodroffe, 2008) and consistency in methods (Pled et al., 2010; Hinlkel,
2011). Currently there is an absence of standardization of concepts, scales, methods,
assumptions, parameters in the development of indices for identification of vulnerable
areas, which limits comparability across studies and countries.
This problem does not seem to be close to being solved and consequently the
urgency is to carry out accurate strategies on vulnerability mapping suitable for
comparison ((Nguyen et al., 2016). As a result, consistent methodology, clear
description on assumptions and methods for ranking of variables, importance of
variables, and variability on that scale, is not usually well defined in literature (Nguyen
et al., 2016).
In general, there is a need for coastal assessments that are able to capture the
main factors of vulnerability supported by an intense evaluation of metrics (Nguyen et
al., 2016; Wamsley et al., 2015). Coastal assessments lack site-specific metrics that
reflect description of systems and dynamics. In general, models to predict coastal
responses lack predictability capacity, with a few exceptions on cliff shorelines. But
even in these cases, erosion processes are poorly understood (Masselink and Russell,
2013).
There is also a necessity to focus on the scale-dependence of parameters either
physical or socio-economic (Nguyen et al., 2016). Even though better results are
yielded from physical variables, rather than socio-economic, validation is still
complicated, and consequently absent in most vulnerability studies (Wolters and
Kuenczer, 2015).
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Building resilience for expected future impacts will require an active
cooperation from natural, social, and engineering sciences to political decision making,
stakeholders, Coastal Zone Management and Marine Spatial Planning policies and
legislation, and industry. In order that the benefit of vulnerability studies extends into
management planning strategies, it is advisable that stakeholders are involved, and their
needs are addressed by research (Nguyen et al., 2016). Policy and decision-making
objectives should be identified before developing a metric for vulnerability assessment
(EEA, 2012; Wimsley et al., 2015).
However most of the coastal assessment studies from literature do not mention
any stakeholder group (Masselink and Russell, 2013), indicating that these studies are
purely scientifically orientated or the link to decision makers is non-existent. A closer
relation across the scientific community, fragmented by cultures and management
concepts, would be desirable (Kremer et al., 2013; Metzger & Schröter, 2004).
Additionally, it is important to communicate results in a transparent form to
stakeholders, policy makers, local authorities or the general public (Masselink and
Russell, 2013). After all, they will benefit from research and adaptation measures
accordingly. Better understanding on coastal vulnerability will facilitate that new
adaptation techniques can be adjusted to coastal vulnerability (Cooper and Pilkey, 2012;
Wong and Losada, 2014; Nicholls, 2015).
Indicator-based vulnerability assessments should be a key component of
decision-making in integrated management (Nguyen et al., 2016). Likewise, integrated
Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) should issue an effective response through an
appropriate adaptation approach in order to reduce vulnerability by minimizing climaterelated impacts or enhancing resilience (Nicholls et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2014).
Despite the lack of agreement on future sea-level, research examining different
scenarios of sea-level rise and climate change is required at all scales from local to
global (Wong et al., 2014; Nicholls, 2014). Coastal management measures should be
based on all available information, from mean and high-end sea-level rise scenarios
(Renn 2008; Hinkel et al., 2015).
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2.9.

Chapter summary

Projections on sea-level future changes are subject to a significant number of
large uncertainties: ice dynamics, changes in storms, wave climate, but also on the
responses of the coastal system. Coastal assessments should consider several scenarios,
with a special focus on hotspots.
Climate changes and associated vulnerabilities won’t be uniform around the
world (IPCC, 2013). Therefore, in order to minimise impacts on humans and
ecosystems we need to know how, where, and when to adapt and what to adapt for.
Henceforth local and regional vulnerability studies are needed.
Coastal vulnerability indices and rank-based (CVI) methodologies have to be
robust to assess relative vulnerability from local and national scales. Indices do not only
provide information about potential areas likely to suffer damages regarding future sealevel rise, but also identify local/regional areas most prone to physical changes. CVI
development of metrics is extremely important and will not depend not only on what
has been identified as important to measure but also on the temporal and spatial scale of
the assessment and data availability (Wolters & Kuenzer, 2015). In the lack of
standardised international methodology, those methods should be adapted to the context
and the purpose of the study, using the best available data (McLaughlin and Cooper,
2010).
SLCs have a critical role in assessments and numerical modelling of physical
coastal-system changes (Church et al., 2014). Micro- macroscale controls on coastal
system processes and feedbacks affect sea-level movements and vice versa (IPCC,
2007, 2014). However, complex interactions are difficult to identify, quantify and
moreover, to incorporate into coastal assessments.
According to Nicholls (2014) integrated assessment are required to accurately
assess interacting drivers, including the feedback of adaptation. The key to coping with
future impacts of sea-level rise will depend on the magnitude of increase, coastal
characteristics, coastal development and adaptation progress. Even with mitigation and
adaptation, huge challenges lie ahead (Church et al., 2013) and therefore long-term,
planned measurers versus autonomous, should considered (Nicholls, 2014).
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Half of the Irish population lives in coastal areas. There is an urgent need in
Ireland for estimating and assessing the vulnerability of coastal systems and supporting
effective policy responses (McFadden et al., 2007a). Despite the evidence of accelerated
coastal erosion and coastal change, and ecosystem losses, few studies in Ireland have
truly quantified the relationships between observed coastal land loss and the rate of sealevel rise, wind and wave erosion (Mulrennan,1990; 1993; Carter, 1991a; Devoy, 2000,
2008; EUROSION, 2004; Robinson, 2009; OPW, 2010; Coll et al., 2012). EMODnet
Project. However suitable, quantitative approaches, especially at high resolution would
be extremely valuable if we are to adapt to a warmer world (Devoy, 2000; 2008).
Improved knowledge of the physical and socio-economic components would be highly
beneficial for flexible adaptation solutions in the coastal zone (Sánchez-Arcilla et al.,
2016).
Despite the growing awareness that future events could have catastrophic
consequences when assuming no adaptation (Hallegatte et al., 2013; Hinkel et al.,
2014), only a few countries are actively preparing for it (Stive et al., 2011; Tarrant and
Sayers, 2013).
The IPCC (2013) and the European Commission encouraged EU members to
identify gaps in knowledge. As years go by, national and regional adaptation strategies
and vulnerability assessments are implemented but we are still in need of local accurate
vulnerability studies (EC, 2013). The National Climate Change Adaptation Framework
(NCCAF) (DECLG; 2012) intends to provide local adaptation strategies for reducing
vulnerability to future climate change in Ireland (Adger et al., 2005b). In this regard, the
gathering of high-quality information to assess vulnerability at the local level (EPA,
2013) and a wide range of potential impact scenarios would be extremely useful
(Gleeson et al., 2013).
Case studies can be seen sometimes as a proof of concept for new methods in
data rich areas (Church et al., 2006). The Dublin-Wicklow area has been already
identified as prone to risk of flooding and erosion (OPW, 2010; Flood, 2012). However,
these studies employed simplistic methods and did not take into account the complexity
of coastal behaviour or future climate uncertainties. Examining the current physical
exposure and future sensitivity to changes in sea-level rise is far more complex than that.
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High resolution coastal vulnerability index-based approaches would provide
information in a simplified manner, facilitating a rapid assessment and visualization of
the system’s susceptibility. Quantitative predictions of future storm impacts using local
predictions would improve coastal zone adaptation (Wang et al., 2015). This can be
used as a guide for planning adaptation and implementation of new ICZM strategies to
increase the Irish coast’s resilience to sea-level changes.
Under the CoastAdapt project (Interreg programme funded) In Europe some
studies have addressed local impact and adaptation strategies and tools in coastal
communities engaging local stake holders (Muir et al., 2014). Community’s
vulnerability to impacts to erosion and flooding was evaluated from site studies,
workshops and questionnaires.
At the local/regional scales some practical ICZM have been assessed (eg: Bantry
Bay Project). However Regarding implementation of ICZM and climate adaptation in
Ireland, there is not a national policy framework for an integrated approach to coastal
management (Muir et al., 2014). In other countries Risk and Vulnerability (RAV)
assessments were carried out to plan and prepare for local adaptation at municipality
scale considering extreme weather, storm surges and socio-economic factors
Hammerfest (2010a).
These low-lying, soft rock, sedimentary coasts of Dublin-Wicklow, exhibit a
combination of factors for being justified as a potentially vulnerable area, and therefore
suitable for testing latest international methodologies. In addition, not only its physical
exposure, but socio-economic factors such as high population and concentration of
economic assets, makes the location highly sensitive to storm and sea-level rise events.
Important structures such as ports are very exposed; therefore future scenarios of
inundation would be beneficial for long-term port management and planning (Sierra et
al., 2016). However, coastal management should not only provide for better usage of
coastal zones but at the same time natural environments should be protected (Jimenez el
at., 2017).
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Chapter 3: Characteristics of the study area and its environs
3.1.

Physical environment

Geology, geomorphology and post-glacial history are essential factors when
analysing the characteristics of the coastline. The Irish coast (7400 km long) can be
classified as paraglacial (Carter, 1990). It is also highly variable in terms of wave
climate and energy, geomorphic development and dynamics (Carter and Orford, 1988).
Documented studies on coastal erosion in Ireland have revealed that most of the
Irish coasts are undergoing retreat (Salman et al., 2004). A total of 3,000km of the coast
has been classified as ‘soft coast’, of which over 50% is considered to be at risk from
erosion (Devoy, 1990). Approximately 20-30% of this has been categorised as highly
vulnerable, mainly southern and eastern coasts and in imminent danger of erosion
(DELG, 2001).
The eastern counties of Co. Dublin and Wicklow are susceptible to wave action,
tidal and storm surges (Devoy, 2000) and they are predisposed to geomorphological
changes from active erosion and deposition processes (McCabe, 1989; EUROSION,
2004; Clark et al,. 2004; 2010; Robinson, 2009) and flooding (OPW, 2010; Flood,
2012).
Even though erosion is generally smaller in urban areas due to the existence of
coastal defences or naturally resilient areas, potential risk to coastal flooding does exist
(OPW, 2010). In fact, according to a Coastal Zone Management report (Martin, 1997),
the urbanized soft coast of Dublin is one the three most vulnerable areas of the country
to flooding; an important consideration given the concentration population within the
Greater Dublin region. It is also an area of major concentration of socio-economic assets,
which is a further reason for making it the focus of this research. Figure 3.1 illustrates
vulnerable areas in Ireland.
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Figure 3.1. Vulnerable areas to relative sea-level and erosion by 2100 by (after Devoy, 1990).

3.1.1. Geological setting
Irish geological context can help to understand the nature of the unconsolidated
sediments and their instability towards coastal erosion and sea-level rise.
The current profile of the county Dublin and Wicklow coasts was mainly shaped
during the last glaciation between ca. 26kyrs and ca. 17.3kyrs BP (Ballantyne et al.,
2006).
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Three large ice sheets united: the Irish Sea Ice Sheet, the Northern Ice Dome and
the Wicklow Mountains Ice Sheet (Hoare, 1975; Synge, 1977). When those ice sheets
retreated they left huge amounts of glacial/glaciofluvial sediments behind reaching
thickness of 4.5m to 30m in areas such as Dublin Port and Killiney beach (Pellicer,
2008). As consequence, the Dublin-Wicklow areas are largely covered by soft
sediments with underlying bedrock, mainly outcropping in areas such as the Howth
Peninsula and Wicklow coastal heads (McConnell et al., 1994).
The most common deposits in County Dublin are glacial and glaciofluvial
derived from Lower Carboniferous limestone bedrock (brown and black boulder clay).
Co. Wicklow’s complex geology is characterised by Pleistocene glacial deposits,
mainly boulder clay, covering much of the ice-sculpted bedrock topography
(McConnell et al., 1994; McConnell and Philcox, 1994; Farrell et al., 1995).
Coastal systems
The study area encompasses a coastal strip that runs from Portrane to Arklow
with an inland buffer of approximately 1-1.7 km covering an area of approximately
188.7 km2 (see Figure 3.2).
The main coastal systems in the study area include two morphological units: flat
coast and cliffs (hard rock and/or soft unconsolidated material). Flat coast sections are
composed of sandy and gravelly/shingle beaches, spits and barriers, tombolas (e.g.
Howth and Sutton). Flat coasts in the study area can be categorised as sensitive
environments represented by low-lying extensions of sandy beaches, sand dunes, plains
and spits and large sandy plains in the onshore area (ECOPRO, 1996; Cooper and Pile,
2014). Sandpits are usually semi-parallel to long-shore currents and perpendicularly (NS) orientated to wave direction (Devoy, 2015a).
In the northern end of the study area (from Howth to Portrane) glacial and
fluvial actions have shaped the coast into bays and sandy-muddy estuaries. Large
quantities of unconsolidated glacial clays, sands and gravels were swept up and
incorporated into coarse-grained storm beach ridges, partly closing the bays and
creating estuaries behind them (Mulrennan, 1990). Sheltered areas in north Dublin
accumulated low-energy fine sands and muds represented by lagoons, salt marshes,
mudflats and sand flats, and also intertidal ridges and runnels in the near shore area
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(Carter 1991b; ECOPRO, 1996; Charlton & Orford, 2002). Those areas in north Dublin
(eg Portmarnock to Rush) are naturally resilient but vulnerable from being urbanized
(Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2016). North Dublin bay saltmarshes will face inundation
whereas sand dune systems like the ones around Bull Island will be replaced by erosion
(Brooks et al., 2016).
Hard cliffs are represented by headlands alternating with soft, unconsolidated
cliffs forming a bay-like coastal profile that provides strongly dissipative
morphodynamic regimes (Mulrennan, 1990; 1992). Dublin Bay is formed by Lower
Carboniferous Limestone is encloded in between two headlands Cambrian rocks at
Howth Head and Silurian Leinster granite in Dalkey Head. Rocky and pebbly shores
alternate with fine sands as a result of complex inshore currents and tidal flow impeded
by the headlands. Dublin Bay is essentially dominated by large sand banks at both
margins extending to Bull Island by means of a large sand dune complex. Rivers
discharge into the Irish Sea brings smaller silt and clay sediments to in the intertidal
areas, which could mitigate the narrowing of intertidal areas from SLR (Brooks et al.,
2016).
Further south, series of outcrops such those at Bray, Greystones, or Wicklow
alternate with low, soft unconsolidated of Irish Sea Till derived from limestones and
Cambrian sandstones and shale and also with gravels and sandy, gravelly alluvial and
glaciofluvial sediments. Shingle and gravelly shores are present in South Dublin and
also Co. Wicklow along with sandy beaches/sand-dune systems edged by low rocky
cliffs (McConnell and Philcox, 1994). See Plate 3.1 and Plate 3.2.
Beaches will suffer from squeezing in future years (Devoy, 2015b). On barrier
coasts will also migrate with higher sea-levels in episodes controlled by sediment
accommodation and availability (Masselink and Russell, 2013). Also, estuaries could
migrate landward and upward (Rossington and Spearman, 2009), unless sediment is
reduced, in which case they will deepen. Natural responses could be reduced with
coastal defences (Masselink and Russell, 2013).
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Figure 3.2. Map showing the location of the study area (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Plate 3. 1. Views from top left to bottom: sandy beaches in Donabate (North Dublin); low, rocky cliffs at Malahide; lagoon/salt marshes in Portmarnock-Baldoyle;
sand-dune systems in Bull Island. View from Howth-Bull Island to Dublin Bay. Source: Upper left (Google Earth images @ 2018 Digital Globe); others by Silvia Caloca.
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Plate 3. 2. Views from top left to bottom: Shingle and gravelly beaches flanked by soft, till cliffs with gravels (Killiney-Corbawn); Bray Head hard rock; unconsolidated, till and gravel
cliffs at Greystones; Gravelly alluvium sediments (Kilcoole-Newcastle); small bay-like showing blown sand in dunes development (South Wicklow). Shingle and gravelly beaches (Bray).
Source: two upper right (Google Earth images @ 2018 Digital Globe); others by Silvia Caloca.
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3.2.

Climatic and marine dynamic controls in the study area.

A good knowledge of current and past storm patterns, and their effects, is
desirable for coastal assessments (Stone & Orford, 2004).
Ireland is positioned on the path of major North Atlantic storms. This greatly
influences wind directions and wave heights in Irish coastal waters which are exposed
to strong wave energy and regular low-pressure systems (Füssel 2007; Devoy, 2008;
Sweeney et al., 2008;. Consequently, storm surges in the Irish Sea are associated with
major Atlantic depressions, usually from a westerly direction (Sweeney, 2000).
Surge strength depends on the speed, intensity and size of the depression as it
approaches Ireland (Orford, 1989). The effect of wind on surge levels largely depends
on topography, particularly in shallow waters where tide and wave heights get amplified.
Gentler gradients, like those in the study area, will influence the impact of future sealevel rise in surges heights (Devoy, 2008; Wang et al., 2008). In the shallow-wide Irish
continental shelf, wind speed and direction rather than atmospheric pressure, influences
storm surge height (McFadden et al., 2007a). Hence, in the south Irish Sea, surge
height is dominated by the low-pressure effect whereas in the North Irish Sea the wind
effect adds ~72% to the height of the surge (Lowe et al., 2001). Extreme surge heights
are expected in both the North and South Irish Sea (Flather and Smith, 1998; Lowe et
al., 2001; Woodworth et al., 2005) accompanied by changes in 10-50 year return
periods (Lowe and Gregory, 2005; Wang et al., 2008;). Winter and spring storm wave
heights might also increase (Gleeson et al., 2013).
In recent years, exceptionally frequent and intense winter cyclone activity with
associated extreme wind speeds, tidal surges and low pressure have caused serious
damage on Irish coasts (E-surge, 2014; Met Éireann, 2015; Matthews et al,. 2016). The
east coast of Ireland was affected by important surge flooding in February 2002 and
October 2004. In January 2014 a surge of about one metre coincided with one of the
highest spring tides of the year causing intense flooding (Plate 3. 3).
Track of storms and tide conditions could influence flooding potential. In
December 1989 the biggest storm surge on record (0.937m) caused by a low pressure
system traversing Ireland did not cause much flooding when it hit Dublin fully but at
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low tide; whereas the 2002 event was a deeper low-system tracking further north and
yet it brought intense coastal winds that derived on extreme surge.

Plate 3. 3. Extreme water-levels at the Liffey rivers mouth in Docklands (Co. Dublin) produced by stormsurge that hit Ireland in early January 2014. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

A tide ranging up to 2.2m OD would not cause flooding in Dublin, unless it is
combined with a storm surge. This will generate water levels of over 2.5m OD Malin at
which the flood warning is activated. This happened in February 2002 when the highest
spring tides of the year (1.95m OD) coincided with a surge 0.91m resulting in an
extreme water level of ~2.9m OD (the highest on record). See Figure 3.3.
Interestingly enough, sea-level rise on the top of spring tides will not always
produce inundation. However, it will have an impact on frequency of extreme events.
Thus, 40cm of extra water level from sea-level added to the 2002 event, would convert
the 1-100 year event into 1-5year event (Dollard, 2003; IAE, 2007). Sea-level rise will
also impact on the 1 in 200-year return period, increasing significant wave heights and
raising water levels by at least 0.5m by 2100 (RPS, 2007). Assuming a medium RCP
scenario of 0.48m in the future, the 100-year extreme weather occurrence will happen
every 1-2 years in Ireland by 2100.
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Figure 3. 3. Surge record of 1 in 70yr extreme event that hit Dublin City and Fingal in February 2002. (Met
éireann. (2002); Available at http://www.met.ie/climate-ireland/weather-events).

3.2.1. Tidal regimes
Tides are one of the dynamic controls that signiﬁcantly vary in scale around
Ireland. Tidal regimes in the study area range from meso (spring tidal range 2-4 m) but
also include microtidal areas in the southern part (<2 m (Carter, 1991a) (Figure 3.4).
Most of the tidal motion at the Irish Sea comes from oscillations of the Atlantic
Ocean tidal regime. The structure of co-tidal elevation is virtually the same for both M2
and S2 constituents (lunar and solar forces), supporting the major influence of the
amphidromic point (zero tide) on the Irish Sea (Figure 3 5).
Tidal heights refer to Chart Datum (CD) and this datum varies from port to port.
However, it is usually set to-or near to-the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) at the
nearest port. Mean sea-level at Dublin is 2.46m CD whereas it is 1.30 m CD at Arklow.
This small variation in mean sea-level between the two ports is as a result of the
influence of land masses and friction inertia, among other factors, and has an effect on
tidal movements (ECOPRO, 1996).
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Figure 3. 4. Variation of spring tidal ranges around the Irish coastline (Carter, 1991a).

Maximum tidal range on the east coast is associated with the shelf areas that
underlie the potential amplification of shallow waters. Hence, there is a spring tide
elevation gradient on the Irish coast from 0.6m at Arklow to 4.5m in Dundalk Bay.
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Figure 3. 5. Left. Influence of the amphidromic point on spring tidal range in the Irish Sea. Right. Tidal
currents maximum depth averaged flow (m/s). Source ECOPRO (1996).

3.2.2. Exposure to wave climate
Irish Sea coasts only receive about 20% of the wave energy occurring on open
Atlantic coasts. While locally-generated sea waves dominate, swell waves entering the
Irish Sea through St George's Channel and the North Channel, have an important role
(Carter, 1983).
Waves from 90-180 degrees, following the strong south to west air flows are
predominant in this area. In the relatively low-energy coasts of the east of Ireland, deepwater Hs waves decrease northwards, and rarely exceed 8-10m during storms. The
median (Hs modal) in the Irish Sea region is 1.6-2 m with extreme (1 in 1000) wave
heights of 1.9-2m (Orford, 1989; Carter et al., 1993; Gallagher et al., 2014). See Figure
3.6. Future projections indicate that significant wave heights in this area are due to
increase (McGrath et al., 2012).
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Figure 3. 6. Annual Significant wave Height (Hs) for the period 1979 to 2012 (Gallagher et al., 2014).

Figure 3. 7. Significant wave heights (Hs) and mean direction from a northerly storm at high tide
approaching North Dublin (OPW, 2010).
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Storm’s trajectory and bathymetric controls, such as offshore banks, affect wave
trajectories as they approach the coast (Lozano et al,. 2004; Regnauld et al., 2004).
Wave heights and directions from northerly storms can overexpose vulnerable areas
such as e.g. Sutton (OPW, 2010) (Figure 3. 7).
3.3.

Current relative vulnerability of the study area
3.3.1. Erosion processes

In the study area, eroded sediments generally move alongshore following
dynamic processes of erosion and deposition, controlled by sediment supply and waves.
Any increased acceleration in coastal retreat under future sea-level rises would result
initially in an ampliﬁcation of this Holocene pattern of coastal morphological
development, tending to slow any initially enhanced erosion rates (Devoy, 2000; 2008).
However, coastal erosion varies markedly according to whether coasts are
fronted by bedrock or glacial sediment (Carter, 1992) and by the overall energy regime
of the coast (Carter and Bartlett, 1990). Cliff and beach sediments are transported
offshore into banks which can interfere with wave action According to Carter et al.
(1987) and Carter and Wilson (1993) there is frequently a deficit of gravelly sediment
supply from the offshore-shelf, except from big storms. At the same time, coastal
barriers are trapped against hard coast and uplands, and then sediments are reworked
and reallocated alongshore, causing coastal squeeze (Pethick, 1993; Pye and Allen,
2000).
Since the late Holocene, sedimentary barriers attached to high hard-rock
surfaces are being dissipated, impeding the adjustment of soft sediments required to
face future sea-level rise (Salman et al., 2004; Devoy, 2008). Steep surfaces restrict
onshore movement and adjustment capacity towards sea-level impact, with chances of
losing these systems.
Considerable morphological changes in estuary/barrier complexes in North
Dublin, mostly related to reclamation of estuaries and man-made structures and
disruption of the tidal regime, have been monitored since the 19th century (Mulrennan,
1990; 1993). See Figure 3. 8.
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Figure 3. 8. View showing shoreline changes in Donabate- Corballis sand-dune system (Source: Left, OSI
imagery (2013); right: Google Earth images @ 2018 Digital Globe).

More recently, evidences of ecosystem losses and accelerated coastal erosion
have been detected in the study area (National Coastal Erosion Committee, 1992;
EUROSION, 2004; Devoy, 2008; Robinson, 2009; OPW, 2010).
Erosion rates in Ireland vary from 0.5-1 m/year with mean annualised erosion
rates of 0.6m for all south East coastal areas. The so-called ‘vulnerable soft coast’
between County Down and County Wexford, constitutes the most vulnerable along the
Eastern Irish coats. This area erodes at 0.2-1.6 m/yr, or greater during stormy years
(EUROSION, 2004; Riegel, 2014) and also in sand and dune environments and river
mouths and estuaries (Devoy, 2008). Portmarnock Point in north County Dublin
presents maximum erosion rates of 0.48m/year (OPW, 2010).
Glacial sediments moderately erode at 0.2–0.5m/yr, normally intensifying to 1–
2m/yr, exceeding 3m/yr in hotspots along southern and eastern coasts (Carter and
Bartlett, 1990; National Coastal Erosion Committee, 1992; DoE, 2000; EUROSION,
2004; OPW, 2010).
Exposed boulder clay cliffs like those from Killiney to Greystones get easily
eroded. Gravels and shingle accumulate from wave energy dissipation and wave
refraction, and storm beaches form at their base. Soft unconsolidated cliffed areas from
Shanganagh to north Co. Wicklow have been identified as being quite prone to erosion
(Robinson, 2009; OPW, 2010). Clastic dykes infilling hydro fractures on cliffs form low
spots resilient to wave action, instigating instability and erosion in surrounding areas.
Important amounts of sediment are currently being lost from the upper parts of cliffs
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due to wave action, water percolation and rotational slump processes. In particular,
maximum retreats of 0.95-1.2m/yr from 1864 to 2009 were recorded by Robinson
(2009). Volumetric material losses of 37-61% were measured between 2005 and 2009
along soft cliffs between Dalkey and Bray.
Rocky coasts respond more slowly than soft coasts to sea-level changes. In
terms of erosion, rocky coasts are relatively stable with rates as low as 0.01m-0.1m/yr
per century (Devoy, 2008; Masselink and Russell, 2013). High-magnitude, lowfrequency events would not always be the main cause of erosion, but rock falls are (Lim
et al., 2010). The relationship between historical rates of sea-level and cliff recession
rates is difficult to establish due to the interference of artificial coastal defences. Table
3.1 displays erosion estimates for different cliff types in the study area (ECOPRO,
1996).
Lithology

Granite

Limestone

Shales

Sandstone

Glacial till

Recession rates (m/year)

0.001

0.001 - 0.01

0.01 - 0.1

0.1 - 1.0

1.0 -10

Table 3. 1. Erosion rates (m/yr) of different cliff types in Ireland (ECOPRO, 1996).

Old estimates based on the Bruun Rule by Carter (1991a) projected annual
coastal retreat rates for the East of Ireland as a function of up 30 cm increase in sealevel by 2040 ( Table 3. 2).
Potential coastal recession rates

East

of

Low SLR (9cm)

Medium SLR (18cm)

High SLR (30cm)

2m

0m

2m

10m

2m

10m

high

high

high

high

high

high

cliff

cliff

cliff

cliff

cliff

cliff

3.75

2.25

Shoreline

Ireland

Shoreline

Shoreline

7.5
4.50

9.00

7.50

4.50

15.04

12.53

Table 3. 2. Potential coastal recession rates (m/yr) by 2040 for different sea-level rise based on the Bruun
Rule and coastal configuration (after (Carter, 1991a).
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3.3.2. Long term past and future relative sea-level rise
After post-glacial rebound, land levels appear stable or sinking gradually in the
study area. From tidal trends, sea-level rise is greater than the maximum rate of crustal
emergence and is therefore not only explained by isostatic movements. Vertical
movement around Dublin is close to zero (0.025mm/yr) (Bradley et al., 2009; Lowe et
al., 2009). Satellite observations used for the PanGeo projects suggest that there is no
evidence of land movement in Dublin other than localised compressive ground
processes (Sheehy and Verbruggen, 2013).
After the last glaciation, there was a fall in relative sea-level, driven by an
upwards land rebound. Then, ice retreat paused to give way to a large-scale brief ice readvance. It was around ~6000 years after the last Glacial Maximum that sea levels
began to rise. For the last 6,000yrs, the rate of sea-level rise has remained around 0.450.75 mm/yr (Delaney et al., 2012). As will be later discussed in Chapter 5, current
trends in sea-level globally and locally, represent a break from those Holocene stable
patterns during which global melt water input was practically non-existent (Gehrels and
Long, 2008; Brooks et al., 2008; Gehrels, 2010) (Figure 3.6).
Average relative sea-level rise in Ireland ranges from circa 0.5 to 1mm/yr
(Devoy 2000a; EUROSION, 2004) although it varies locally. Recent observations
around Ireland give 1.7cm/decade since 1916. These will escalate substantially,
particularly after the 2050’s (Desmond et al., 2009; Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2016).
Satellite data revealed that sea-level in Ireland has risen by up to 6cm since the 90s
(Dwyer, 2012). Current estimates from MSL (PMSL, 2015) show nearby trends of 12mm/yr.
Future rates of sea-level rise projected for Ireland range between 0.6m
(Desmond et al., 2009) or 0.7m by 2100 (Grinsted et al., 2015); while other projections
for the western Irish coasts show 1.1m for RCP 8.5, within the 90% confidence interval
(Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2016) (Figure 3. 10). This, combined with more frequent
intense storms will expose high value urban areas like Clontarf or Sandymount to
flooding. Such areas need to be protected (Brooks et al., 2016).
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Figure 3. 9. Past relative sea-level rise projected by the glacial isostatic adjustment GIA for Dublin (upper) for the
last 7kyrs using 6th polynomial adjustment (Data source: University of Liverpool/ Brooks et al., (2008) modelling).

Figure 3. 10. Future SLR projection across the century for the North-Atlantic Ireland coast (SanchezArcilla et al., 2016).
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3.4.

Chapter summary

Coastal erosion and adjustment to the oceanic dynamic controls will shape our
coasts differently, increasing the coastal environment’s vulnerability to flooding,
erosion and impacts of sea-level rise. Global trends are also reflected in Ireland.
Climatic changes are presently affecting Irish coasts, threatening future coastal stability.
In particular, the unconsolidated, soft and low-lying coast of the study area is highly
exposed and already experiencing erosion, flooding and ecosystem losses. Coastal areas
and structures need to be protected (Devoy, 2000, 2008; Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2016;
EPA, 2018).
Considering that impacts on Irish coasts will be large, Catchment Flood Risk
Assessment and Management Studies (CFRAMs) and Integrated Coastal Zone
Management should incorporate different climate scenarios (Wilby and Dessai, 2010;
Hallegatte, 2013).
Vulnerability analyses were previously carried out in Ireland, mainly in relation
to socio-economic scenarios (Carter, 1991a; Devoy, 2008; Flood, 2012; McGloughlin,
2015). Nevertheless, assessing the relative vulnerability of the coast to sea-level rise by
means of high resolution, an indexed-based approach has never been attempted before.
In this research, successful and robust international methods are tested and applied to
the Irish context in order to address how vulnerable the coast is now and how it will be
in the future.
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Chapter 4: Research methodology
4.1.

Introduction

This chapter examines the framework and the three main methods utilised to
address the two main goals of the research: the mapping of the current vulnerability of
the Dublin-Wicklow area to sea-level rise; and the sensitivity assessment to potential
flooding impacts regarding future local scenarios of sea-level rise. Growing demand for
vulnerability studies as a component of coastal integrated management vindicates the
application of indicator-based vulnerability assessments that enable comparison
between sites (Nguyen et al., 2016). The CVI application is one simple and robust
method of characterising the vulnerability within a complex environment. It aims to
capture and reflect the main aspects of current or future vulnerability which is
accomplished by an analysis of indicators and their interactions (Fussel, 2009; Hinkel,
2011).
When analysing dynamic controls that affect a particular coastal area, emphasis
should be given to driving factors which might exacerbate their effects. For instance, a
high tide coinciding with strong meteorological conditions and wave associated activity,
increases water levels, usually resulting in severe damage along the coast (Wang et al.,
2008). Estimates of probability of occurrence of storm-surges are extremely valuable for
coastal protection in any coastal study (Brown et al., 2009). Thus, coastal managers can
assess objectively the natural factors that contribute to the evolution of a particular
coastal zone, and with aid of local RSL projections, assess how it may evolve in the
future.
4.2.

Methods I: Current relative coastal vulnerability assessment.
4.2.1. Conceptual vulnerability framework

High resolution coastal vulnerability studies that use multivariate data and
adequate site-specific metrics and descriptions to capture the main vulnerability factors,
are critical (Bonetti et al., 2012, 2013; Masselink, and Russell, 2013; Nguyen et al.,
2016). However, a good metric does not only depend on identification of what is
relevant, but also depends on scale (level of detail), purpose, data availability and the
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specific coastal characteristics (Fussel, 2007; Wamsley et al., 2015). Also, metrics
should be clear, direct, repeatable, measurable, anticipatory and relevant at that scale
(McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010; McKay et al., 2012). A good CVI theoretical
framework should also address current hazards or potential future impacts (if possible).
It should also include the relevant vulnerability components and coastal processes, the
geographical and temporal scope and representativeness, and the main assumptions
regarding ranking, links and weighting of variables, and address validation (if possible).
All this should be incorporated within the three components: exposure, sensitivity and
adaptive capacity (UNFCCC, 2008; Wolters and Kuenczer, 2015; Wamsley et al., 2015;
Nguyen et al., 2016).
The CVI index used for this research is a modified version of that employed by
US Geological Survey (USGS) for the National Assessment of Coastal Vulnerability to
Sea-Level Rise developed by Thieler and Hammer-Klose (1999, 2000a,b) and later
applied by Thieler et al. (2000); Pendleton et al. (2010); Gutierrez et al. (2011);
Thatcher et al. (2013); Gornitz et al. (2014).
Variables were adapted to the local scale within the Irish context. However,
indicator selection was not restricted by data availability as in previous studies (Bonetti
et al., 2010; McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010) which enabled new variables to be
generated. As in other studies (Gornitz 1991; Pendleton et al., 2010; Sharples 2006),
vulnerability strictly relies on local physical and structural characteristics of the coast
and uses its natural ability to adapt to SLR. This CVI allocates different metrics
(quantitative and qualitative) to the variables according to their potential role in coastal
change. Thus, ranges of vulnerability are based on a coast’s potential susceptibility to
physical change as sea levels rise. Abuodha and Woodroffe (2006) and Jimenez et al.
(2009) applied similar methods to determine the relative vulnerability to erosion and
inundation at local and regional scales respectively.
The conceptual basis applied to the CVI index used in this research has been
primarily based on a previously established theoretical framework (Nicholls et al., 2007;
Fussel, 2007; Nicholls, 2015; Torresan et al., 2012; IPCC, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2016).
Present vulnerability assessment conceptualisation involves the following steps:
definition of concepts, the coastal system targeted, the purpose of the study, selection
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and compilation of indicators of change, classification, normalisation and ranking, and
vulnerability map construction. Table 4.1 shows a summary of the conceptual
framework adopted for this vulnerability assessment.
Before developing a good metric, it is essential to be aware of the current policy
and objectives. Given the lack of studies and future projections, EEA (2012) advised
vulnerability assessments to be carried out.
Contact was made with the Office of Public Works (OPW) and Geological
Survey of Ireland (GSI) beforehand to inform them of the main purpose and expected
outcomes of this research.
Before metrics are applied, the concept of vulnerability and components have to
be defined to, not only yield information about what contributes to vulnerability, but
also how it is influenced (Fussel, 2007; Abuodja and Woodroffe, 2010; Wimsley et al.,
2015). Thus, a vulnerable coastal system was selected on a preliminary basis and
components and indicators of change within it were defined.
Sensitivity and adaptive capacity components of the environment, combined
with exposure, essentially explain the vulnerability to sea-level rise (Nicholls, 2015).
Sensitivity denotes the different characteristics of the system which are susceptible to
exposure to shoreline change and flooding, in this case caused by sea-level rise. A
preliminary strip of the coast which potentially may be eroded or inundated over the
next few years was selected as the targeted natural system. Exposure and sensitivity
joint effects will aggravate the negative impact of sea-level rise (Yoo et al., 2014).
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Factors

Variables
Long

Climate
factor/Hazard

Vulnerability components

sea-level

rise

trends

boundary factors

Data source/classification and ranking

current

PMSL data, Dublin port/Own trend calculation

future

Extreme WL for AEP (OPW,2010) + own SLR projections & potential

saltwater intrusion

Extreme

events

from

spring tide-surge+ future

Geological

Exposure/Direct impacts: Inundation, erosion,

Temporal

Exposure./Direct impacts: Storm surge, high
waves, wind scour, erosion,

Geomorphology

Sensitivity/ Natural adaptive capacity

cliff type

Sensitivity

flooding maps.
Own data measurement, classification, ranking and maps
Own data measurement, classification, ranking and maps
current

Coastal slope

Sensitivity

Own data measurement, classification, adapted ranking and maps

Aspect

Sensitivity

Own data measurement, classification and maps, ranking Sharples (2006)

Mean sig wave height

Sensitivity

Modelled data (Gallagher et al., (2014); own classification, ranking & maps

Relative-sea level rise

Sensitivity

Mean tidal range (non-

Sensitivity

climatic)
Shoreline changes

Sensitivity/ Natural adaptive capacity

Coastal forcing
(climatic and nonclimatic drivers)

Coastal processes

current

Own data measurement, classification, ranking and maps
Own data measurement, classification, ranking and maps

current/future

Own data measurement, classification, ranking and maps

Table 4.1. Summary of the methodological vulnerability framework adopted in this research.
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Next, a set of coastal indicators of change were established and how they relate
to the vulnerable situation of this particular system. External indicators are mainly part
of exposure (sea-level rise, extreme water levels); whereas internal sensitivity is defined
by biophysical natural characteristics and forcing factors interacting at the onshore-see
face. Sediment type and long-term shoreline change rates are also relevant to more than
one aspect of vulnerability (whether the beach is accretive or erosive). These are
indicative of coastal sensitivity but are also an element of the natural adaptive capacity.
Different classifications were applied depending on how the metrics related to
the inundation and erosion drivers for every indicator (Fussel, 2007). Several variables
at different scales and types of data units contributed to the overall index (McLaughlin
and Cooper, 2010). Thus, a standardising system is of particular importance to easily
facilitate comparison (Giove et al., 2009; Abuodja and Woodroffe, 2010; Schauser et
al., 2010). The standardising method was based on ranking scores from 1-5, with five
corresponding to the greatest contribution to sea-level rise-related coastal change
(Gornitz, 1990; Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2006; Pendelton et al., 2010). If ranking is
correct and methods are consistent, comparisons will be possible, with other areas
(Pendleton et al., 2010; Hinlkel, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2016). The time span considered
is limited by data availability and ranges from the 1930s data up to 2017.
4.2.2. Rational for buffering the study area
It is important to specify the geographical area and resolution (De Leon, 2006).
In this research, the endangered coastal system is defined by a coastal strip from
Donabate to Arklow composed of natural environments and highly populated, urbanised
areas. This area corresponds to a high-populated area of important socio-economic
value, and consequently, of higher sensitivity to environmental and human exposure.
In coastal vulnerability studies, outlining the coastal zone is a difficult task but a
necessary one. First of all, a coastline must be selected. The mean low-water mark
(MLWM) has been assigned as the coastal baseline in Ireland (Sea-Fisheries and
Maritime Jurisdiction Act, 2006). Because this is difficult to determine, many agencies
use the Mean High Water Mark (MHWM) as in this research.
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Initially, an examination of relevant datasets and maps for the area was carried
out. These included geological, topographical, satellite imagery, all in conjunction with
meteorological data. A walkover survey followed. This allowed this research to be
placed within a proper context. A preliminary study area contained several sections of
an onshore coastal strip from North Co. Dublin to South Dublin, later extended to
Arklow (Co. Wicklow). This area encompasses zones from dunes/cliff (including cliff
toe, dune vegetation line and/or manmade structures) to the hinterland or backshore,
which is the upper limit of the coastal zone that is still affected by marine action.
Regarding landward extension, the study area buffer must ensure that the influence of
coastal processes on coastal geomorphology is well represented. Quaternary maps
suggest that distance buffers must be a minimum of 200m to ensure that the nature of
the coast is well captured. However, in order to accurately outline a representative study
area, a radius of influence (RICE) from potential erosion and flooding was investigated.
Delineating a radius of influence of coastal areas prone to combined erosion and flood
(RICE) or independently, has proven to be useful in defining potential areas of
vulnerability (Crowell et al., 1999; EUROSION, 2004; Dominguez et al., 2005; Bonetti
et al., 2010; Vafeidis et al., 2011).
Inland distance buffers based on current erosion rates and elevation buffers were
combined to draw a minimum buffer. A first distance buffer was built by extrapolating
coarse erosion rates given by OPW (2010) to 2100 from the current coastline (MHWM).
A second buffer containing potential inundated areas by extreme water levels (Annual
exceedance probability (AEP) of 1%) was superposed. Finally, a buffer of 1.7km, which
is a combination the two previous ones, was generated. This buffer was chosen to be
equidistant from coastline for simplicity (See Figure 4. 1).
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Figure 4. 1. Study area runs from North Dublin to North Wicklow delineated a radius of influence from
potential flooding and erosion.(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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4.3.

Selection of physical indicators of environmental change

When looking at the physical vulnerability of coastal areas to future sea-level
rise it is necessary to assess what factors may contribute to it. The first question to
investigate is what makes a coastal area susceptible to change. Climate changes are
disturbing present and future coastal stability and those changes are reflected by means
of coastal indicators. Consequently, prior to any coastal assessment, accurate knowledge
of the long-term, global, and regional drivers of environmental change is extremely
beneficial (Burkett, 2012).
Identification and assembly of indicators not only constitutes 90% of the entire
vulnerability mapping process, but is also a crucial phase for any coastal vulnerability
assessment. Consequently, indicators should be chosen wisely (McLaughlin and
Cooper, 2010). Those proxy factors of coastal change within each component must be
measurable, representative and comparable (IPCC, 2014) and based on known
characteristics of the coastal system and compliant to the conceptual framework of
vulnerability defined for this research (Balica et al., 2012). It is fundamental that the
type, number and geographical span of appropriate indicators involved in the system is
properly defined within our framework and is also representative (Birkmann, 2006).
Indicators must be able to consistently reflect vulnerability under hazardous conditions.
Consequently, the criteria and selection of indicators is crucial in terms of verifying that,
under hazardous conditions, areas highly vulnerable are incorporated (and vice versa).
Also important is that they reflect sensitivity to changes and are reproducible, readily
available, reliable as well as capable of being validated and quality controlled (Hahn, et
al., 2003; Balica et al., 2012; Wamsley et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016). The lack of
data or standardised procedures from a variety of methods has always been an obstacle
(Hinkel 2008; Klein and Hinkel 2009; McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). Another
problem encountered when looking for approaches on assessing coastal vulnerability in
the literature is that most of the emphasis is on components and factors but less on
detailed guidelines to accommodate methodologies for high resolution studies,
gathering data or the process of ranking indicators (De Leon, 2006).
Relevant factors for coastal change and shoreline evolution are typically the
same. Thus, a first approach to identify local indicators of coastal change is to look for
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evidence of erosion and identification of hotspots, and also extreme climate
(EUROSION, 2004; Harvey & Woodroffe, 2008). Coastal vulnerability indicators are
linked to current regional climate gradients and future projections of climate change
specific trends and dynamic controls (EUROSION, 2004; Nicholls et al., 2008).
The evolution of a soft coastline is as a result of historical fluctuations in sealevel rise, changing long and short-term weather patterns, action of rivers and human
influence (ECOPRO, 1996). Geology, storm activity, oceanographic processes,
sediment supply are some of the forcing factors driving coastal changes in response to
sea-level (FitzGerald et al., 2008; Williams and Gutierrez, 2009). Climate-induced sealevel rise impacts have also been boosted by human-induced intervention in the form of
coastal defences and interference of sediment supply (Nicholls et al., 2008; 2010).
Nonetheless, the response to one single stressor is not a straightforward process since
complex interactions between physical climate forces, geology and humans occur
(Hapke, 2011).
In the context of this study a set of potential indicators of coastal change, each
addressing different aspects and components of coastal vulnerability was identified. For
the present study, the local and regionally relevant physical variables that strongly
influence coastal evolution and determine the spatial variability of the CVI for this area
are: shoreline changes, coastal slope, aspect, geomorphology, cliff type (geological
boundary factors); and mean tidal range, mean significant wave height and relative sealevel rise (external physical drivers). These are further examined below.
4.3.1. Geological boundary factors
Geomorphology and cliff type
Coastal morphological development is a physical expression of how energy is
mitigated. Beach sediment will help to absorb, dissipate and protect coastal areas
(Dawson et al., 2009). Whether the coast has sheltered areas, hard rock headlands or
barriers, will influence its exposure to wave energy. Effects of future sea-level over the
coast will largely depend on the characteristics of its coastal topography and sediments
(Sharples, 2006; Dwarakish et al., 2009). Post-glacial processes have incorporated
glacial sediments into beaches, dunes and estuaries in the study area. Even though
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offshore sediment supply is currently limited, glacial sediments such clay and silts will
help salt marshes and tidal areas to cope with SLR (Adam, 2002). Great emphasis has
been placed on assembling seamless onshore-offshore geomorphological data in the
near zone as well as sediment distribution for coastal vulnerability mapping assessments
to projected sea-level rise (GEUS, 2013).
Deltas and low-lying plains are extremely sensitive to climate changes in water
level downstream and by runoff upstream, exacerbating impacts such as erosion,
flooding and anthropogenic degradation (IPCC, 2014). Sea-level rise and storminess
will also alter the distribution and balance of sediment in lagoons and estuaries (Pilkey
and Young, 2010). Wetlands and sea grass meadows will suffer coastal squeeze if there
is no migration possibility. It is expected that sea-level rise might cause dry lands to be
inundated and wetlands displaced from intertidal to sub tidal. In general, soft rock
substrate is sensitive to erosion, whereas a sedimentary coast would be highly sensitive
to both erosion and flooding (Sharples, 2006). Wave overtopping and sediment
reworking on shingle and gravelly beaches and coastal man-made defences is also likely,
particularly those without the possibility to migrate. However, wave energy changes
will be accommodated on sandy beaches with enough sediment. Otherwise they will get
excavated unless they retreat inland. Sediment accreted in embayed estuaries or marshes
during storms can make them more resilient, depending on transport and sediment
supply (Charlton & Orford, 2002; Pethick, 1984).
At small scales, in the short term, using cliff type is more accurate than using
solid or drift-geology (McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). In general, climate change will
reduce the resilience of low cliffs as regards impacts, as once the cliffs have retreated,
or been damaged, they will not recover their initial stability (Naylor et al., 2010). Cliffs
retreat faster with sea-level rise, particularly those with high historical retreat trends
(Trenhaile, 2010; Brooks and Spencer, 2014). Storminess and wave energy will also
exacerbate erosion processes on both soft and hard cliffs (Naylor et al., 2010; Ashton et
al., 2011). All this, combined with high tides and saturated ground from rainfall could
quicken geomorphological processes over cliffs, and also increase rock falls
(AGUBlogosphere, 2014). Hard cliffs were found to be more sensitive to low-frequency
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strong events that previously thought (Hansom, 2001). However, compared with soft
cliffs, the effects will be minimal (Dawson et al., 2009; Trenhaile, 2011).
The type of cliff and rock strength will determine the degree of erosion. The
same factors that affect cliff instability also weaken the cliff, causing falls and slides
(Lim et al., 2011). Consequently, in some places, retreat regularly comes in the form of
sudden cliff failures and catastrophic events, indicating that erosion on those cliffs can
occur fast (Lim et al., 2010a; Sistermans and Nieuwenhuis, 2013). For instance, the
Holderness erosion hotspot in England currently erodes at 2-6m/yr, mainly during
storms and surges. Sea-level effects combined with natural variability will maximise the
impacts; for instance, high retreat on soft cliffs in East Anglia (UK) of ~10m/year has
been linked to decadal North Atlantic Oscillation (NOA) energy fluctuation (Brooks
and Spencer, 2014). Weakening in soft cliffs of south Dublin (Robinson, 2009) and
resilience changes in other areas in Ireland have been identified (Jordan, 2016).
In the light of the above, first order mapping should be based on geomorphology
and erodibility (Church et al., 2006; EUROSION, 2004; Harvey and Woodroffe 2008).
Therefore, these two variables have been incorporated in a number of coastal and
landslide vulnerability studies (Gornitz, 1990; Gornitz et al., 1994; Thieler et al., 2000;
McGlauglin, 2001, 2002; Hampton & Griggs, 2004; McFadden et al,. 2007a; Hapke &
Plant, 2010; McGlauglin and Cooper; 2010; Pendleton et al., 2010; Gutierrez et al.,
2011; Ashton et al., 2011; BGS, 2012). For this research, these data were not available
and needed to be created.
Coastal topography and slope
Coastal topography and slope is indicative of risk of inundation by flooding and
shoreline retreat (Pilkey and David, 1987). Bathymetry and the subtidal substrate slope
strongly influence the wave activity and coastline exposure in the near shore zone, and
subsequently the physical response of sandy barriers to sea-level rise (Sharples, 2006).
Thus, coastal elevation and slope are still valuable indicators for extrapolating future
shoreline positions (Gutierrez et al., 2011).
Coastlines vulnerability will depend on sediment supply or migration ability.
High slope gradients and man-made structures will accelerate squeeze by impeding
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coastal adjustment (Pethick and Crooks, 2000). Sea-level rises and storms threaten
systems that are backed by hard structures or cliffs and even dune systems that can
migrate. If sea level rises quickly, systems will not have time for landward migration
and barrier islands and wetlands might be seriously affected. This will lead to narrowing
beaches and eroding dunes, and consequently, further exposing land to inundation
before the next storm strikes (Plant et al., 2010). Low profile land immediately
landwards of the mean high-water mark is very vulnerable. Shallow and wide-water
inshore zones and continental shelf like this exists in the study area, backed by wide
beach systems. These areas favour absorption of wave energy, minimising the impacts
of wave-surge over the coast and thus protecting it (Carter, 1991; Carter and Woodroffe,
1994). However, gentler gradients will result in increased storm surge heights and
waves and surges driven by winds, making the coast more vulnerable to erosion
(ECOPRO, 1996).
Some argue that coastal damage is not proportional to the event’s energy.
Sometimes high sea levels could be more damaging for coasts than isolated storm
events (Betts et al., 2004). In general, low-lying areas might see a real threat from
continuous sea-level rises while others will struggle from the combination of sea-level
rise and storm surge events (McCarthy et al., 2001). The intertidal slopes provide
information on wave energy dissipative gradients and potential storm surge heights
while the hinterland zone provides information about semi-stable landforms. Hence
good quality, continuous onshore-offshore high-resolution coastal topography data is
indispensable for vulnerability and impact assessments (Gornitz, 1990; Gornitz et al.,
1994; Thieler et al., 2000; McLaughlin, 2001; McFadden et al,. 2007a; Nageswara Rao
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; McLaughlin and Cooper. 2010; Pendleton et al., 2010).
Aspect
Topographic factors such as location and orientation of the coast are also
responsible for the resistance of the coast towards impacts of sea-level rise (Sharples,
2006; Dwarakish et al., 2009). Aspect will affect the amount of energy spent at that
particular location. Shoreline orientation relative to wave climate is a major factor in
storm retreat-recovery interactions. However, this variable has only recently been
included in some coastal studies (Harris et al., 2000; Mclaughlin, 2001; Mclaughlin et
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al., 2002; Sharples, 2006; Ashton and Murray, 2006a, 2006b; Abuodha and Woodroffe,
2010b; Mclaughlin and Cooper, 2010; Brooks et al., 2016)
In the study area, some coastal segments are more exposed to the action of
waves than others. Sheltering and orientation will govern whether the coast will be
more exposed to wave significant heights and directions, which are in turn, indicative of
storm wave direction approach. Consequently, it will determine whether the coast will
change more or less rapidly with sea-level rise (ECOPRO, 2006; Sharples 2006).
Consequently, exposure to high wave energy was included on this research.
4.3.2. Physical Drivers of coastal change in response to sea-level rise
The stability of the foreshore is affected by major changes in wave penetration,
storm magnitude and frequency, and also is a function of sediment erosion. In coastal
vulnerability and impact assessments, dynamic controls that affect a particular coastal
environment need to be studied. Hence some of the most important drivers in coastal
research studies are:
Rate of relative sea-level rise (RSLR)
Historical rates of relative sea-level rise have always affected sections of the
shoreline. Past sea levels have increased the amount of time the coast has been exposed
to extreme storm surges and is therefore important in assessing its relative vulnerability
to RSL (Zhang et al., 1997). As coasts do respond over time (centuries to millennia)
these changes have nothing to do with current SLR trends, present shoreline patterns are
better explained in terms of sea-level history. Impacts of sea-level rise are not only
determined by the global trends (eustatic), but also regional and local variations and
tectonic uplift or subsidence. The combination of sea-level rise and vertical land
movements (isostatic changes) at a particular position at the coastline results in relative
sea-level rise rate (PSMSL, 2010). See Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4. 2 .Relative sea-level in mm/yr from 1900-2016 trends for Europe (not corrected for local
subsidence). Source: Woodworth and Player, 2003; Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL, 2017; 'Tide
Gauge Data' (http://www.psmsl. org/products/trends).

Most relative sea-level changes, locally and regionally, are due to
meteorological and oceanographic factors such as oceanic circulation, thermal
expansion, wind and atmospheric pressure changes, variations in Earth’s gravity and
vertical land movements and other minor factors such as river discharge changes
(Nicholls et al., 2011). Relative sea-level rise effects will vary spatially causing
permanent and/or gradual inundation depending on uplift-subsidence mainly (Carter et
al., 2007; Meehl et al., 2007 in IPCC, 2007). The historical record of sea-level change
combined with other variables is critical in coastal impact and vulnerability assessments
(Gornitz, 1990; Gornitz et al., 1994; Thieler et al., 2000; Sharples, 2006; Pendleton et
al., 2010; IPCC, 2014). A suitable relative sea level analysis is extremely valuable for
projecting future local sea-level rise scenarios and for driving impact models of future
extreme events (Warrick, 2009, 2007; Nicholls et al., 2011; Yin and Urich, 2013).
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Changes in wave climate
Wave climate is of particular interest as the energy imparted to waves by winds
in the offshore region is finally dissipated on the coastline and used to transport and
distribute sediments. Transport of sediments at the coast mainly occurs during storms by
the combinations of waves and tides, storm surges action, and these vary geographically.
There are reports that the significant wave height has increased in North Atlantic midlatitudes (WASA Project, 1995; Woolf et al., 2002; IPCC, 2014).
Future wave climate will be more threatening to our coasts. Larger sea-levels
increase the average annual/significant wave energies and can result in more significant
changes on the coast (Sharples, 2006; Kelm et al., 2004) reshaping tidal basins and
estuaries and even producing the rotation of beaches (Pickering et al., 2012). Most of
the beaches in the study area are so-called drift-aligned systems, so a change in wave
climate may greatly affect the shoreline (Orford et al., 2002; Alegria- Arzaburu and
Masselink, 2010). Small changes in wind patterns will also influence wave climate, and
both will adjust coastal sediment and erosion processes (Dawson et al., 2009).
Annual mean significant wave height is an indicator of wave energy, which is
indicative of the total average annual swell and storm wave energy received over time
and overtopping discharge (Pendleton et al., 2010; Sierra et al., 2016) (Figure 4. 1).
Wave direction and long period swell influence erosion rates and can produce damages
to coastal structures and major flooding, particularly those with steep shelf or slopes
(Semedo et al., 2011; Hoeke et al., 2013). Hence, wave direction has been used as
proxy in many coastal vulnerability indices and also in this research (Gornitz, 1990;
Gornitz et al., 1994; Thieler et al., 2000; Mclaughlin, 2001; Sharples, 2006; Dwarakish
et al., 2009; Pendleton et al., 2010; Mclaughlin and Cooper, 2010).
E = 1/8 ρgHs2
Equation 4. 1. Energy density proportionality to significant wave height.
where E= energy density, Hs= significant wave height (the highest third of the waves (H1/3)); ρ =water
density; and g = acceleration gravity (Pond & Pickard,1983).
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Changes in storminess and extreme water levels
Storm-surges are associated with strong or prolonged winds, wave activity
controlled by wind stress at the surface and low pressure systems moving at the same
speed as the tidal wave in the open sea. The effect of wind on sea-level largely depends
on the topography of the area as a storm surge entering shallow water (gentle
continental self) also increases in height (Lowe, 2001). Also, a barometric pressure of
1mb below the average will result in an increase of 10mm of sea level (ECOPRO, 1996).
Changes in frequency, direction and intensity of storms will expose different parts of
the coast and influence its vulnerability, increasing the magnitude and frequency of
extreme coastal flooding events (Flather and Smith, 1998; IPCC 2007; 2013). Stronger
storm conditions will aggravate coastal morphological impacts, particularly around
estuaries, lowering the beach and increasing wave erosion on newly exposed tills and
soft cliffs (Devoy, 2000; Church et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2015). Sea-level rise and
changes in storm tracks will reshape local bathymetry in European margins (Storch and
Weisse, 2008). Recently, changes in mean-sea level rise and storm surge height have
been detected in Western Europe instigating flooding and more changes are expected in
the future (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010; EEA, 2012; Weisse et al., 2014; Ferreira et
al., 2017).
There is evidence that changes in extreme sea levels are consistent with changes
of global mean sea level (GMSL) rather than weather patterns (Marcos et al., 2009;
Haigh et al., 2010; Menendez and Woodworth, 2010; Losada et al., 2013) and that they
will negatively impact coastal systems (IPCC, 2014). Hydrodynamic models forced by
climate models for the Northeast Atlantic showed strong sensitivity to changes in
GMSL and RCP’s scenarios (IPCC, 2013; Debenard and Roed, 2008; Wang et al., 2008;
Sterl et al., 2009). Consequently, evaluating the exposure of coastal areas to potential
extreme water levels exacerbated by sea-level rise, is very important in future coastal
vulnerability analysis (Brown and Wolf, 2009; Mendoza & Jiménez, 2009; OPW, 2010;
Bosom & Jiménez, 2011; Bonetti et al., 2012).
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4.3.3. Non-Climatic drivers
Tides
High tides and waves combined with strong winds have a profound impact on
modelling our coastal landscape. Tide raising forces generate a tidal wave of
approximately 0.5m in large oceans. However, as it approaches the coast, the shallower
water causes the tidal wave to shoal and increase in height. Sometimes it can also reach
higher heights due to the existence of the shallow continental shelf and the funnel-shape
of the estuary (ECOPRO, 1996). Surges in water level may take a number of days to
disappear and for the tide to return to predicted levels. Some authors consider than
microtidal regimes pose a higher threat to coastal systems than macro tides as water
levels remain higher for longer periods in between high and low-tides (Mclaughlin and
Copper, 2010; Pendleton et al., 2010).
In a warmer future, surges might be quite significant when higher water levels
coincide with high spring tides. This could increase the risk of lowland coastal flooding
and cause drastic changes to coastal geomorphology (Lowe, 2001; Brown et al., 2009).
Despite the relatively small size of the study area, tidal regime variability was
significant enough to be considered as a relevant indicator for this study, as it has been
in large-scaled studies (Gornitz, 1990; Gornitz et al., 1994; Thieler et al., 2000;
McLaughlin, 2001; McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010; Pendleton et al., 2010; Gutierrez et
al., 2011).
4.3.4. Coastal processes: shoreline changes
Despite the fact that sea-level rise has substantial impact on erosion rates at the
regional scale, coastal segments are intimately interconnected, so erosion in one site
would influence processes such as accretion or flooding in adjacent areas. In the long
term, coastal recession is likely to increase with the increasing rate of sea-level rise and
changes in wave energy conditions and storm intensity (Masselink and Russell, 2013).
Vulnerable barriers, dune systems and coastal vegetation are potentially sensitive to
physical hazards related to climate change and sea-level rise. In fact, the factors that are
important to coastal change and shoreline evolution are typically the same. Therefore,
shoreline changes can be used as a coastal indicator of susceptibility to change,
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providing appropriated trends are identified (Gornitz, 1990; Gornitz et al., 1994, Thieler
et al., 2000; Pendleton et al., 2010). However, coastal erosion is locally influenced by
complex processes where, not only relative global and regional sea-level rise intervene,
but also by storms, geology and sediment supply. Consequently, raising sea-level over a
digital elevation model will not of its own accord determine the new position of the
shoreline, as the amount of retreat is subjected to those interactions (Gutierrez et al.,
2011; Irish et al., 2010).
4.4.

Indicators’ compilation, classification and ranking.
4.4.1.

Geomorphology

A new coastal geomorphological map was constructed, mapping new coastal
units, including the intertidal zones. The map was constructed using all information
available from sources that included: the latest 1:50,000 Quaternary maps published by
the Geological Survey of Ireland (Pellicer, 2009), OSi Discovery Series map and latest
LiDAR at the 1 and 2m grid resolution (OSi, 2009; OPW, 2006). Vegetation correlates
with underlying lithology and therefore, Fingal Habitats maps (Doogue et al., 2004) and
aerial photographs proved very useful.
Quaternary sediments were converted into coastal forms, polygons reshaped and
new features digitised using ArcGIS 10.3 software package. See Figure 4.3. Once the
refining mapping phase came to an end, a field investigation followed to corroborate the
new mapping, and also to identify erosion hotspots and man-made structures. The final
allocated shapefile was topologically cleaned, plotted and reviewed for inconsistencies.
In the second phase, geomorphological units were grouped into categories and a
classification and ranking scheme were produced.
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Figure 4. 3. Newly mapped coastal geomorphology features in the study area. Close-up view showing
features around Portmarnock strand, Sutton and Bull Island. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Landforms were mostly classified according to type and erodibility following
previous established methodologies (Gornitz et al., 1994; Gornitz & Kanciruk, 1989;
McLaughlin, 2000; McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). In this sense, the final geomorphic
vulnerability classification predominantly reflects that of Pendleton et al., (2010). See
Table 4. 2.

Table 4. 2. Geomorphological classification for CVI calculations (Pendleton et al., 2010).

However, based on the fact that erosional processes will accelerate with sealevel rise, where erosion was happening, viability for inland migration was also
considered for features at the frontline. Coastal typologies in the upper intertidal and the
backshore were divided into classes according to sediment budget and mobility
landform, exposure, and possibility for inland migration (slope implied), reflecting the
coastal system’s adaptive capacity (Sharples, 2006; Torresan et al., 2008). See Table 4.
3.

Table 4. 3. Coastal forms classification by Torressan et al., (2008), adapted from Sharples, (2006).

Final adapted elaborated classification implemented in this research is illustrated
in Table 4. 4.
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Very low (1)

Low(2)

Moderate (3)

High (4)

Very high (5)

Buff 50m (1)

Buff 50m (1)

Buff 100m (2)

Buff 200m (3)

Buff 200m (3)

Sheltered hardrock/Manmade cliffed
shorelines

Open hard-rock cliffed
shorelines /Moderately
to highly exposed

Soft unconsolidated
cliffs/glacial
drift/Alluvium/alluvial
plains/ Glaciofluvial/
tills/glaciolacustrine
Scree

Cobble beaches, shingleand
gravelly shores
Raised beaches
Estuarine/ lagoon/ re-entrant
sandy/soft muddy shores/ open
sandy shores backed by
bedrock/madeground.
Re-entrant amenity grassland
/amenity inmediatly backed by
bedrock/madeground.
Sheltered sandy-shores
(advancing)/ muddy shores
(stable)/ clayey-gravel shores
(eroding).

Sandy shores (Blown sand/sandy
beaches/ Barrier beaches/ sand dunes).
This category includes: Open sandy
shores backed by low-lying of
unconsolidated sediments or bedrock;
Re-entrant sandy shores backed by
low-lying sandy plains; Sheltered
sandy shores backed by low-lying of
unconsolidated sediments.
Salt & fresh marsh, mud flats,
deltas/tidal (ebb/intertidal/
bar&ridges), mixed sed shores
(muddy&sandy). This category
includes muddy shores backed by
extensive low-lying unconsolidated
dominantly muddy.
Open coast sandy amenity grassland
backed by unconsolidated

Table 4.4. Final geomorphological vulnerability classification based on Sharples (2006); Torresan et al., (2008) and Pendleton et al., (2010) (Source: Silvia Caloca)..
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Every coastal feature in the attribute table (total 924) was individually
categorised and classified within one of the 46 landform categories under field
‘CoastFe4. A dedicated simplified ‘StyleCf2’ field was also created to colour the maps.
Two fields ‘Vulclass’ and “GEO_R5” display the geomorphological vulnerability
rankings. See Table 4. 5.

Table 4. 5. Attribute table displaying the geomorphological classification of 924 individual land forms
under CoastFe4’ field (after Pendleton et al., (2010; Sharples (2006) and Torresan et al., (2008). (Source: Silvia
Caloca).

It was decided that cliff type or cliff elevation was not to be included in the
geomorphological classification as it has been in other studies (McGlauglin 2000;
Pendleton et al., 2010) but an extra field named ‘NCliffrankH’ derived from ‘CoastFe4’
was generated. This field contains distance buffers based on geomorphological
characteristics to be used in later cliff categorisation.
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4.4.2. Cliff type
Cliff height was used as a suitable proxy combined with simplified landform
categories to create a new cliff type. Due to geotechnical and structural processes, soft
cliffs get eroded and recede more rapidly, lowering the cliff slope and making them
unstable. Low cliffs are more prone to experience failure. Therefore, for the present
study, an approach that combines geomorphic units with structural characteristics of the
cliff type, slope and elevation was applied (Gornitz et al., 1994; Hall et al., 2000;
McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). Landslide classification (BGS, 2012) was primarily
used to discriminate and re-map cliff types. This file contained a combination of
simplified geomorphology (constructed, granular, anthropogenic, rock and fine
sediments) and structural categories (anthropogenic, cliff failure hard rock, cliff failure
soft rock, cliffs no failure and low gradient). This was used for a preliminary
categorisation of the susceptibility of the cliff. As done in previous studies, a
preliminary classification was introduced by dividing every coastal type in the onshore
into hard cliffs (low-high), soft unconsolidated coastline (cliffs (low-high) and low
gradients)) (ECOPRO, 1996; BGS, 2012). See Table 4. 6.
Onshore zone
Rocky sea cliffs
Glacial till / clay cliffs
Dune backed shorelines
Manmade structures

Coastal type
hard coastline
soft coastline
soft coastline/low gradient
combination of hard and soft

Table 4. 6. Preliminary coastline classification into hard/soft ( ECOPRO, 1996).

As in recent studies of cliff resilience, (Van Den and Heteren, 2015) distance
buffers were combined with cliff heights. The ‘Cliff rank’ field from the
geomorphological table helped to differentiate three different elevation transects. Based
on erodibility potential a polyline file with perpendicular transects 50, 100 and 200m
long from the coastline was generated. This contained estimated cliff heights elevation
(maximum and minimum) that was joined to the cliff type point file, so all cliff types
had an associated elevation. A vector across the beach profile (break in the slope from
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base of cliffs) was also determined and used as a criterion in the discrimination of high
rocky cliffs.
Man-made structures such as walls were also classified regarding heights. Cliff
type information was examined further relative to the latest vegetation line using
geomorphological, OSi helicopter oblique images and Google earth images (2016-2017).
These images helped to identify anthropogenic areas and also to decide upon elevation
categories for final cliff classification i.e.: geomorphology polygons characterised as
‘open hard rock cliff shores’ were selected and compared with the Bedrock map to
determine what types of material it contained and what elevations were predominant for
that particular type. Finally, cliff types previously divided into hard rocky cliffs, soft
unconsolidated and low-gradient sediments (including anthropogenic areas) were
further discriminated into high and low.
McLaughlin (2001) and McLaughlin et al., (2002) in Northern Ireland and
Pendleton et al. (2010) and Gutierrez et al. (2011) in the US, ranked shoreline/cliff type
and height according to relative resilience to wave attack. Similarly, five categories
were created for this research and a vulnerability rank from 1-5 was applied to each
category. See final cliff type classification in Table 4. 7.
Cliff types were ranked according to their erodibility and capacity to resist wave
action. Higher cliffs are less vulnerable because they are composed of hard rock
(Gornitz and Kanciruk, 1989; McLaughlin, 2001; McLaughlin et al., 2002) so they
would have a vulnerability of 1-2. Soft cliffs vulnerability classes range from 3-4
whereas low gradient non-consolidated sediments are more exposed to wave attack,
storms and extreme tides and therefore they were assigned category 5. It was assumed
that engineered anthropogenic walls such as ports and coastal protection walls are
resistant and stable. For walls and harbours, there is practically no recession and
therefore a very low vulnerability was assumed (Dawson et al., 2009).
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Coast type

Cliff
Categories

Anthro/
walls/armour

High solid rocky cliffs

>10 m

Estimated cliff
elevation
(transect length)

>25.5m (Transect
50m)

Vul
ranking
Very low
(1)

Hard coast
2-10 m
Low solid rocky cliffs
High soft unconsolidated
gravelly/till cliffs

Soft coast

Low (2)
<25.5m (Transect
50m)

<2m

Soft unconsolidated Low
boulder clay/Sand and
gravel and sandy
Alluvium cliffs
Low
gradient
sand
dunes/sandy
shingle
beaches/sand and gravels

>25 m(Transect
100m)

Moderate
(3)

<25m
100m)

High (4)

(Transect

Transect 200m

Very High
(5)

Table 4. 7. Cliff type classification and vulnerability ranking. Source: Silvia Caloca.

Anthropogenic features were mostly treated as hard rocky cliffs. Anthropogenic
areas were sub-divided into walls (high and low) (1-2 vulnerability) and low gradient
anthropogenic areas (vulnerability category 3). So they were categorised in between low
elevation and hard rock (See Plate 4.1). The Attribute table below shows the
classification of the 12,424 polygons of the cliff type file and their ranking in field
‘CL_TR5’ (See Table 4. 8).
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Plate 4. 1 .Example of low gradient anthropogenic area classified as vulnerability category 3 in North Co.
Dublin. Source: Google Earth.

Table 4. 8. Attribute table displaying the cliff type classification and ranking. Source: Silvia Caloca.
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4.4.3. Regional coastal slope
Regional coastal slope was inferred from digital elevation models (DTM). The
hinterland coastal slope represents the topographic gradient of the coastal zone extended
landwards from the high-water mark (HWM). The coastline was divided into points
every 100m and perpendicular transects were generated from these at 50, 100, 150 and
200m. LiDAR (2m resolution) digital terrestrial elevations models (OPW, 2006) were
used to calculate the average slope. Orthoimagery and DTM were checked to identify
the shortest representative transects that contained the break of slope. Therefore, the
100m transect was used for the calculation of the average slope variable. Slope values
were classified and ranked based on the assumption that while steeper offshore
gradients absorb less wave energy than gentle (dissipative) gradients, gentler gradients
may increase storm surge heights and result in a higher risk of inundation. These
characteristics may vary regionally and will determine shoreline responses to sea-level
rise. Some classifications separate the hinterland zone into steep slope terrain >20°,
gentle slope (6-20°) and flat terrain (0-6°) (Sharples, 2006) while others are based on
quintiles distribution of values (Pendleton et al., 2010). Slope classification in this study
takes into account both, and divides regional intertidal slope into five categories (Table
4. 9). Next a five-class vulnerability ranking was assigned in the attribute table on field
called 'Slope_R5'.
Slope values

Vulnerability Class

Vulnerability ranking

0°-5°

Very high (5)

5

5°-10°

High (4)

4

10°-20°

Moderate (3)

3

High cliffed coast 20°-30°

Low (2)

2

High cliffed coast >30°

Very low (1)

1

Table 4. 9. Coastal hinterland slope classification and ranking adapted from Sharples (2006).
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4.4.4. Aspect
Aspect values were generated by dividing the shoreline into segments and then
calculating the segment’s orientation. Aspect classification was manually evaluated
from the degree of exposure of the shoreline segments towards predominant swell and
storm approach directions given by the Mean Sig Wave direction, which in the study
area, is approximately SE (N135) (Gallagher et al., 2014). See Figure 4. 4.

Figure 4. 4. Model diagrams show wave climate directions in Ireland for the period 1979 to 2012

where E: 90° means waves approaching from an Easterly direction (deg). Directions follow meteorological
convention: 0◦ waves coming from North, 90◦ waves coming from East. (Gallagher et al., 2014).

Aspect values under a field named ‘GRID_CODE’, were divided into four
categories from greatly exposed, exposed, semi-exposed, sheltered and very sheltered.
Fields VulClass5 and ‘Asp_R5’ showed segments orientation ranges and vulnerability
ranking respectively. Segments orientated parallel/semi parallel to wave action were
categorised as more vulnerable. See Table 4.10 below.
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Vulnerability

Segment exposure towards main swell & storm direction (N135)

Very low (1)

Coastline non-exposed to the ocean wave.
Aspect of shoreline segment faces >135º or sheltered from important

Low (2)

swell and storm wave approach directions.
Moderate (3)

Aspect of shoreline segment faces between 60º-135º of important swell
and storm wave approach directions.

Very high (5)

Aspect of shoreline segment faces within 60º of important swell and
storm wave approach directions.

Table 4. 10. Aspect classification of shoreline segments modified after Sharples (2006).

4.4.5.

Relative sea-level changes

Values of relative sea-level change data from historical records were derived
from monthly Mean Sea Level data (Woodworth and Player, 2003; PSMSL, 2013) and
also from Dublin Port tide-gauge paper charts. From these, a trend line showing longterm past relative sea-level data for Dublin was inferred via linear least squares
regression. Then a point shapefile with the fixed value 1.96 mm/yr was generated for
CVI. As in other studies, given the scale of the present study, this variable was left
constant (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2010b). Consistently with other similar CVI studies
(Pendleton et al., 2010), a low (2) vulnerability ranking was assigned to this variable.
4.4.6.

Mean Tidal range

From the analysis of tidal data, accurate tidal predictions for at least one year are
given from Admiralty charts and Almanac tide tables at hourly intervals for primary
ports such as Dublin (North Wall) and secondary ports (i.e: Malahide). If data are sparse
as in this case, the alternative to the above is to use a numerical method. VORF and
POPREDS models were considered for Mean Spring Tidal Range calculations (over
18.6 years). POLPREDS is an offshore tide and current computation system developed
by the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (POL).
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As displayed in Figure 4.5, tidal range gridded data were output by subtracting
the low tide level from the high tide Mean High Water Springs- Mean Low Water
Springs (MHWS-MLWS) for every cell within the study area.

Figure 4. 5. Mean High and Low Water Spring predicted tide generated by POLPREDS (Proudman
Oceanographic Laboratory (POL)) in the study area. Source: Silvia Caloca.

Despite the fact that the POLPRED model performs quite well offshore, its
accuracy begins to break down closer to the coast as weather, morphology and
associated interactions begin to have an influence. Tidal regime measurements, closer to
the coast, provide more information regarding near shore bathymetry. Consequently, for
this research, contour lines outlining tidal regime were acquired from VORF
calculations. Mean tidal regimes were calculated from Mean High Water Springs
(MHWS) and Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS) and outputs generated from VORF
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software. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, this consists of a vertical offshore reference frame
that allows the conversion between vertical heights/depths from different DATUM.

Figure 4. 6. VORF model used for calculating depths between different vertical Datum. (Source:VORF Manual

V8.15 (Available at following web URL): https://www.ths.org.uk/documents/ths.org.uk/).

Despite the fact that tidal currents are defined by neap and spring tides, only
spring tides were considered in this research. MHWS and MLWS values were used
instead of Lowest and Highest Astronomical Tide (LAT/HAT) extreme ranges as they
are more common and suitable for vulnerability analysis. Tidal ranges were converted
from Geographical coordinates to Cartesian using the Irish Transverse Mercator (ITM)
system and downloaded into ArcGIS. For visualization purposes, contour lines of a tidal
regime were generated. Finally, values were classified according using quantiles and
ranked for vulnerability after assuming that micro tidal ranges would pose higher risks
(Thieler and Hammar-Klose 1999; Pendleton et al., 2010; Gutierrez et al., 2011). This
criteria for ranking vulnerability disregarded assumptions of macrotidal regimes being
high-risk on the basis that strong tidal currents are associated with large tide ranges. In
this research, it is considered that micro tidal ranges are most vulnerable because in a
microtidal environment, water levels are high for longer periods, meaning that it is more
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probable that high waves occur at high tide, increasing the risk of inundation or erosion
from storms.
4.4.7.

Mean annual significant wave height (m)

High-resolution 3-hourly directional spectra outputs of mean significant wave
height (Hs) and wave direction were hindcast for Irish coasts extracted from the
WAVEWATCH III model (Roland, 2008; Tolman, 2009) for the period 2000-2013.
Model simulations were based on three different nested grids at a fine resolution from
offshore to near shore. An unstructured grid at the finest resolution was driven by wave
directional spectra from ERA-Interim Global Wave re-analysis (ECMWF) as the
forcing boundary data (see Figure 4.7). High resolution digital elevation models (MBES
and LiDAR INFOMAR) at a 2-80m resolution were used. Outputs were used to
generate a significant wave height (Hs) contoured map around the study area. Finally,
five vulnerability data classes were produced, based on significant wave height gradient.
The closer that wave data is to shore, the more valuable they are in providing
information regarding vulnerability. Waves heights measured in the near shore, as done
for this research, provide information regarding near shore bathymetry, rendering slope
metrics less important than they would be if only offshore waves were available
(McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010). A wave heights ranking was elaborated from natural
breaks. This ranking considered that coasts receiving higher waves, and consequently a
greater amount of average annual wave energy, will change most rapidly in response to
sea-level rise, other factors being equal.
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Figure 4. 7. Wave model grid showing 20,235 nodes; unstructured high resolution model shows in

red ERA-interim wave model grid points (in red) used for boundary and 3-hourly directional point wave
outputs (in green) (Gallagher et al., 2014).

4.4.8.

Shoreline changes analysis

The desk study primarily involved compilation of erosion information following
EUROSION (2004) guidelines. Recent changes in erosion/accretion were examined
demonstrating that this is a valid indicator for coastal vulnerability analysis. Particularly
important were those areas where erosion is currently present but not 20 years ago. A
close examination of shoreline evolution trend status and identification of areas
undergoing changes was carried out and comparison with historical and recent imagery
was made. Evidence of past shoreline instability (from CORINE Coastal erosion
database since 1985) and more recently (EUROSION database, 2004) or recent coarse
shoreline rate data from OPW (2010) were explored (See Figure 4. 8).
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Figure 4. 8. Left. Erosion risk maps drawn using OPW (2010) data. Right. Erosion/accretion maps created using data
from EUROSION Project (Salman et al., 2004b). (Source maps: Silvia Caloca).
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Changes in shoreline evolution, given by the total percentage of erosion or
accretion, were investigated. Unstable (erosion or accretion) to stable trends from
EUROSION data (2004) were looked at by means of the Coastal Erosion Layer
(CEEUBG100KV2) and evolution trends attribute layer (CEEVV2). Changes in the
high water mark at the Corballis Barrier and Broad meadow Estuary are also evidenced
from historical OSi maps (See Figure 4. 9).

Figure 4. 9. Long-term shoreline changes evidenced from HWM change of position in Corballis Barrier and
Broad meadow Estuary. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Next a field survey reconnaissance followed to assess the state of the coast, to
locate man-made structures, condition of dune’s vegetation, storms’ water marks and
evidence of long-shore movement. Deposition of finer material in spit development at
the beach edges could indicate erosion in narrower and coarser grained sediment updrift areas. All this was accompanied by field RTK surveys to gather high resolution
recent vegetation line data (See Plate 4.2).
Comparing the position of the coastline at various times in the past gives a
comprehensive view of the evolution of the coast. To detect the historical changes in the
coastline, the recent position of the vegetation line was accurately mapped using
available historical imagery. Time series of vegetation lines were digitised from satellite
(Google Earth), stereo photographs (OSi, Air Corps), and aerial datasets (OPW; OSi)
available in ArcGIS for several years (1952, 1971, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009,
2011, 2013, 2015, 2016 and 2017).

Plate 4. 2. Global positioning System survey carried out by the author using a Trimble VRS equipment
(Source: Silvia Caloca).

In addition, an extra vegetation line in 2011 was compiled between July-October
2011 by fieldwork by means of a Global positioning System survey using a Trimble
VRS differential GPS. This method is more accurate than digitizing over an orthophotograph. See Plate 4.2.
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GPS readings were taken when there was coverage of 5 to 8 satellite and data
were stored automatically. At times, the receiver discards the initialization because the
RMS is too high. This might be due to too much pole movement, bad environmental
conditions or incorrect initializations and measurements that trespass the established
tolerances. Corrections were made instantaneously, and readings got downloaded from
the control unit once the survey ended. Data was transferred from the controller by
connecting the controller to a PC that uses the Microsoft ActiveSync technology.
Automatic collection at a fixed time of 1 sec was decided to be the most appropriate;
although the continuity of data acquisition and accuracy significantly depended on
reception. Consequently, large amounts of data were assembled along the coastline
defined by the vegetation line at an accuracy level oscillating between 0.009-0.015 m
vertically and 0.009-0.012 m horizontally. The root mean square (RMS) error ranged
between 0.15-0.30m.
Compatibility of data and their reference systems were assessed. Nongeoreferenced OSi 1:30,000 stereo-photographs (1971) were georeferenced from OPW
(2006) aerial photographs. During the process, control points were chosen with special
care in order to minimise distortions, especially along the coast. Some of the data were
compiled in National Irish Grid (IG) projection and then converted to Irish Transverse
Mercator (ITM). The projection transformation equation was accurately selected.
In terms of coverage, when comparing this study with previous OPW (2010)
data it was noticed, resolution issues aside, in general, the data collected by OPW
disregarded accretion and are sparsely distributed (Figure 4.10). Regarding data
acquisition accuracy, OPW used two lines for erosion calculations; whereas in this
study, up to 12 vegetation lines were employed for calculations, depending on the area
(See Plate 4.3).
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Figure 4. 10. Maps showing erosion data collected by OPW (2010) in North Co. Dublin natural areas
(upper right) versus data coverage on this research represented by erosion and accretion transects (down left). (Source:
Silvia Caloca).

One important limitation from previous studies in the area (OPW, 2010) was not
specifying where coastal defences were introduced since the images were taken. To
amend this, a review of cliff classification, geomorphological maps and OSi Aerial
Oblique Imagery Survey and Google Earth latest imagery was performed to detect
anomalies in the shoreline.
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Plate 4. 3. Left. Aerial view showing vegetation lines digitized at the Corballis Barrier (N Dublin). Right. Vegetation lines in south Kilcoole (Co. Wicklow).(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Previous GIS-based studies evaluated temporal and spatial shoreline movement
of cliff tops related to NAO oscillations in the UK (Brooks et al., 2014; 2016). When
compiling vegetation lines in this study, the same criteria and tools were used to
standardise digitizing procedures. Digitising criteria adopted was digitising from where
vegetation was noticeable and clearly identified from the aerial/satellite photographs
involved. Initially anthropogenic areas were not digitised except areas where a wall
existed, and considerable accreting vegetation flourished on the seaside. See Plate 4. 4

Plate 4. 4. Vegetation line withing an accreting area in North Wicklow. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

Ideally, the cliff base line would have been used but sometimes only the cliff top
was available from images. The rational for using cliff top edge rather than base is that
it seems more obvious and identifiable on aerial photography (Brook and Spencer,
2014). However, that was not the case on walkover field mapping. Sometimes decisions
were just based on vegetation coverage, as illustrated in Plate 4.5. Either criteria from
base or top, vegetation lines were consistently digitised for all coastal segments.
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Plate 4. 5. Images showing vegetation lines being digitised (red/white) on top/base cliffs. (Source: digitized
over Google Earth images @ 2018 Digital Globe) by the author).
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Once the vegetation lines were compiled, the next step was quality control of the
data and calculation of uncertainties required for calculations during the compilation
phase. Errors in positioning can be introduced from digitising or geo-referencing from
various data sources such as aerial photographs or orthophotographs. These types of
errors must be accounted for, and yet few studies do so. Previous studies in the area by
the Office of Public Works (OPW, 2010) identified geo-referencing, ortho-imagery
rectification and misinterpretation of underlying geology as the main sources of
inaccuracy when calculating future annual rates. They also highlighted the relevance of
the current state of the coastline (ie: protecting walls) and resolution. For instance, in
Robinson’s survey, the old historical 1864 cliff line was used as a baseline for
comparison to 2009. This introduces systematic errors during the conversion process.
Similarly, GPS errors during acquisition are inevitable. For aerial photograph
and orthophotographs, some authors introduced ‘tidal fluctuation errors’ and ‘seasonal
errors’. In this case, tidal fluctuations did not apply, since for this research, the shoreline
was measured using the vegetation line rather than using the Low Water Mark (LWM)
(Vitousek et al., 2009). Seasonal errors, accounting for differences in beach profiles
associated with cyclic processes of accretion or erosion, were not considered either due
to the scarcity of photographs. Distortions caused by camera tilt and topographical
features were removed during the process of ortho-rectification of OSi images. The
error (RMS) values indicative of inaccuracies, were sometimes omitted due to a lack of
information from the source. The errors dealt with in this research are positional and
measurement uncertainty. The first relates to the position of the vegetation line when the
aerial or orthophotographs were collected and the second with direct measurements.
Thus, for every shoreline, the total error is given by the following formula. See
Equation

4.2

and

summary

in
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Esp =+/- ⱱEg 2 +Ed2 + Ep2+ El2;
Equation 4. 2. Total error uncertainties for WLR.

; where (Eg) and (Ed) are the geo-referencing or digitizing errors respectively; (Ep) the pixel size;
(El ) is the GPS/LiDAR the positioning error (Hapke and Reid, 2007).

The next phase involved calculating erosion and accretion rates for different
coastal units.

These calculations were performed using the new Digital Shoreline

Analysis System (DSAS), a dedicated GIS-based extension tool developed in recent
years by the US Geological Survey (Himmelstoss, et al., 2009; Thieler et al., 2009).

Figure 4. 11. Diagram showing DASS Workflow for shoreline changes calculation (DASS 4.0 manual).
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This method provided a measurement of the long-term rate of shoreline change
at every point of the coast and, hence has been applied to shoreline analysis in many
studies (Thieler et al., 2005; Brooks and Spencer 2010; Brooks et al., 2012, Bonetti et
al., 2010). Digitised shorelines and baselines were merged and embedded into an
ArcGIS file geodatabase. Figure 4.11 illustrates DASS workflow. The weighted linear
regression method (WLR) was applied for statistical shoreline calculations. WLR is
more accurate than the ‘End Point Rate’ (ER) method as it assigns weights and accounts
for temporal changes (See Figure 4.12 and Equation 4.3). In EPR, distance is divided by
the span of time elapsed between two shoreline positions whereas the rest of the
information from other shorelines is overlooked, and error uncertainties are not
considered. However, ER values were also calculated for comparison during the quality
control phase.

Figure 4. 12. Weighted linear regression (WLR) method applied to shoreline calculations (DSAS
manual)
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w = 1/ (e2)
Equation 4. 3 .Weighted uncertainties calculations for WLR.

;where ‘w’ is weight and ‘e’ are the uncertainty values for that particular shoreline (Genz and
others, 2007).

During the shoreline changes calculation process, MHWM was used as a
baseline. Compulsory fields were added: shoreline and baseline files, together with
corresponding uncertainty values and attribute tables and baseline positions were
examined. A minimum of four lines are needed for WLR calculations. The
onshore/offshore combined option was found to be not accurate enough. Therefore,
coastal segments were grouped using different WLR thresholds and baseline locations,
and after they were manually edited and joined. Then, transect parameters were entered,
and perpendicular transects generated and clipped (See Figure 4. 13).

Figure 4. 13. Diagram showing transect position perpendicular to shoreline (DASS 4.0 manual).
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Once transects were calculated, quality control was performed. Coastal segments
were divided into segments with similar characteristics so that baselines were either
located on the seaside or landwards, as appropriate (See Figure 4.14).

Figure 4. 14. Baseline positions (dashed lines) over transects situated landwards or seaside from
vegetationshorelines (Source: Silvia Caloca).

Shoreline change values were either taken from one side or the other, avoiding
overlapping transects. However, if two sections with transects with different parameters
overlapped, transect built up from a higher number of shorelines, in general prevailed.
Sometimes, using fewer shorelines (i.e.: leaving 1971 shoreline out) would totally
change the output from erosion to accretion. In these cases, the worst-case scenario was
considered. Nonetheless, this criterion had its exceptions. For instance, results created
from a greater number of lines made the WLR increase accretion. In this case using
more lines prevailed over the worst-case scenario, providing that accretion was the
overall trend.
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Finally, a review of anomalous data was carried out. Calculations in nonanthropogenic areas with fewer lines (less than 4) were directly discarded to minimise
errors. In general, most of the anthropogenic coastal areas were avoided during the
digitizing phase and therefore lines were not even recorded in the first place. Either way
a post-digitising review of current anthropogenic coastal areas was carried out, based on
the latest cliff classification and newest Google maps imagery. Values (-3 m to
+3m/year) were checked against individual vegetation lines and historical data.
Exceptionally high values were left in areas with an established erosion history. High
values from -3 to -6m/yr were located in low lying areas such as salt marshes in Bull
Island and Portmarnock-Sutton (see Figure 4. 15).

Figure 4. 15. High erosion values were spotted in salt marshes Portmarnock-Sutton. Source: Silvia Caloca.

With respect to accretion values, anomalously, high rates of 6-12.9m/yr were
also investigated. It was noticed that some outliers occurred by the wall in the southern
part of Bull Island. Those were probably generated from digitising errors over manmade structures in one of the vegetation lines. Accordingly, those values were removed.
High accretion was also observed in Sandymount industrial zones. In this case some of
the high values came out from digitizing but some were reasonable considering the
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effects of the wall. Next, the study area was also examined to differentiate rocky,
sedimentary (with and without coastal defences) categories, by draping shoreline values
over the latest cliff file (See Figure 4. 16).

Figure 4. 16. Shoreline transects falling within man-made structures identified in cliff point file
(highlighted in blue) were reclassified (WRL=0).(Source: Silvia Caloca).

Recession for cliffs protected by walls or man-made structures is null (Dawson
et al., 2009). Consequently, a new field called ‘WLR_NoAnt’ was added to the attribute
table and WLR values falling within man-made structures were reclassified WLR=0.
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Areas where WLR =-1 were also double checked against vegetation lines to
differentiate true ‘-1’values from errors. Two extra fields were added: 'Classifv1'= C
where values existed and UC=no data. Finally, a shoreline classification was produced
and vulnerability rankings were assigned A separate vulnerability ranking was produced
under the field ‘Nbks_SCR5’ based on established practice (Pendleton et al., 2010;
Gutierrez, et al., 2011) and on modified natural breaks. See Table 4. 11.
Vulnerability

Shoreline changes m/yr (Pendelton et

Shoreline changes m/yr

ranking/Shoreline

al., 2010 & Gutierrez, et al., 2011).

customised from natural breaks

1

>2m/yr

>2

2

1 to 2m

0.2-2

3

-1 to 1m

-0.2 to 0.2

4

-2 to -1

-1 to -0.2

5

<-2m

-3.68-1

rates

Table 4. 11 .Shoreline changes classification and vulnerability ranking.

Despite the fact that initially anthropogenic areas were avoided, it was necessary
to assign values to every point along the coast, in order to apply CVI. Hence gaps were
filled in with extrapolated values and non-recorded anthropogenic areas were also
completed with WLR=0 (vulnerability ranking=3) to avoid zero ranking values for CVI
calculations.
4.5.

Volumetric analysis: case study

Soft cliffs are prone to respond rapidly to environmental patterns (e.g. changes
in storminess or inter-decadal variation) and consequently they are perfect systems upon
which to quantity coastal response (Trenhaile, 2011; Brook and Spencer, 2014). Shortterm, erosion changes evidenced by volumetric differences were calculated by
subtracting elevation (z values) from co-georeferenced pairs of DTMs with the same
cell size and extent. The net change per unit area (1 sq m) was calculated for every two
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grids subjected to availability using methods previously used (Robinson ,20009;
Woolard and Colby 2002; Mitasova et al,. 2009; Brook and Spencer, 2014).
Two LiDAR datasets were used:
•

OPW LiDAR Digital elevation grid model (Office of Public Works, 2006).
Ground Point Cloud is 2m spacing and the DTM has an accuracy of less
than a 1m horizontally (x, y) and less than 0.25m vertically (z). Elevation
data are in Irish Grid projection and shown in meters relative to OD Malin.

•

LiDAR Digital elevation grid Model Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI,
2017) Terrestial LiDAR. Accuracy vertical 0.01 m; Horizontal 20cm.

A vertical error model of 0.35cm was applied, so shoreline changes with elevation
differences above ±0.35 m were considered as net gains or losses.
4.6.

Application of Coastal vulnerability index (CVI)

Once the most representative indicators of coastal change were compiled,
classified and ranked, a Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI) was created. CVI yields data
that can be interpreted as relative vulnerability where the effects of sea-level rise are
potentially the greatest. Using ArcGIS, the coast was divided into equidistant points and
a CVI was applied to each by using the square root of the overall product of the ranked
variables divided by the total number of variables. See Equation 4. 4. Results were
displayed for every indicator and then added up into single contoured CVI vulnerability
maps using different combinations of variables. As in previous studies, final CVI values

were divided into quartile ranges (Abuodha, and Woodroffe, 2006; 2010b; Pendleton et
al., 2010) and ranked, for simplicity, within 3 categories. High pixel values would
indicate high vulnerability to effects of sea-level rise and low pixel values, which would
represent low vulnerability.

CVI= (a*b*c*d*e*f*g*h /n)1/2
Equation 4. 4 .Coastal vulnerability index applied for this research (Thieler and Hammer-Klose, 1999,
2000a,b).

;where CVI where ‘a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h’ are the variables and ‘n’ is the number of them.
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However, it may not be necessary to use all the available variables since many
can be highly intercorrelated. Assessments should employ as few comparable metrics as
possible, avoiding some processes being overrepresented but including all the relevant
vulnerability factors (Birkmann ,2006; Preston et al., 2008; McLaughlin and Cooper,
2010). Despite the fact that only a few studies carry perform weighted analysis, it is
recommended (Torres et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Wolters and
Kuenzer , 2015). See Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17. Diagram showing an example of bi-plot for three principal components using similar variables
(Pendleton et al., 2010; Gutierrez et al., 2011).

Consequently, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was also used here as in
some studies to reduce the number of independent variables (Boruff et al., 2005;
Pendleton et al., 2010). Then, after the more relevant indicators were shortlisted, CVI
map analysis could be placed into the appropriate context. The relationship between
variables was explored by means of the covariance matrix. The outputs from the PCA
were used to prioritise variables that were employed in producing the definitive CVI.
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This allowed testing to be carried out omitting some variables (Abuodha and
Woodroffe, 2010b).
4.7.

Methods II: Local Sea-level scenarios

Some of the physical impacts caused by changes in relative-sea level that would
significantly benefit from relative sea-level scenario generation are: inundation, flood
and storm damage (sea-surge and backwater effect (river)); long-term wetland loss and
change; morphological changes; saltwater intrusion; and rising water tables obstructing
drainage. In assessing impacts to future sea-level rise, local sea-level rise (RSLR) rather
than global changes should be used (Nicholls et al., 2014b). As recommended by the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change UNFCCC (2014), the
SimCLIM software, widely used in North America, New Zealand and Australia for
creating local sea-level rise scenarios used impact modelling (Warrick, et al, 2005; 2009;
2007; Nicholls et al,. 2011; Kopp et al, .2014. It was also used in this research. Future
scenarios of sea-level change were generated using the dedicated Sea Level Scenario
Generator tool in order to later investigate the sensitivity of the system to impacts of
enhanced sea levels (CLIMsystems Limited, 2013). This analyses sensitivity, risks and
impacts in local areas by incorporating global, regional and local components based on
results from AR5 (CMIP5) that incorporates thermal expansion or melting components.
Different countries will have different resolutions depending on which model
they are using (eg. HADCM3 for UK has relatively high resolution for atmospheric and
ocean variables). The SimCLIM sea-level scenario generator can create ensemble
patterns for several combinations of GCMs, with median and lower/upper percentiles
ranges (Figure 4. 18). Changes in sea-level are expressed as yearly changes (in cm)
from 1990 to 2100.
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Figure 4. 18. Sea-level generator tool from SimCLIM software. Legend values represent scaling factor of
local changes compared to global mean sea-level.

For regional projections, global mean sea level needs to be combined with
geographical patterns. SimCLIM applies a pattern scaling method that derives regional
spatial patterns of sea-level change from ocean processes generated by coupled
Atmospheric Ocean Global Circulation Models (AOGCMs). This is done by using the
average spatial pattern of change divided by global-mean value of thermal expansion for
any particular period in the future. This is expressed in units of global sea-level change.
Then it applies a normalisation consisting of future average spatial pattern/global mean
sea-level value for the same period. SimCLIM (2013) includes a global climate model
MAGICC (Wigley, 2008) which is forced by the latest CMIP5 climatic data (AR5) and
climate sensitivity. AR5 data contain four concentration scenarios. MAGGIC estimates
projections by 2100 above 1990’s levels assuming different patterns of sensitivity and
melting scenarios.
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Pattern-scaling is only applied to the thermal expansion side of the total change;
other sea-level contributions such as melting from ice caps are also included, but
affected by huge uncertainties (Yin et al., 2013).
Subsidence rates in the study area are assumed to continue in future as at present.
SimCLIM software gives the option to directly enter the rate of vertical land movement,
if known. If the vertical land movement trend is not known, the user can input the
overall (unadjusted) recent sea-level trend, in mm/year (for example, as estimated from
tide-gauge data). For the present research, it was decided to use only century-scale past
relative sea-level trends calculated from high resolution monthly mean sea-level records
(1938 to 2012) from (PSMSL) and Dublin Port. This observed sea-level trend does not
differentiate between climate change related sea-level and changes from local land
movements, and it is important therefore that double counting should be avoided.
Therefore, land movement trends should be calculated, in order to know the exact
contribution from the local non-climatic to relative sea-level change for the future. In
order to estimate the relative sea-level rise, SimCLIM adjusts the locally observed trend
by subtracting the observed global trend of 1.8mm/yr. Basically, the non-climatic trend
is obtained and added to regional projections to obtain local projections (See Equation
4. 5).
OBSncc = OBSL – OBSg [GCM x TE + (1-TE)]
Equation 4. 5 .SimCLIM Method to calculate the non-climate-change local trend in sea-level (mm/yr)
caused by vertical land movement (SimCLIM, 2013).

Where OBSncc is the non-climate-related trend; OBSL is the local observed trend
from tide gauge data (mm/yr); OBSg observed global-mean sea-level trend = (1.8mm/yr,
± 0.3 mm yr− 1 (Nerem et al., 2006; Church et al., 2013); [GCM x TE + (1-TE)] is the
GCM normalised scale pattern for thermal expansion.
Thus, relative sea- level values from model simulations were interpolated to
generate projections at a 0.5°x 0.5°. Modelled relative sea-level rise ranking is going to
reflect primarily regional to local isostatic or tectonic effects. Three resulting outputs of
future sea-level change are produced. One of the limitations of SimCLIM is uncertainty
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in downscaled projections which depend on using the best available data for that
particular location. Although in the Irish case, grids outputs are slightly coarse, this
model still represents the only one available for calculating local sea-level projections
for this area.
4.8. Methods III: Future coastal vulnerability assessment: Sensitivity
analysis for future scenarios.
4.8.1. Potential future flooding impacts
Storm surges represent a challenge to our coasts with or without climate change
(Storsh et al., 2015). Assessments at all scales have been carried out on inundation and
storm impacts (Nicholls et al., 2008). A measurement of coastal susceptibility would
highly benefit from an analysis of de-trended (for relative sea level) historical hourly
recorded positive surges (observed-predicted tidal levels) measured at different tide
gauges across the study area. However, where recorded sea level data are not of a
sufficient length of time to carry out extreme value analysis, joint probability analysis of
tide and surge data can provide estimates of extreme sea levels (ECOPRO, 1996; Brown
and Wolf, 2009; OPW, 2010). In order to analyse sea-level rise impacts of coastal areas,
diverse methodologies have been used ranging from inundation mapping (Strauss et al.,
2012) to elaborate numerical models (Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton, 2014). Since
numerical models were not an option for this research, flood mapping was derived by
analysing several scenarios of damage related to the probability of an adverse effect,
added to adverse effects of rising sea-levels, as done in other studies (Bonetti et al.,
2010; Salecker et al., 2011; Perini et al., 2016). Some authors advise a combination of
vulnerability and risk/hazard indices (Ferreira et al., 2017).
Coastal management should consider all available information. There is a high
probability (~0-33 %) of projections falling within the upper ends of SLR scenarios
(Church et al., 2013). While multiple-scenarios broad and facilitate the range of options
for adaptation for policy-makers, for impact and vulnerability studies it is advisable that
highly sensitive places should plan for the worst sea-level rise scenarios. This means
using high-end sea-level rise scenarios without adaptation (Allen Consulting Group,
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2005; Renn 2008; Dasgupta 2009, Jevrejeva et al., 2014; Hinkel et al., 2015; Sierra et
al., 2016). As a result, risk probabilistic approaches for estimating future potential
coastal changes in order to anticipate potential scenarios of flooding and erosion, are
strongly advisable (Dawson et al., 2009). Exposure of coastal areas to storms was
assessed by identifying the presence of significant areas of low-lying land immediately
landwards of the mean high water mark or likely to do so as a result of a projected
future sea-level rise.
Impacts under the extreme scenario (RCP 8.5) high-end scenarios of sea-level
rise by 2100 (with very low probability of occurrence 5 %) were used for this research.
As in previous studies, in order to visualise the vulnerability of the area to future
impacts, several maps representing the vulnerability to sea level rise inundation for each
event would be produced (Preston et al., 2008; Sayers et al., 2017). Flood hazard
(extent and depth) maps for extremes AEP were produced in Greater Dublin area as part
of the Irish Coastal Protection Strategy Study (ICPSS) by OPW (2010) to assess current
level of hazard. One limitation of this study was that these hazard maps neither
accounted for climate change impacts (from future climate changes, sea-level changes,
storms variability or erosion rates, and consequently shoreline positions), and although
land movement ranges from + 0.1 to - 0.2 mm/year (South East Coast), OPW models
not yet been adjusted for isostatic rebound either.
For this study, predicted extreme levels for 0.5, and less extreme 1 and 2%
annual exceedance probability (AEP) events combined with tide-surge modelling were
provided by OPW (2010). Extreme water levels are referenced to OD Malin (which is
the Mean Sea Level at Portmore Pier, Malin Head, County Donegal, between 1960 and
1969).
Annual exceedance probabilities are expressed as odds of an event per year or
return periods. Return periods do not exclude that two extreme events can happen
almost at the same time. For instance, 1% probability (1:100) assumes floods happening
approximately once in 100 years (See Figure 4. 19).
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Figure 4. 19. Annual exceedance probabilities represented on event per year and return periods (OPW,
2010).

For this research, the water levels were not assumed to be constant in the future.
As opposed to OPW (2010) studies, this research takes into account potential impacts or
effects from future local sea-level rise and land movement adjustments. As changes will
happen gradually, high resolution topographic data are crucial. A digital terrain model
was used to define the extent of the predicted floodplain. Thus, potential areas for future
flooding were created by overlapping extreme water levels with future sea-level
projections to predict flooding extent. Using this approach of inundating the area by
rising water levels, rather than analysing secondary interactions was considered. This
research does not take into like terrain roughness or migration from wetlands or
estuaries and other morphological processes during a storm (beach and dune erosion)
for which numerical modelling would be necessary.
Water level point data were converted to a grid (2m) and masked to the same
extent as the LiDAR dataset, and data for each return period (0.5%, 0.1% and 1% AEP
events) was subtracted from the LiDAR elevation values. Areas were reclassified
leaving only negative resultant values indicative of potential flooding areas from a
particular exceedance probability. For the same exceedance, these areas were converted
into polygons and then were assigned a risk range for different future sea-level
scenarios.
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4.8.2. Coastal Impact models using SimCLIM
Future shoreline movement in a low gradient sand environment was calculated
for different scenarios using the SimCLIM impact model dedicated tool (Figure 4 .20).
The model uses the Brunn Rule method and allows for different combinations of site
parameters.

Figure 4. 20. SimCLIM impact model scenario tool used to project shoreline changes in low-gradient
sedimentary environments within the study area (SimCLIM, 2013).

4.9.

Chapter summary

Data compilation and processing, classification and ranking in combination with
the application of robust methods and metrics, constitute the key to coastal vulnerability
studies. CVI methods were applied in this research to characterise the vulnerability and
to simplify the complex environment in this particular area, revealing information that
can be used for coastal management. The first step towards understanding shoreline
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response to water-level changes is analysing and quantifying the physical indicators or
variables that contribute to its coastal evolution. That is: the characteristics of its
shoreline that makes it susceptible to change now and over the next century based on its
physical response to sea level rise. In this study, the most relevant variables representing
diverse structural characteristics and coastal processes that will have affect the coastal
sensitivity to sea-level rise were identified and compiled: shoreline changes, relative
sea-level rise, tidal range, annual mean wave height, geomorphology, cliff type, aspect
and coastal slope. Values were divided into ranges, classified, and ranked based on their
contribution to vulnerability. Several coastal vulnerability indices (CVI) were produced
in which levels of vulnerability were estimated through the analysis and combination of
previously assessed local indicators and illustrated by means of 2D thematic maps.
Future vulnerability to inundation and erosion were also examined by means of
SimCLIM (2013) tools. Scenarios of inundations from extremes were recreated using
the Sea-Level Scenario Generator tool. This tool has the capacity to incorporate changes
of climate from global to local scale and was used to generate future local projections of
sea-level change. These projections were combined with historical extreme water levels
to anticipate future potential impacts necessary for coastal protection.
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 show the results derived from methods described above.
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Chapter 5: Future relative sea-level scenarios for the Dublin area
5.1.

Permanent Mean sea-level (PSMSL)

Long-term monthly mean sea-level data provided by the Permanent Service for
Mean Sea Level (PSMSL, 2013) and Dublin Port from 1938 to 2012 were used to
calculate the relative sea-level trends specifically for the study area. Initially, sea level
measurements were converted to a Revised Local Reference (RLR); a common datum
defined at 7000mm below the sea-level was applied to avoid operating with RLR
negative values during the time series analysis (Figure 5.1). Data quality control was
applied to historic data to ensure datum continuity throughout the series. For this reason,
metric data were not used for secular trend analysis of sea level as long-term datum
control was not guaranteed throughout the dataset (Woodworth and Player, 2003;
PSMSL, 2013). Until 2001, Dublin mean sea-level data were referred to Lowest
Astronomical Tide (L.A.T) whereas between 2002 and 2012 data were referred to Chart
Datum.
In order to include latest data provided by Dublin Port (2009 to 2012), an
additional constant value of 4.577m was added to monthly measurements to refer to
RLR (1987). Plotting changes in mean sea-level values alone do not show any evident
trends (Figure 5.2). The value of a trend line as a suitable estimate for future change
depends on the length of the time series, which in this case is long enough. A trend line
fitted via linear least-squares regression which assigns a value of relative sea-level rate
from the slope regression coefficient was used for calculating trends from previous
mean monthly sea-level data. There are some differences in the sea-level rise before
~1980 (small rise continues) and afterwards i.e. 1980-2000 (upward and downward
trends of large magnitudes). The rate of change of relative sea-level shows a rising
secular trend before the 1960s followed by a decrease after the 1980s to rapidly rise
again since late 1987 into the early 1990’s and then strong increases since the 2000s.
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Figure 5.1. Diagram showing the Revised Local Reference (RLR) for Dublin Station (Source: Woodworth and Player,
2003; PSMSL, 2013).

Figure 5.2. Relative mean monthly sea-level changes ( mm/yr) at Dublin obtained from historical records retrieved on
the 2013-01-29 from Dublin tide gauge data (Source: Woodworth and Player, 2003; PSMSL, 2012).

One way to get a better impression of the change of sea-level rate and how
stable it might be is by looking at the recursive fit (see Figure 5.3). Thus the analysis
started halfway through the time-series (~1960s) in order to obtain a slope estimate.
Beyond this point, the rate progresses by repeatedly adding new monthly values for
successive years and re-calculates estimates.
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This allows us to put local trends into context and avoid being too reliant on a
single regression line.
Figure 5.4 shows the trend for each year with respect to the previous 44 years.
On this graph, the absence of any trends during 1990-2000’s is more evident than in the
preceding graphs. The rate of change has rapidly increased and this is quite evident
from the graphs below. By adding the 2009-2012 data from Dublin Port, the
continuation of the upward trend is confirmed, but also the trend rapidly escalates from
1.45 to 1.96mm/yr. These values are in agreement with other estimates of sea-level
trends in Europe (PMSL, 2013).
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Figure 5.3. Relative mean monthly sea-level change (mm) at Dublin obtained from historical records from 1938 to 2012 is shown in blue. The red line represents recursive fit for sealevel rise-rate trends since 1958. Data source: (retrieved 2013-03-20, Woodworth and Player, 2003; PSMSL, 2012).
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Figure 5.4. Relative mean monthly sea-level change (mm) at Dublin obtained from historical records from 1938 to 2012 is shown in blue and sea-level rise-rate trends since the 70’s
in green. (Data source: retrieved 2013-03-20, Woodworth and Player, 2003; PSMSL, 2012).
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5.2.

Sensitivity analysis: Modelling future site-specific scenarios of sea-

level rise.
Regionally to locally-varying, time-dependent scenarios of future relative sealevel rise have been modelled by SimCLIM (2013) forced by RCP scenarios for the end
of the century from 1995 (baseline range 1986-2005). The use of individual models, or
even assigning more weight to the most regionally sensitive GCMs would not guarantee
better results. Hence, an ensemble model for all 24 available GCMs and four different
RCPs (2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5) were run to generate future sea-level estimates (Figure 5.5).
The model produced three local estimates of the recent greenhouse gas related trend
component using low, mid and high scenarios of sensitivity for 1990-2100 (estimates of
global-mean sea-level trend of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm/yr respectively). The model outputs
include central estimates and also low-probability upper and lower limits based on the
5th and 95th percentiles. These are crucial for coastal flooding and vulnerability scenarios.
A cell of interest was identified around the Dublin area, and then the option to
normalize GCM pattern values was activated. The associated scaling factor represents
the portion of sea-level change at that particular cell in relation to global values (i.e.: ‘1’
means sea-level at this location equals global trend).
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Figure 5.5. SimCLIM local median projections of relative sea-level at Dublin using a 24- ensemble model
run for different RCP.8.5 scenarios. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

In this case, the vertical movement value is unknown. Therefore, in order to
transform these values into relative sea-level rise for Dublin, an overall mean sea-level
local trend of 1.96mm/yr, previously obtained from Dublin Port tide-gauge (1938-2012)
was entered under ‘local observed sea-level trend (mm/yr)’ while the ‘total trend’ option
is activated. Then the software subtracts an estimate of the climate change related
portion of that trend from the local trend. After this, the model adds the resulting nonclimatic trend to the regional component in order to avoid double-counting for the
climate-related influences, which would definitely overinflate future sea-level
calculations. Future estimates of sea-level rise were modelled using the 24-ensemble run
for several simulations using different RCP scenarios and sensitivities (See Figure 5.6).
The likely ranges are displayed as thick solid lines bounded in green for RCP 2.6,
purple for RCP 4.5, blue for RCP 6.0 and red for RCP 8.5. Uncertainty ranges for a
high percentile (95th) and low percentile (5th) are also displayed by broken solid dashed
and dotted lines respectively.
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Figure 5.6. Future yearly estimates (cm) of local relative sea-level rise above 1995 (baseline range 1986-2005) for the Dublin area by 2100 calculated for the low, medium and high
sensitive emissions scenarios and 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 RPC’s for a 24-ensemble model run. Sea-level rise lines are Heavy=median (likely or 67% probability range), dashed=high (95th)
percentile; dotted= low (5th) percentile. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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RCP’s

Uncertainty range (cm)

Sensitivity
th

5 percentile
RCP 2.6 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 4.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 6.0 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 8.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 2.6 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 4.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 6.0 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 8.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 2.6 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 4.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 6.0 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 8.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 2.6 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 4.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 6.0 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run
RCP 8.5 scenarios (AR5) for a 24-ensemble run

High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium

21.51
17.05
21.79
17.56
21.06
16.73
23.5
18.6
34.23
26.38
36.1
28.65
35.03
27.34
41.27
32.75
47.34
35.61
52.31
40.51
51.79
39.77
64.55
50.53
60.09
44.06
69.63
52.69
71.38
54.4
94.92
72.29

Central estimate-median (cm)

Year

95th percentile
40.24
29.72
39.33
28.79
38.57
29.51
44.83
33.9
65.34
46.5
68.03
49.22
66.22
48.89
81.34
61.86
90.85
63.18
101.15
72.94
101.7
73.88
132.19
98.5
115.98
79.08
135.38
95.72
103.58
103.58
197.7
145.43

27.35
21
27.26
21.06
26.52
20.71
30.15
23.37
43.93
32.65
46.06
35.06
44.76
34.06
53.77
41.83
60.91
44.21
67.53
50.62
67.35
50.4
85.64
65.48
77.52
54.98
90.13
66.1
93.57
69.74
126.96
95.09

2040

2060

2080

2100

Table 5.1. Central estimates (likely range) and uncertainty ranges (cm) for 90th- 10th and 5th-95th percentiles of relative sea-level changes (cm) with respect to 1995 (1986-2005)
levels projected for coming decades (2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100) for the Dublin area. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Likely ranges vary from 30-127cm for (RCP 8.5), 26-94cm (RCP 6.0), 27-90
(RCP 4.5) and 21-77cm (RCP 2.6). The extreme ranges of uncertainty are bounded by
21cm for RCP 2.6 and 198cm for RCP 8.5. Similarly, Table 5.1 shows outputs of local
relative sea-level estimates (cm) for coming decades 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100 above
1995 levels for medium and high sensitivity.
5.3.

Chapter summary

Annual local sea-level projections were generated for the Dublin area using the
SimCLIM Sea-level Scenario generator tool for various RCP scenarios and low, mid
and high sensitivities of temperature and eustatic sea-level. Central estimates and
5th/95th percentile confidence intervals were generated using an ensemble model run of
24 GCMs.
Likely sea level rises ranged from 127cm for (RCP 8.5), 94cm (RCP 6.0) and
78cm (RCP 2.6) by the end of the 21st century. Worst case scenarios (95th percentile)
from high sensitivity RCP 8.5 scenarios projected extreme increases of 198cm by the
end of the century. Although plausible, this is considered unlikely (<5%). However, for
coastal impact and vulnerability assessments, the extreme ranges are highly relevant.
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Chapter 6: Assessment of current coastal vulnerability
This second chapter on results embraces a comprehensive vulnerability
assessment to identify vulnerable coastal areas to impacts of sea-level rise. It begins by
showing results on compilation, processing and variable analysis. Several maps
revealed the relative vulnerability of individual indicators and finally, a series of coastal
vulnerability index (CVI) maps were produced to determine the overall vulnerability.
6.1.

Indicators description
6.1.1. Geomorphology

Vulnerability ranks based on new refined geomorphological map are displayed
in Figure 6.1. This shows areas of very high vulnerability (sandy-shores and saltmarshes)
in north Dublin (Donabate, Portmarnock, Bull Island), Sandymount, south Greystones
and North Arklow. Areas of high vulnerability appear near Wicklow town and are
characterised by open coast sandy shores backed by bedrock or man-made structures,
but also are evident in alluvial sediments and estuaries and lagoons, re-entrant amenity
grasslands and raised beaches. Moderate vulnerability values are more commonly
distributed and mainly correspond to gravelly alluvial sediments and plains,
glaciolacustrine, glaciofluvial sands and gravels, tills, cobble beaches, shingle and
gravelly shores. Open hard-rock cliffed shorelines and moderately, exposed rocky
shores like those in the Howth peninsula and Bray, Dalkey, Wicklow headlands show
low vulnerability. Lastly, areas formed by sheltered hard-rock and man-made and
urbanised areas such as Dublin piers, show very low vulnerability.
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Figure 6. 1. Map showing the relative vulnerability ranking (from very low to very high vulnerability) of
the geomorphological variable in the study area. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.1.2. Cliff type
Results from cliff type classification are displayed in Figure 6.2. Hard rocky
cliffs would have a vulnerability of 1 or 2, depending on elevation. High hard rocky
cliffs are composed of moderately to highly exposed hard-rock (those in Killiney Head
and Howth/Bray Head are made of granites, greywacke and quartzite with
elevations >25.5m; vulnerability=1). Low hard rocky cliffs are exemplified by those at
Malahide and Portmarnock made of limestones and siltstones (<25.5m; vulnerability=2).
Soft unconsolidated cliffs predominate in South Dublin and Wicklow. Moderate
to very steep soft clayey/gravelly or colluvial shores with more boulders than sand and
gravels are classed as vulnerability= 3. Low profile soft, clayey – gravelly cliffs like
those around Shankill are made of sandy alluvial deposits plus sand and gravels and are
classed as vulnerability=4.
Low gradient non-consolidated cliffs (sand dunes/aeolian/marine sand)
predominate in the northern end of the study area but also long sandy dune beaches in
coastal areas around Wicklow. Those are assigned vulnerability class 5.
6.1.3. Coastal slope
Two steep average slope categories were produced (>30° and 20-30°) and were
found at Howth and Bray Head. Moderate slopes are scattered around the area such as at
Donabate dune systems, Howth and Dalkey Heads, and south Wicklow down to Arklow.
High and very high can be found in low lying areas (0-5°; 5-10°) mainly concentrated in
the Northern end, between Greystones and Wicklow and from Wicklow to Arklow. See
Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6. 2. Map showing the relative vulnerability ranking (from very low to very high vulnerability) of
the cliff type variable in the study area. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6. 3. Map showing average slope and value distribution in the study area associated ranking. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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6.1.4. Aspect
Concentrations of very exposed segments are characteristic of areas from
Wicklow and Arklow in the south part of the area. In the northern part, some appear
along sandy environments of Bull Island and Donabate strand. Long beach and soft
cliffed areas from Dalkey to Wicklow are classified as exposed and semi-exposed
(Figure 6.4).
6.1.5. Relative sea-level rise (mm/yr)
The rate of change was calculated from the slope of the recursive fitting curve
from which a total trend of relative sea-level rate of 1.96mm/yr was estimated (Chapter
5). Then a point shapefile with the fixed value 1.96mm/yr was generated for CVI.
6.1.6. Mean tidal range (m)
Resulting tidal ranges modelled in VORF are illustrated in (Figure 6.4).VORF
usually produces better results than POLPRED when compared to actual tide
observations on the ground and allow us to generate values at selected points to better
capture tidal variability along the coastal study area. Data closer to onshore would be
more accurate for this assessment as measurements provide more information regarding
near shore bathymetry. The difference in spring ranges at a particular point is minor and
would not affect the final tidal ranges classification (see Table 6.1).
POLPRED

VORF (LAT)

MHWS

MLWS

Spring Range (m)

MHWS

MLWS

Spring Range (m)

2.94

0.5

2.44

4.034

0.780

3.254

Table 6.1. Difference in tidal regimes generated by VORF and POLPREDS at Dun Laoghaire Port
((53.297039, -6.131404); Ellipsoid Height (m) = 60.056)). (Source: Silvia Caloca).

It is evident that the tidal range around Arklow is lower than Dublin which is
further away from the amphidromic point. Tidal ranges increase southwards from Larne
and northwards from Wicklow.
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Figure 6. 4. Orientation of coastal segments towards the main swell action in the area (N135º), and
vulnerability ranking. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6. 5. Variations of Mean predicted spring tidal ranges modelled by VORF. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.1.7. Mean annual wave height (m)
Vulnerability ranking was based on quantile distribution of mean annual
significant wave heights (Hs). Modelled outputs of annual mean significant wave
heights data from 2000-2012 are illustrated in Figure 6.7. Highest values of 2.53 -2.63m
occurred around Dublin Bay, whereas lowest values 0.76-0.55m are concentrated
around Dalkey and Greystones in south Dublin. In the rest of the areas, wave height
values range from 1.40 to 1.81m.
6.1.8. Shoreline changes (m/yr)
Shoreline changes recorded from vegetation lines between 1952 and 2017 vary
between 5.8m to -3.8m/yr within the study area (Figure 6.9). Negative values represent
areas with erosion whereas positive values appear in accreting areas. Very low
vulnerable areas (of shoreline change 2-5.8m/yr) coincide with highly accreting sandy
environments like those in south Bull Island. Very high vulnerable areas are
characteristic of eroding, low-lying sandy environments in North Dublin or soft
unconsolidated zones (cliffs or low gradient) in the southern end (Figure 6.8).
Moderate values ranging between -0.2-0.2m/yr are scattered across the area but
they predominate around Dublin given the high concentration of coastal defences or
man-made structures such as harbours. These would have been associated with WLR=0
values. In other areas, values close to zero represent low gradient stable areas or hard
rocky areas (i.e. Howth and Bray). Low and high vulnerable zones are observed all
along the area. Low vulnerable zones correspond to accreting areas situated at the edges
of sandy, dune strands like those in Portmarnock or Bull Island. They can also be found
in south Dublin. Moderate to high vulnerability also occurs in southern areas around
Wicklow. High vulnerable areas can be observed between Wicklow and Arklow.
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Figure 6. 6. Distribution of annual mean significant wave heights in the study area (Hs). (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Figure 6. 7. Distribution of long-term shoreline changes. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.1.9. Volumetric analysis in Corbawn (South Dublin): Case study
The case study was run in Corbawn, formed of soft, unconsolidated cliffs in the
South of Dublin. The site has an area of 21,727m².Volumetric analyses were calculated
using two LiDAR datasets collected in 2006 (OPW) and 2017 (GSI, 2017). See Plate
6.1.

Plate 6.1. Aerial view of the case are in Corbawn (South Dublin) where Terrestrial LiDAR (vertical 0.01 m;
horizontal 20cm) was collected by the GSI (2017)(Source: Silvia Caloca).

Results indicate that erosion takes place largely along the beach, from the
foreshore to the backshore, while accretion occurs primarily in high ground above the
cliffs in the NW of the study area. The areas further onshore remain largely unchanged.
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Figure 6. 8. Volumetric changes in Corbawn between 2006 and 2017 expressed in z (m). (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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The surface change value, equivalent to the percentage of the area that has
suffered erosion within that period is 27.1% from the total in 2006. The average depth
difference in the eroded areas is -4.15m, while the total eroded is approximately
18,400m³. The average volumetric loss rate (z) is approximately 0.37m/year. Vertical
differences between these datasets are illustrated in Figure 6.8.
6.2.

Application of the coastal vulnerability index (CVI)
6.2.1. CVI using six variables

A coastal vulnerability index map (CVI 6) was produced using the following
variables: regional coastal slope, geomorphology, mean tidal range, relative sea-level
rise, wave height and shoreline change. A frequency distribution of the values shows a
histogram positively skewed towards the low CVI values (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6. 9. Histogram shows the frequency distribution of CVI6 values. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

As it can be seen in Figure 6.10, the study area was subdivided into four
distinctive sub-zones from south to north. CVI 6 values range from 2 to circa 26 with a
mean of 9.42. CVI 6 values are predominantly high in the southern part as far as
Greystones with very few short intervals of moderate values.
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Figure 6.10. Coastal vulnerability map using 6 variables showing from high to low vulnerability ranking.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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From Greystones to Dún Laoghaire, CVI values are generally low, interrupted in
a few places by moderate values. Values within a strip from north of Dún Laoghaire and
to south of the Dublin South Wall, CVI values are predominantly high; however
moderate and low CVI values are often present. North Dublin (Bull Island) shows
moderate CVI values whereas Howth peninsula contains rather low CVI values. North
of Howth peninsula patches of moderate CVI are evident, interrupted by intervals of
low CVIs.
Box plots in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 display the distribution of CVI 6 values
for the four zones.

Figure 6.11. Boxplot showing CVI 6 values (using 6 variables) for all zones;

is the median and

mean. The coloured box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6.12. Boxplot showing median CVI 6 values and the range of ranked variables used to determine the
index;

is the median and

is the mean. The coloured box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).

Zone 1
Zone 1 corresponds to the shoreline from Arklow to Wicklow Head (Figure
6.10). This is the longest zone with 255 data points evaluated. In general, this shows
high CVI values with a mean of 14.1. Most of the values, Q1-Q3 lie between 10.9516.33. The interquartile range (IQR) is 5.37. The northern part, around Wicklow Head,
shows moderate CVI values (mean 10.60) compared to the southern part (mean 15.55).
See (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12).
Zone 2
This zone runs from Wicklow Head to Dalkey Head. It is slightly orientated
NW-SE but quite linear with exceptions in Killiney Bay and Bray to Greystones Head
with virtually no bedrock outcropping from Greystones to Wicklow
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This area shows moderate CVI values in general. However, differences can be
observed at regional level. The mean value is 8.58. Most of the values, Q1-Q3, fall
between 4.47-10. The interquartile range is 5.52 (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12).
Three sections can be differentiated based on their CVI 6 values. The southern
part: very high CVI values (mean 18). The middle part is characterised by moderate
values (mean 8.97) and the northern part by very low values (mean 4.98) (Figure 6.10).
Zone 3
Zone 3 encompasses Dublin Bay enclosed by the Howth peninsula and Dalkey
Head. This area is characterised predominantly by moderate values (Figure 6.10).
However, local and regional variability is high with a mean of 7.77. Most of the values,
Q1-Q3, are between 5.48-10. The interquartile range is 4.52 (Figure 6.11 and Figure
6.12).
Four parts can be differentiated based on their CVI 6 values. Urban areas are
characterised by man-made structures and very low CVI values (mean 6.2). The
southern part of Dublin Bay part shows moderate to high CVI values (mean 11.13). The
northern part of Dublin Bay (Bull Island) shows moderate values (mean 9.29). Howth
peninsula presents low CVI values (mean 5.38).
Zone 4
This area runs from Howth to Donabate and is formed of long beach strands
with estuaries alternating with tills and low bedrock outcrops. The most northern part of
the study area is characterised by moderate values and low variability and has a mean of
8.63. Most of the values, Q1-Q3 range between 7.75-8.94 (IQR 2.25) Figure 6.11 and
Figure 6.12).
Two main types of coastline can be differentiated based on their CVI 6 values:
man-made parts: moderate to low CVI values (mean 7.2); and engineered coastline
moderate values (mean 9.3). See Figure 6.10.
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6.2.2. CVI 8 using eight variables
A coastal vulnerability index map was constructed (CVI 8) using the variables
employed in CVI 6 plus aspect and cliff type. CVI 8 values range from 3 to 90 with a
mean of 22.15. The variables are positively skewed towards low values (Figure 6.13)

Figure 6.13. Histogram shows the frequency distribution of CVI8 values and basic statistics. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).

An overview from south to north shows that CVI values are predominantly high
in the southern part from Arklow to just before Greystones (Figure 6.14). There are a
few occurrences of moderate and low CVIs, particularly around Wicklow Head. From
north of Greystones to as far as Dún Laoghaire, CVI values are generally low with a
few moderate values in places.
From north of Dún Laoghaire, along Dublin Bay as far the Howth peninsula,
CVI values are low to moderate. North Dublin (Bull Island) contains moderate CVI
values whereas the Howth peninsula has low CVI values. Areas from Howth
northwards show moderate CVIs alternating with low CVIs values. A zonal description
of the CVI values is detailed below with the aid of the CVI boxplots.
Figure 6.15 shows the range of values for every zone whereas Figure 6.16 shows
median values for all variables that were used as a proxy for total vulnerability to
coastal change.
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Figure 6. 14. Coastal vulnerability index using 8 variables showing from high to low vulnerability ranking.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6. 15. Boxplot showing CVI values (using 8 variables) for all zones;

is the median and

is the

mean. The coloured box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

Figure 6. 16. Boxplot showing median CVI 8 values and the range of ranked variables used to determine
the index;

is the median and

is the mean. The coloured box represents the inner quartiles. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Zone 1
This is the longest zone with 255 data points evaluated. CVI values are
predominantly high in this region. The mean CVI is 32.3. The interquartile range (IQR)
is 18.1. The median of the 8 ranked variables is 3.5, a moderate to high vulnerability
index. In the northern part around Wicklow Head, CVI values are on average less than
the rest of the area. Some local variability, generally associated with moderate CVI
values for a few hundred meters, can be observed in the southern end around the
Arklow region (Figure 6.14).
Zone 2
In general, this area shows moderate CVI values (Figure 6.14). However, large
scale regional variability can be observed. The mean CVI is 25.97. The interquartile
range (IQR) is 22.59. The median of the 8 ranked variables is 3,a moderate vulnerability
index. Three geographical sections can be identified from south to north based on their
CVI values: a southern part with very high CVI values (mean: 61.33); a middle part, a
short interval between Kilcoole and Greystones, characterised by moderate values
(mean: 27.6); and a northern part containing very low values (mean: 14.42).
Zone 3
This area is characterised predominantly by moderate values and variability. The
mean CVI is 16.23 and the interquartile range (IQR) is 12.42. Four areas can be
differentiated based on their CVI values: (1) Urban areas characterised by man-made
structures where CVI values are very low (mean: 10.4); (2) the southern part of Dublin
Bay characterised by moderate to high CVI (mean: 27.36; (3) the northern part of
Dublin Bay (Bull Island) characterised by moderate values (mean: 23.7); (4) a northern
part, along the Howth peninsula, represented by low CVI values (mean: 11.36).
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Zone 4
The northern part of the study area is characterised by moderate values and low
variability. The CVI mean is 19.6. The interquartile range (IQR) is 8.22. Two distinct
types of coastline are noticeable: (1) non-exposed coastline, including the Baldoyle area
and inner part of Malahide, with very low values and a mean of 16.2 and (2) exposed
coastline with moderate values with a mean of 23.9.
Plate 6.2 below illustrates a 3D aerial view of the CVI calculated in the study
area to better visualise where the vulnerable areas are located.

Plate 6. 2. This video shows an aerial view of the most vulnerable areas from CVI analysis
https://youtu.be/hOq7ND7ygd4| . (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.2.3. Description of variable values by zone
Description below explains the influence of main variables by zone is described
and represented on box-plot diagrams showing median CVI (8 variables) and the range
of ranked variables used to determine the index per zone.
Zone 1 is overall characterised by high vulnerability, is primarily influenced by
large tidal ranges, high waves and relatively low costal slopes (Figure 6.17).
Zone 2 is generally characterised by moderate vulnerability, is primarily
influenced by high variability in the onshore coastal physical variables such as Slope,
Geomorphology and Cliff type, coupled with lower variability intermediate tidal ranges
and Aspect (Figure 6.18).
Zone 3 shows relatively low vulnerability, is primarily influenced by low tidal
range and low rankings in cliff types and Aspect. High rankings in Slope and Waves are
also present in short segments along the coastline Figure 6.19.
Zone 4 is represented by moderate vulnerability, which is primarily influenced
by very low variability in five of the ranked variables. Geomorphology has high
vulnerability ranking and moderate variability, while Aspect has generally low values
and moderate variability (Figure 6.20).
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Figure 6.17. Box plot showing statistics on variables values in zone1;

is the median and

is the mean.

The shaded box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca)

Figure 6.18. Box plot showing statistics on variables in zone 2;

is the median and

shaded box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6.19. Box plot showing statistics on variables in zone 3;

is the median and

is the mean. The

shaded box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca).

Figure 6.20. Box plot showing statistics on variables in zone 4;

is the median and

shaded box represents the inner quartiles for each zone. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.3.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

In order to measure the degree of linear relationship between each pair of ranked
variables, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient matrix was calculated and examined. The
results (Table 6.2) show that overall the linear correlation between the variables is weak
(r<|0.35|) except for slope (slp_R5) versus cliff type (CL_TR5) (r=0.44) and
geomorphology (GEO_R5) vs cliffs (CL_TR5) (r=0.65).
Wave_R5

Shoreline change 0.044
TR5_Quant2
-0.285
slp_R5
0.246
GEO_R5
-0.204
CL_TR5
-0.040
Aspect
-0.328

Shoreline

-0.045
-0.077
-0.165
-0.182
-0.000

TR5_Quant2

-0.272
-0.011
-0.088
0.212

slp_R5

0.343
0.440
-0.202

GEO_R5

0.645
-0.080

Table 6. 2. Pearson’s linear correlation matrix for 7 variables (relative sea-level rise is not included because
it is constant). (Source: Silvia Caloca)

The relationship among the various components and indicators was further
assessed by means of PCA. The main applications of factor analytic techniques are: (1)
to detect structure in the relationships between variables, that is to classify variables (2)
to reduce the number of variables.
A principal component analysis summary of the covariance matrix of coastal
variables, including eigenvalues, percentage of variance, and coefficients of the
principal component, was carried out. Seven variables were included (as one is constant)
and seven principal components were calculated. The following variables were
examined: mean significant wave height (WAVE_R5); shoreline change (SC_R5);
Mean tidal range (TR5_Quant2); regional coastal slope (slp_R5); geomorphology
(GEO_R5); cliff type (CL_TR5); aspect or orientation towards main swell (ASP_R5).
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PC1

PC2

Eigenvalue
4.4862
Proportion
0.377
Cumulative (%) 37.7

Variable
Wave_R5
Shoreline
TR5_Quant2
slp_R5
GEO_R5
CL_TR5
Aspect

PC1
0.016
0.066
0.132
-0.254
-0.644
-0.671
0.219

PC3

2.929
0.246
62.3

PC2
0.535
0.042
-0.589
0.166
-0.284
-0.054
-0.504

PC4

PC5

1.577
0.132
75.5

PC3
-0.170
0.015
-0.727
0.089
0.112
-0.077
0.645

1.063
0.089
84.5

PC4
0.696
-0.051
0.302
0.335
-0.081
0.191
0.517

PC6

0.805
0.068
91.2

PC5
-0.288
-0.050
-0.052
-0.005
-0.687
0.660
0.065

PC7

0.562
0.047
96.0

PC6
0.342
-0.072
-0.108
-0.887
0.115
0.238
0.101

0.479
0.040
100.0

PC7
0.024
0.992
0.033
-0.039
0.023
0.109
0.034

Table 6.3. Principal component analysis summary of the covariance matrix of coastal variables for PCA-8.
Top: eigenvalues and proportions. Bottom: loadings for each principal component, where Wave_R5 is mean
significant wave height; Shoreline: shoreline change; TR5_Quant2 mean significant tidal range; GEO_R5:
geomorphology; CL_TR5: cliff type; Aspect. (Source: Silvia Caloca)

The first six principal components (PC) explain circa 96% of the total variance
among the variables for the entire study area, the first five 91%, the first four 84% of the
total variance, the first three 75% and the first two 62%. Slope has high loading on
principal component six. Shoreline change does not have loadings greater than 0.72 in
the first 6 principal components. See Table 6.3. The first principal component (PC1)
accounts for 38% of the total variability and identifies coasts where cliffs (-0.67) and
geomorphology (-0.64) variables are equally predominant (high or low). The second
(PC2) accounts for 25% and identifies coasts where the major loadings come from two
oceanographic driven variables: high tidal range (-0.59) and low wave height (0.54) (or
vice versa). The third (PC3) accounts for 13% and identifies high tidal range coasts
(0.73) and low aspect coast (0.65) (or vice versa). PC1 shows the high loadings of cliff
type and geomorphology; and PC2 shows wave and tidal range acting in opposite
directions (Figure 6.21). The decay in the eigenvalues towards the highest principal
components (i.e. PC7) is typical in PCA and shows the importance of each individual
PC in explaining the variability. In this case it shows that PC7 plays only a minimal role
in the overall model (Figure 6.22).
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Figure 6.21. Graph displaying the loading plot of variables for principal components PC1 and PC2. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 6.22. Screen plot showing the decay of eigenvalues versus the principal components. (Source: Silvia
Caloca)
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6.3.1. Comparison between CVI maps
PCA results show that all the variables have influence in the CVI 6 calculation,
although the first 4 principal components account for 94% of the variability, while PC5
only accounts for 6% and it is largely correlated to shoreline change variable (r=0.993).
Similarly, PCA analysis for CVI 8 show that the first 6 principal components account
for 96% of the variability, while PC7 only contributes to 4% of the total variability,
mainly from shoreline contribution (r=0.992).
The linear correlation between CVI 8 and CVI 6 indices is also strong (r: 0.85
R²:0.73). However, it is significantly less correlated than CVI 8 and CVI 7 (r: 0.96
R²:0.92). This relationship (CVI 6/CVI 8) is reflected in the scatter plot of the two
normalized CVI (Figure 6.23) and also on the coastline profile graph of the normalised
values for the entire coastline, which displays significant variations in localised
segments (Figure 6.24).
The statistical analysis, as a result of comparing CVI 8 and CVI 6 in previous
figures above suggests that the two extra variables calculated (cliff and aspect) carry
significant influence in the coastal vulnerability index; cliff is an onshore variable,
while aspect incorporates an oceanographic component.
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Scatterplot CV8 vs CVI6
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Figure 6.23. Scatterplot showing correlation of the two normalized indices CVI 8 versus CVI 6. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Profile Plot CVI8 vs CVI6
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Figure 6.24. Coastline profile showing CVI 8 (blue) and CVI 6 (red) normalised values for the entire area from south (left) to north (right). (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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6.4.

Validation

Recent shoreline changes calculated from vegetation lines between 2015 and
2017 were used to validate CVI 8 results in soft, unconsolidated areas around Brittas
Bay and Three-Mile Water in Co. Wicklow.

Figure 6. 25. High CVI values validated against recent shoreline changes (2015-2017) zone 1.
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Shoreline changes rates were performed over an in independent ant recent period
using the End Point Rate (EPR) method. These method was used (as opposed to WLR
used in CVI 8) suitable for calculating rates of change using two vegetation lines.
As it can be appreciated in Figure 6.25 high vulnerability areas are correlated to
areas experiencing larger shoreline changes (high to very high).
6.5.

Chapter summary

The main areas of vulnerability to impacts of sea-level rise were identified. A
combination of all relevant coastal indicators into a single CVI resulted in a series of
susceptibility maps that highlighted where the sea-level related changes will most likely
happen.
Results are displayed by means of thematic maps from the nine variables,
evidencing areas of vulnerability expressed by ranking from very low to very high. Two
vulnerability indices were calculated using the most relevant six and eight variables
(CVI 6 and CVI 8). Based on this the study area was subdivided into four distinctive
sub-zones.
Dimensionality and relationship among the various components and indicators
was further assessed by means of PCA. The first six principal components largely
account for most of the total variance. Principal Component 7 accounts for a minimal
part of the total variance. The first Principal Component has major contributions from
Cliff Type and Geomorphology, while the second Principal Component from Wave and
Tidal Range.
A validation test was performed on CVI 8 against recent shoreline changes. This
validation show high correlation in soft, unconsolidated areas of Britta’s Bay and The
Three-Mile Water in Co. Wicklow.
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Chapter 7: Assessment of impacts of climate change and sea-level change
7.1. Sensitivity analysis of future impacts of sea-level rise on storm surges
Extreme water levels for 59 points across the study area, obtained from joint
probability analysis of tide and surge data of the top 79 extreme events in North Dublin
(1969-2004) and 56 events in South Dublin (1959 to 2000) (ICPSS, 2010), were used to
explore future potential inundation scenarios. Local relative sea-level projections were
added to account for the climate component on water level heights.
To detect small gradual changes, a high resolution LiDAR digital elevation
model at 1-2m (horizontal) and 0.25m (vertical), was used as a base to recreate potential
scenarios of inundation for 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100. Uncertainty of +/- 330mm on
extreme water levels was applied due accuracies in water levels calculation (+/- 180mm
error) plus digital terrain model (+/- 150mm) by OPW (2010).
Coastal areas prone to inundation are identified for the 1-in 50-year (2%AEP),
1-in-100 years (1% AEP) and the 1-in-200 year (0.5% AEP) extreme events. Maximum
extreme water levels from tide-surge combined with local sea-level projections resulted
in water depths 5.67m (1% AEP) and 5.58m (2% AEP) OD Malin by 2100. See all
flooding maps for the different AEP displayed in Appendix II.
Worst case scenarios are illustrated below in Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 for 0.5%
exceedance probability events by 2100. An extreme water level of 5.76m is evident.
This is the most extreme, though the least frequent, scenario. Flood extent maps show
vulnerable areas around Portrane to Malahide, from Five Mile Point to Wicklow and
around Arklow.
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Figure 7.1. Close up showing inundated areas from Portrane to Dublin by 2100 and extreme water levels
(0.5%AEP) event. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 7.2. Close up showing inundated areas from the Five Mile Point to Wicklow by 2100 and 0.5%
(AEP) event. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 7.3. Close up showing inundated areas around Arklow by 2100 and 0.5% (AEP) event. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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7.2. Coastal impact models
Several high sensitivity scenarios of coastal behaviour towards future sea-level
rise were built for the Dublin area using the latest SimCLIM coastal impact model.
Scenario 1 was produced using a shoreline response time (τ) =1 year; closure distance
l=5km; depth of material exchange (d) =10m; dune height (B) =5m residual shoreline
movement 25cm/year for baseline run assuming no sea-level rise (Figure 7.4). Shoreline
movement by 2050 is expected to be 13.8m, 26.2m by 2100.
Similarly, a second scenario was run using same parameters but different closure
distance l=2km and depth of material exchange d=5m. As it can be appreciated in
Figure 7.5 shoreline is projected to change by 2050 by 13.4m while 24.9m are expected
by 2100.
Next, 95th percentile etimates of sea-level rise were applied for both scenarios
using 1.96mm/yr total trend of sea-level rise for 28 ensemble run model RCP8.5.
Results from Figure 7.6 show shoreline movements of -169.6m for a sea-level
rise of 54.9cm by 2050 while -513.78m are given by 2100 for 95th percentile estimates
of sea-level rise of 161.6cm. Similarly Figure 7.7 shows shoreline movements of -124.7
m for a sea-level rise of 69.6cm by 2050 while -402.6m are given by 2100 for a 95th
estimates of sea-level rise of 214.4cm.
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Figure 7.4. Scenario 1 showing estimated fluctuations in storm erosion (m/year; in red) and total shoreline changes (m, in blue) using τ=1, L5km, h=10m. B=5m residual 25cm parameters, for a
high sensitivity baseline run (HADGEM2-CC) without adding sea-level rise. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 7.5. Scenario 2 showing estimated fluctuations in storm erosion (m/year; in red) and total shoreline changes (m, in blue) using τ=1, L= 2km , h=5m. B=5m, residual 25cm parameters, for
a high sensitivity baseline run (HADGEM2-CC) without sea-level rise. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 7.6. Future shoreline change (m) estimates (in blue) and estimated fluctuations in storm erosion (m/year; in red) using τ1, L=5km, h=10m, B=5m, residual 25cm parameters,
for 95th percentile, high sensitivity RCP 8.5 scenarios and a local sea-level trends projections (in green) from a 28-ensemble model run. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure 7.7. Shoreline change (m) and fluctuations in storm erosion (m/year; in red) for τ1, L=2km, h=5m, B=5m, residual 25cm for 95th percentile, high sensitivity, RCP 8.5
scenarios and sea-level rise projections (in green) from a 28-ensemble model run. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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7.3. Identification of hotspots
Hotspots were identified overlapping CVI and potential areas of inundation from
extreme events (1, 2 and 0.5 % AEP).

Figure 7. 8. Hotspots identified from CVI most vulnerable areas and potential flooding from 0.5% (AEP)
extreme events, in Zone 2 (left) and Zone 4 (right).
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Coastal areas in Zone 2, running from the Five Mile Point to Wicklow town and
around Portmarnock-Sutton in Zone 4 (North Dublin), constitute vulnerable spots from
both CVI and all future extreme flooding examined.
7.4. Chapter summary
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the system to impacts of enhanced sea
levels, exposure to storms was evaluated by identifying vulnerable areas to potential
flooding impacts based on local relative sea-level rise and return periods of probable
extreme water events. Similarly, long-term shoreline probable changes associated with
local sea-level projections were also determined using the SimCLIM coastal model.
Worst case flooding scenario is exemplified by a 0.5% exceedance probability
events with maximum water levels of 5.76m OD Malin, particularly affecting soft, lowlying areas in North Dublin, near Wicklow and Arklow.
Regarding shoreline movement in low-gradient environment, uncertainty levels
from two scenarios show retreats ranging from 124 to 169m by 2050 and 402 to 513m
by 2100.
Hotspots were identified in North Dublin and Wicklow by overlapping CVI and
potential areas of inundation from extreme events (1, 2 and 0.5 % AEP).
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Chapter 8: Discussion
8.1. Introduction
The first indication of vulnerability came from the shoreline classification
process, based on the examination of the variables, and the subsequent ranking assigned
to each coastal point. In general, the areas found to be less vulnerable were those
characterised by high relief, sheltered from the influence of the main oceanic processes
and formed by rock outcrops or anthropogenic structures.
8.2. Summary of key findings of results
Thematic index-based maps were constructed to identify current vulnerable
areas to impacts of sea-level rise using six and eight variables. Overall CVI shows that
high values are predominant in the southern areas from Arklow to Greystones, with a
few moderate and low occurrences around Wicklow Head. From Greystones to Dún
Laoghaire, CVI values are low in general, with a few moderate values. From there
northwards CVI values are low to moderate along Dublin Bay as far the Howth
peninsula. North Dublin (Bull Island) has moderate CVI values, whereas low values are
found in the Howth peninsula. Heading north from Howth peninsula, moderate CVIs
alternate with low values.
Regarding the contribution of variables to the CVI, PCA analysis for CVI 6
using five variables (as relative sea-level rise was considered a constant) showed that all
the variables have influence in the CVI calculation. However, PCA analysis for CVI 6
showed that PC5 only accounted for 6% of the total variability and that it is largely
correlated (almost exclusively) to the shoreline change variable (Pearson’s coefficient
r=0.993). Similarly, PCA analysis for CVI 8 incorporated 7 variables (relative sea-level
rise is constant) and also showed that all the variables have influence in the CVI
calculation. CVI 8 showed that the first six principal components largely account for
most of the total variance. The first principal component showed major contributions
from cliff type and geomorphology, while the second principal component emphasised
wave and tidal range, acting in opposite direction. The third component identifies high
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tidal range coasts and low aspect coasts (or vice versa). Slope has high loading
on principal component six which only contributes 5% to the total variability. Shoreline
change does not have loadings greater than 0.72% in the first six principal components.
Similarly, for CVI 6, PC 7 is largely correlated to shoreline change (r=0.992), and only
accounts for a small contribution.
CVI maps indicate that highly vulnerable areas are mainly influenced by small
tidal ranges (high ranking), high waves and relatively low coastal slopes and were
located from Arklow to Wicklow (zone 1). Moderate vulnerability was found from
Wicklow to Dalkey (zone 2) and in North Dublin (zone 4). Zone 2 showed high
variability in slope, geomorphology and cliff type, coupled with lower variability in
intermediate tidal range and aspect. Zone 4 was represented by very low variability in
five of the ranked variables. Geomorphology has high and moderate vulnerability, while
aspect has generally low vulnerability values and moderate variability. Low
vulnerability was found around Dublin Bay (zone 3), characterised by low ranking in
tidal range, cliff types and aspect variables. High vulnerability rankings, coming from
high rankings on slope and waves also occurred, and can be found distributed in short
segments along the coastline.
Additionally, volumetric analyses were performed to complement shoreline
change analysis. The site in Corbawn, located in the southern sector, showed clear
indications of erosion within the two intervals examined: The average volumetric loss
rate (z) is approximately 0.37m/year from 2006 to 2017. The percentage of the area that
has suffered erosion is 27.1% from the total, with a total volume eroded of
approximately 18,400m³.
Local relative sea-level projections for Dublin for 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100
(when compared to a 1995 baseline) were produced for three RCPs and low, mid and
high sensitivity scenarios for the 5th to 95th percentile confidence intervals. The most
likely median sea-level projections vary from 127cm for (RCP 8.5), 94 (RCP 6.0) to
78cm (RCP 2.6) by 2100. The worst-case scenario estimates 198cm was given by the
95th percentile for high sensitivity RCP 8.5.
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These projections were used for future sensitivity analysis. First, potential impacts were
calculated combining local sea-level projections and return periods of tide-surge
extreme events to construct inundation maps for 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100. Extreme
water levels reached maximum elevations of 5.76m (0.5% AEP) and 5.67m and 5.58m
(1% and 2% AEP by 2100 OD Malin. Once coastal current and future susceptibility was
evaluated, hotspots were targeted.
Second, future shoreline movement was investigated along unprotected sandy
environments in the North of Dublin ender local future sea-level rise scenarios. Results
indicate maximum retreats of 125m to 170m by 2050 and 402-514m by 2100, using the
worst-case scenario.
8.3. CVI Methodological issues discussion
8.3.1. Vulnerability framework
Vulnerability concepts and selection of indicators were identified as crucial.
Robustness and consistency of methods, accuracy of data, are essential for coastal
vulnerability assessments. Only a few of the CVI methodologies reviewed described
how to adapt other methods to their local study characteristics or how specific metrics
would be developed. Even fewer utilized independent ranking methods or performed
weights analysis on variables (Torres et al., 2000; Li et al., 2012). Assigning weight is a
tedious and difficult process that is not included in many studies due to the lack of
knowledge about indicators and/or theoretical vulnerability framework. However, this
was widely achieved in this research as evidenced in Chapter 4, which examined the
complexity involved.
Despite the fact that socioeconomic factors are very relevant for local studies,
many studies do not include those (Torresan et al., 2012). This is because multicomponent studies are more complex and, therefore very infrequent compared to singlecomponent, single-process studies due to lack of data or expertise (McLaughlin et al.,
2002, 2010). Secondly, there also is little consensus in literature on socio-economic
variables compared with biophysical indicators. This is due to the lack of data,
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heterogeneity, and scales issues. It is also not clear which variables best
represent the capacity of that community to cope with changes (Nguyen et al., 2016).
At a national scale level, inclusion of the human component would have been
more relevant. Comparing the CVI map produced in this study with a CEVI (coastal
economic vulnerability index) map that included socioeconomic variables such as land
use, location of main residential and commercial buildings and valuable infrastructure,
might have been useful. This might have enabled a better prioritization of community
activities and use of resources for implementing policies to direct new development
away from the most vulnerable areas. The highest vulnerability rankings would have
come from coastal segments that combined high physical vulnerability and a
concentration of economically valuable infrastructure, mainly around Dublin. The
lowest vulnerability rankings would have come as result of low population density and
low urban development combined with lower physical vulnerability. In this research
low populated areas are mainly concentrated in Co. Wicklow and north of Dublin,
precisely where the CVI shows high values.
In this research, vulnerability strictly relies on local physical characteristics and
socioeconomic factors were not aggregated to the final CVI. In this sense some might
consider it as a merely susceptibility measurement (Bonetti et al., 2012; Abuodha and
Woodroffe, 2010b). However, the study area was intentionally selected over a small
highly, urbanized and populated region of a great economic value namely Greater
Dublin, later expanded to Arklow. Consequently, human factors were not initially
included in the original framework design, but their value was always indirectly implied.
While omitted in many studies, the natural capacity of the system was accounted
for in this research by the classification and ranking of geomorphological and shoreline
type variables. Regarding geomorphological classification, where beach zones are
formed by cohesive or sandy material this is a surrogate for natural adaptive capacity.
For example, after a storm, sandy sediments displaced offshore return rapidly. Also, the
natural ability of an ecosystem to migrate inland was explicitly included into the
ranking. In shorelines, wherever accretion is taking place, it means the shoreline is
somehow naturally adjusting to changes.
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8.3.2. Uncertainties and limitations of using CVI
Vulnerability assessments will be accompanied by many uncertainties but will
throw light on the operation of the complete coastal system. This will enable vulnerable
areas to be identified.
The choice of methods used will also influence results. Heterogeneity of data,
pre-processing and conversion processes introduces uncertainty during the indicators
compilation process (Preston et al., 2008). Uncertainties arising from methodologies
will be also constrained by the scope of the project concerned, data availability and
expertise levels.
One must be careful about over-interpreting the results. On the one hand, during
the indicators selection phase, giving semi-quantitative or qualitative values helps to
avoid questions of accuracy. However, this approach might inhibit policymakers from
using it for adaptation purposes due to the absence of a more quantitative approach. On
the other hand, relying upon quantitative scenarios can lead to misconceptions regarding
uncertainties and accuracy as they can generate a false sense of security.
Simplicity of results was also one of the aims of this research. CVI thematic
maps presented here are easier to interpret than multiple vulnerability layers as recently
done in other vulnerability studies (BGS, 2017). Despite this, the coastal vulnerability
methods applied here should not be considered only as a simplistic approach.
A range of skills are required on CVI assessments that involve a great deal of
cross-sectoral resources or expertise only available to large projects. Many decisions,
such as the choice of techniques, depended on the availability, technology and
appropriate expertise. In many previous assessments, authors signalled time
requirements and data availability as one of the main constraints (McLaughlin et al.,
2002; McLaughlin and Cooper, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2017). This was not an
impediment in this research, since most of the variables were specifically created for the
purpose of this research.
Integrating results from different data sources, modelling activities and
approaches, for very high resolution vulnerability has its risks. One of the weaknesses is
that index creation involves a very long process in which subjective decisions and
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assumptions are made throughout relation to indicators compilation, classification and
ranking. As it was shown in chapter 4, methods implementation and data assembly were
complex, intricate and time consuming. Underlying assumptions, particularly during
classification and ranking, and the accuracy of data, are some of the weaknesses.
However, if the vulnerability concept is well defined, and methods and metrics are well
constrained, as in this research, evaluation and interpretation is relatively
straightforward.
Variables were derived using different measurement scales in this research.
There was no need to standardise the values as a consistent ranking was applied.
Another limitation is that any CVI method yields results that cannot be directly
compared with specific physical effects. Also, results are not directly comparable to
other areas elsewhere. However, as McLaughlin and Cooper (2010) suggested, high
resolution data can easily be adapted to a wider context, not the other way around. This
point is discussed below in section 8.3.3.
8.3.3. Spatial and temporal issues
Regional coastal vulnerability index assessments do not provide absolute
predictions about impacts of sea-level rise; that is they do not tell us when changes will
happen, they do highlight the areas more prone to experience those changes. Thus, the
CVI is quite a static restricted to the period over which data availability exists. However,
it still constitutes a robust method for prioritizing decisions and provides a basis for
predicting future shoreline changes.
Validity can be an issue as variables change temporally and spatially. In this
regard, CVI assesses current conditions and therefore would more than likely
underestimate future vulnerability to RSLR If future predictions were included in the
CVI, then the validity of the vulnerability map would be extended in time (as done in
the sensitivity assessment to potential future flooding in chapter 7).
Sometimes, some variables do not contribute to CVI spatial variability at that
scale. In this case, different future projections of sea-level rise were not included at sub
scale resolution as this variable was considered constant given the size of the study area.
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For a larger study area, RSLR would have more variability, providing a higher
contribution to the index.
In relation to what controls erosion at a local level, some variables can also
become obsolete. Some metrics might not be relevant at one scale but valuable at
another. For example, McLaughlin and Cooper (2010) considered coastal orientation
and tidal range very relevant at national scales, while they were discarded at local level.
One of the peculiarities for spatially expanding the study area southwards was to gain
variability in tidal range.
The most important variables in determining the spatial variability of the CVI
for this area are geomorphology and cliff type. In other studies, landform class is not
available and therefore, was not used. On this research it was not available either, but it
was created for that purpose.
If a smaller scale and/or a wider area are considered, classification, ranges and
rankings of some variables would need to be adapted. In this case most of the variables
were compiled specifically for this study and results are not transferable to other areas
without modification.
8.3.4. Compilation of variables
Compilation, classification and ranking of coastal indicators proved to be a
challenging process for all the variables involved. It is a time consuming and laborious
process to gather, classify and assemble all data from diverse sources. Quality control
on the compilation and post-classification of the variables was essential in deriving the
accuracy of the final coastal vulnerability index-based maps.
Long-term shoreline change analysis
Shoreline change analysis is a tricky process that has to be examined within a
particular context. Defining shoreline position and, moreover, interpreting shoreline
changes was challenging. To determine the vegetation line is not always straightforward
due to local patterns, re-vegetation and barrier movement after storms, or when
substantial rework from accretion of erosion in fore dunes take place.
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Shoreline changes calculated in this research match closely when compared
against latest OPW (2010) annual rate calculations in some areas. In others the results
from this study are generally larger than the OPW projections.
Shoreline change values range from +5.8m to -3.8m/yr. Very low vulnerability
areas coincide with highly accreting sandy environments, while very high vulnerability
areas are typical of eroding, low-lying sandy environments or soft unconsolidated zones.
Moderate values (-0.2-0.2m/yr) are scattered throughout the area but they predominate
around coastal defences in Dublin and stable or hard-rock areas. Low and high
vulnerability zones are observed throughout the area. Low vulnerability zones generally
correspond to accreting areas situated at the edges of sand dune environments.
The effect of coastal defences was considered after vegetation lines were
checked against recent satellite imagery. Future coastal defences planned in the area
were not considered and so the worst-case scenario was assumed for these areas. There
is generally little threat from erosion in the larger urbanised areas.
Unconsolidated till cliffs in South Dublin gave erosion rates of 0.65m/yr
between Shanganagh and Bray and 2.41 m/yr near Greystones. These results are slightly
higher than those of 0.50 or 1.22 m/yr rates calculated by OPW and Robinson (2009).
This is explicable in terms of the higher resolution and data quality used in this research.
Erosion rates on this research show maximum erosion ~3m/yr around south WicklowArklow in agreement with former studies (Carter and Bartlett, 1990) ECOPRO (1996)
whereas OPW data shows max around 1.3m /yr.
Soft, unconsolidated cliff’s rapid response to environmental changes makes
them perfect systems to assess short-term and/or long-term changes. In this sense,
volumetric change calculations represent an alternative for measuring spatio/temporal
cliff changes. This is especially so in hotspots, providing that LiDAR series are
available. In this research a LIDAR dataset was available for 2017 in Corbawn at a
vertical accuracy of 0.01m (South Dublin). This made possible a comparison between
2006-2017 to assess not only the percentage of area changed but also the volume eroded
and the average volumetric loss rate.
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The comparison in the Corbawn area between the shoreline change (calculated
using DSAS tool) and the average volumetric rate is complex but interrelated. DSAS
measures direct shoreline movements from the coastline on the horizontal scale, while
the volumetric change rate is estimated from the difference in height (z). It is also worth
noticing that final volumetric estimates can be sensitive to actions other than erosion
such as redistribution of material to adjacent areas and/or human intervention. Also, the
time-span between the two is slightly different. Nevertheless, the results complement
each other pointing both at erosion patterns in similar magnitudes of scale. Shoreline
change was extracted from End Point averages -0.15m /year on the horizontal scale,
while the vertical rate in the volumetric analysis yields to 0.37m/year.
Using only a single period of 10 years it was not sufficient to specify to what
degree detected changes responded to long-term SLR or decadal variability. Although
results are more accurate comparing LidAR time series, some authors avoided this
problem by determining volumes by multiplying cliff heights by the retreat for each
DSAS transect, assuming that there is no erosion gradient between the edge and the
base (Brook and Spencer, 2014).
Wave data
Newly available significant wave height data from 2000-2012 was used in this
research. Wave height was found to be higher in Dublin Bay, probably related to
increases in wave height occurring when entering into shallow waters in the confined
area of the Bay.
Tidal range
Unlike other coastal vulnerability index-based studies (McLaughlin and Cooper,
2010), tidal ranges showed significant variability, increasing south to north, despite the
size of the study area. This influenced considerably the spatial variability of the
vulnerability and was one of the factors justifying the extension of the study area from
Greystones to Arklow.
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Aspect
This variable has not been used in many studies and this research demonstrated
its contribution to CVI as being quite relevant. Soft-rock coasts and associated beaches
are generally drift-aligned along the main transport direction and this variable was
ranked to reflect this.
Relative-sea level rise
A recent GIA model (Bradley et al., 2008) of relative sea-level changes for the
British Isles for the last 21 kyr for several sites along the Dublin coast was considered
initially. Ideally using these data, a contoured map of relative sea-level changes from
the study area could have been generated. However, the intention was that the various
sets of data would be temporally comparable, and this involves "long-term" sea-level
data appropriate for a ~century-scale CVI. Consequently, this data was discarded given
the low resolution of the data for trend calculations.
Trend analysis in MSL requires at least 30 years of data to avoid cyclical trends.
Initially, estimates of local changes in sea-level at several locations were intended.
However, due to the lack of long-term tide gauge datasets within the study area, relative
changes were only calculated for Dublin, as long-term (century-scale) monthly data was
required. Therefore, Dublin long-term monthly mean values from 1938 to 2012 were
used to calculate the specific RSLR trends for the study area.
In addition, it is very unlikely that within the study area, there is any statistically
significant spatial variability in century-scale sea-level rates. An exception would be if
there is a strong gradient in GIA or other land movement (e.g., due to groundwater
extraction causing regional subsidence), which is not the case. As a consequence, a
trend of 1.96mm/yr in the relative sea-level rate variable was a constant variable in the
area. This should not affect the overall vulnerability calculations as the relatively strong
variation in coastal geomorphology, cliffs etc., will be a sufficiently important source of
CVI variability. For future studies, other areas should not be assumed to have same
subsidence, providing a long-term tide gauge MSL data for local projections is available.
Also, the relative sea-level rise trend of 1.6 mm/yr was classified as low
vulnerability (as in Pendleton et al., 2010), which is perhaps a rather conservative value,
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looking at the accelerating rate of global sea-level changes since the 1990s. This would
not have an impact on CVI outcomes as this value was left as a constant. Nevertheless,
if having a RSLR gradient over a wider area, it would spatially influence the CVI.
8.3.5. PCA multivariate analysis.
There is a deficiency in literature on the application and analysis of importance
of variables. This is extremely important to elucidate which coastal physical indicators
most contribute to CVI and why.
The PCA analysis was instrumental in identifying the contribution of variables
to the vulnerability at every point in the study area. Some authors claimed that
measuring the relative importance of indicators through weighting methods could
introduce biased results (Abuodha and Woodroffe, 2010b, Wamsley et al., 2015).
However, in this study it was considered that subjectivity plays a role in the overall
process. That is why expert judgement and robust methods are required. Weights were
not applied in this research but alternatively a statistical PCA was used to identify
relevant variables.
Based on the PCA results for the two CVI datasets, shoreline change is not
significant, particularly in CVI8. These results agree with those of Pendleton et al.,
(2010) and Abuodha and Woodroffe (2010b). Their suggestion was that shoreline
change could be removed from the CVI calculation. Assuming that shoreline change
does not have a strong influence on the CVI, variable dimensionality could have been
reduced to seven with only a minimum loss of information.
However, shoreline’s contribution to CVI 6 is as low as slope in CVI 8. The
slope in CVI 6 shows a higher contribution than that in CVI 8. Therefore, not only the
number but also the combination of variables seems to have an effect on CVI.
Variables such as geomorphology and cliff type are already largely ranked based on
erodibility and show significant weights on CVI. Therefore, the fact that shoreline does
not show relevance on CVI does not mean erosion processes are not relevant for future
sea-level rises. Shoreline changes relevance could be perhaps explained by their
variability within the study area. However, the effects of the rest of the variables upon
future shoreline changes remain to be analysed.
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PCA results highlight the large influence of the coastal physical indicators in the
CVI variability along the coast. PC1 is largely the sum of Geomorphology, Cliff and to
a lesser extent Slope. These results suggest that the calculations and the rankings
allocation of these variables can have a significant impact on the CVI. This is
particularly relevant to Slope, as this variable is scale dependant.
CVI ranges are a relative measure. They also are dependent on the number of
variables employed. A derived index, such as the CVI, is generally used to further
stretch the differences amongst the ranked values. Furthermore, the median values of
the ranked variables provide a measure closer to the original individual variable
rankings. Based on this, it can be concluded that zones 1 and 4 show more vulnerability,
followed by zones 2 and 3, an area clearly urbanised. In general, PC8 shows that the
more relevant variables are cliff type, tidal range, aspect and wave height, followed by
geomorphology and slope. Two extra variables added in this research included in CVI 8
(cliff and aspect) carry significant influence in the coastal vulnerability index. Cliff is an
onshore variable, while aspect incorporates an oceanographic component.
The statistical analysis, as a result of comparing CVI 8 and CVI 6 suggests that
the two extra variables calculated (cliff and aspect) carry significant influence in the
coastal vulnerability index. PCA throws light on how to reduce dimensionality of the
overall CVI mapping only to seven most relevant variables (geomorphology, cliff type,
tidal, range, wave height, aspect, and slope). This would be useful if methodology is to
be replicated at the same scale, in other areas.
8.3.6. Validation of CVI results
Shoreline change could be considered to be a good indicator of current coastal
susceptibility. CVI was compared to recent shoreline changes. The validity of the CVI
was tested against observed recent shoreline changes within the 2015-2017 time frame
in natural, soft, unconsolidated areas, mainly dune systems in Co. Wicklow. The chosen
period constitutes an independent and relatively storm free period, not included in
previous CVI 8 calculation for this area.
When an area is under the influence of storms, complex erosion and accretion,
strong spatial and temporal variations impeding dominant trends might be obscured. In
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these cases the validation of the CVI cannot only rely on this variable, but also depends
on the relative ranking of all variables.
8.3.7. CVI approach for CZM
A coastal vulnerability index is useful in prioritising decisions. Despite the fact
that CVI reflects current conditions it identifies areas most likely to be affected by
future sea-level rise. However it might underestimate future vulnerability to sea-level
rises.
The coastal vulnerability index presented here is quite robust. The resulting
vulnerability databases for the study area are large, medium scale, and high resolution.
This also provides a comprehensive selection of indices that can be used at national
scale, and serve as guidance to other national agencies worldwide. While the outcome
from the USGS was carried out at km-scale spacing, on this study was conducted at a
resolution of 200m. Consequently, the outcome might be more suitable for
county/regional planning. The addition of new variables (cliff type and aspect) not
included in other large index-based methodologies at national scale, or tidal range, also
provided more reliable CVI results.
In general, global scale methods cannot be applied directly to local areas.
Consequently local methods were adapted for this research. A greater level of detail was
required at high spatial resolution to distinguish between areas of vulnerability.
Expanding CVI to larger areas would also add information on some variables, gaining
perspective. However, metrics are scale dependent, so some variables might not be
significant at one scale but become valuable at another.
Generally, results cannot be easily compared across scales directly or sometimes
from different variables from components at the same scale. It can be difficult to
compare this study to other vulnerability studies where similar CVI methods have not
been employed. However easy comparison can be made to wider areas (even abroad)
providing similar CVI metrics was used. Strong metrics applied for this research makes
it suitable for comparison with other studies.
Expansion to a generalised, national-scale approach could be useful for
assessment that involves better distribution EU funds, to prioritise resources in
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vulnerable areas. However if possible it would be better start operating at a high
resolution scale, and then extend to lower resolutions by generalising data.
ICZM provides a useful tool in regional strategic planning. Coastal zone
management policies should address vulnerability assessments of SLR impacts at
national and local level. This should be related to European ICZM initiatives.
Some steps have been taken at the local/regional scales to implement some
practical ICZM strategies in Ireland and Europe (Hammerfest, 2010a; Muir et al., 2014).
Knowing where the areas of greater vulnerability are before introducing local measures
is crucial.
8.4. Sea-level projections and uncertainties
Past secular sea-level trends for Dublin Bay were used to generate future
projections in Chapter 5 and also for assessing future flooding and estimated shoreline
movement in Chapter 7.
This approach incorporating sea-level projections in this work offers a more
innovative and comprehensive strategy by taking into account a range of local, regional
and global factors affecting coastal vulnerability at a local scale.
The SimCLIM model enabled site-specific estimations of sea-level rise for the
Dublin area and a quantification of uncertainty. New regionally to locally-varying, timedependent high resolution scenarios of future relative sea-level rise were generated for
this area for likely and high-end scenarios.
SimCLIM enabled the local subsidence component to be extracted from the total
trend calculated in chapter 5 and takes this into account. Local sea-level rise projections
from previous SimCLIM versions were based on AR4 data, without considering entire
climate-cycle feedbacks and effects from ice sheet flow that could not be included with
confidence. SimCLIM projections are based on more recent knowledge, that
incorporates more processes and feedbacks included in AR5, and are usually of a higher
spatial resolution than earlier models.
Despite these uncertainties, high-end estimates of 197.7 cm by 2100 in this
research, from the improbable but yet possible, worst-case scenario is higher than
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previous projections for Ireland ~1.1m for Ireland (Arcilla et al., 2016). However they
are in agreement with other European high-end estimates for the RCP 8.5 scenarios of
184cm (median)/292cm (95% quantiles) (Le Bars et al., 2017); 270cm from the H++
scenario in UK (Ranger et al., 2013); 250cm for the (80%-95% quantiles) (Kopp et al.,
2014, Sweet et al., 2017); 180cm by Jevrejeva et al. (2014); 190cm (Lowe et al., 2009);
2m (NOAA, 2012).
If a wider area is considered high-resolution gridded outputs could provide a
gradient of projections of sea-level along the coast. This will be valuable, providing
long-term tide-gauge data is available and RSLR is spatially-variable at the scale of the
research.
Currently the latest version of SimCLIM (2013) employed in this research uses a
database based on the latest IPCC/AR5 assessment data which provides the low, mid
and high estimates of global-mean sea-level trend of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm/yr respectively.
However, those trends might be still conservative considering the latest rate of sea-level
rise of 3.4mm/ year from 1993 to the present.
Low emission sensitivity scenarios were disregarded on this research as
according to latest research the 2oC global temperature limit will be exceeded by 2040
(Hawkins, 2016).
Regarding model predictions, even though there is high confidence in model
robustness, there is some behaviour that, given the nature of the physical systems, are
unpredictable.
When modelling local projections, assumptions were made regarding the
continuity of these current local trends in future years. Since trends will probably follow
a nonlinear path, they are unlikely to remain as has been observed in recent years.
Future sea levels will depend on local factors such as groundwater depletion; regional
trends will be influenced by ice sheet melt in Greenland or Antarctica. Uncertainties
will also exist regarding future emissions, policy responses, climate sensitivity to
radiative forcing, feedbacks, climate variability, etc.
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One of the limitations when using SimCLIM v3.6 (2013) physical-process
model is that uncertainty in projections using different RCPs does not account for the
entire range of possibilities. Downscaling approaches from AR5 GCMs to the local also
introduces errors resulting from the local responses of climate variables that together
with land movements introduce uncertainties, particularly when analysing impacts.
In general, projections will also be sensitive to the choice of GCM. Nevertheless,
an ensemble-based approach is preferable when generating local relative sea-level
change scenarios. However, there is no such a thing as a single best sea-level scenario,
but rather a range of uncertainties. In addition, the fact that a model simulates current
climate more accurately does not mean that it will perform the same for future
projections.
Also, trends for different RCPS’s tend to diverge from the 2050’s creating larger
uncertainties, especially on impacts. However, this should not be used as an excuse for
inaction.
In the long term, sedimentary coasts will adjust to sea-level rise by retreating.
Rising sea levels will be accompanied by other coastal processes, apart from
submergence, such as wetland loss and change, erosion, and direct and indirect human
impacts. The complexity of local factors involved has been already discussed in chapter
2. These local factors make it difficult to extrapolate climate change-related shoreline
changes.
Despite the relevance assigned to SLR projections for coastal vulnerability
assessments, they constitute only one of a number of contributory factors to assessing
coastal vulnerability. SLR contributes to feedbacks associated to coastal processes (eg:
sediment flux and sedimentary infilling of coastal-accommodation), which are
responses connected to human interactions, and therefore will affect the effectiveness of
SLR in driving coastal retreat. Sometimes human activity overcomes natural processes.
In general, is difficult to quantify contributors to SLRs, and feedbacks involved needed
for validation of model output.
Future rates of sea-level change as the main factor of coastal change, should not
diminish the importance of other significant forcing factors such as of variability in
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storminess. Some authors (Nicholls, 2015) recommend that adaptation should be
analysed in a context that includes complex interaction between driver and feedbacks.
This interaction might aggravate impacts, in response to future sea-level rise and
associated storminess. Despite this, this interaction has been addressed in the present
study. However, the feedback contribution remains difficult to evaluate.
8.5. Future vulnerability assessment
For coastal impact and vulnerability assessments, low probability, high impact,
events are most significant. Consequently, worst case scenarios of sea-level change
were used to analyse potential impacts from extreme inundation and shoreline change.
This scenario is the most appropriated for assessing impacts and adaptation (Nicholls et
al., 2013; Hinkel et al., 2015).
Damage from flooding and extreme weather using estimates of future sea-level
rise and increase on storm surges have been used in some Europen countries to address
local impact and adaptation strategies and tools in coastal communities (Oor et al.,
2012).
Given the random nature of extreme tide-surge events, their future behaviour can
only be characterised in terms of a probability of occurrence. Several potential flood
depths for different annual exceedance probabilities (AEP) were investigated (0.5, 1 and
2%). The 0.5 and 1 % events are more extreme but less probable than 2%. However,
those events could become more frequent, with only a small additional sea-level rise,
and therefore the next 50 years is a relevant time frame. That is why flooding by 2%
AEP was also explored in this research. Sensitive areas to future flooding such as those
near the Wicklow, Sutton and Bull Island in Dublin Bay can be considered as hotspots
when compared with CVI vulnerability areas.
The state of the coastal defences that might be affected by any increase in the
frequency of extreme events, and the evaluation of potential defence failures was not
considered. This information was not available and, in any case, is an engineering issue.
However, the height of the defences was implicit in the digital elevation model used.
Scenarios of inundation were constructed disregarding the interaction between water
and topography/sediment type. Potential flooding areas were generated simply by rising
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extreme water levels over digital elevation models. Also, the mean sea-level rise can
affect the distribution of the surge at specific locations. For this research a fixed value of
relative sea-level rise was considered for the entire area.
Potential flooding extents for the same events considered in this research have
been previously validated for this area (OPW, 2010) not including future sea level rise
scenarios. OPW models not yet been adjusted for isostatic rebound either.
Extreme water levels were used in this study, but sea level projections were also
incorporated in this study. Regarding future scenarios of inundation rising the sea by
certain amount does not mean all the areas below certain elevation will be inundated.
The reason is the intricate physical processes that intervene on RSLR impacts (storm
impacts, barrier island migration, wetland accretion, shoreline erosion). In this regard,
field mapping of inundation areas after future major surges will provide useful
information for comparison with those areas identified in this research.
As it was mentioned above there is uncertainty on the effects of climate change
on future storms behaviour and probability of occurrence of extreme events. Future
changes in wind direction and strength, will also affect the magnitude of the stormsurges, and modify return periods in the area. Extreme water levels were based on tidesurge modelling from the Irish Coastal Protection Strategy Study (ICPSS) by OPW
(2010). More updated information in future storminess would have been desirable.
Change in storm climatology in this area (eg: more frequent and intense Easterly
circulations) will impact on vulnerability. However, any increase in dry spells in
between storms will facilitate aeolian sediment transport and will help the coast to
readjust. In this sense monitoring shoreline changes in between and after storms over
annual and decadal periods, would certainly add knowledge to understanding shoreline
response to storminess, natural decadal variability and coast recovery time.
Similarly, future shoreline projections are driven by complex interactions and
processes subject to climate uncertainties. Present shoreline patterns are better explained
in terms of sea-level history. As coasts take time to respond (centuries to millennia)
these changes have nothing to do with recent SLR trends, and therefore estimates might
be conservative.
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Despite uncertainties, the SimCLIM simulation tool recreates shoreline
responses to sea-level rise. Regarding future research on this field, one step forward
would be introducing probabilistic methods involving the application of Bayesian
network (BN) techniques, from physical parameters previously compiled for CVI, to
assess the long-term erosion patterns as a response to future sea-level scenarios.
Unfortunate these resources were not available for this research.
8.6. Identification of hotspots
This research attempted to identify coastal areas that are potentially more
vulnerable to more frequent tidal flooding from higher storm surges and rising relative
sea level, and erosion, that received high CVI values. High resolution indexed-based
vulnerability maps identified the main vulnerable areas through an analysis of
interactions between driving forcing factors, geological boundary conditions and coastal
processes’ response. The combination of high-risk environment identified by means of
the CVI (High), and detailed assessment of future impacts of sea-level rise (from
extreme water levels from 0.5, 1 and 2% AEP events, resulted in the identification of
hotspots.
The most vulnerable areas (CVI 8) were located in the southern part of the study
area (zone 1) primarily due to a combination of factors such as relatively low coastal
slopes (flooding hotspots), strong waves and low tidal regime. See Figure 6.14, Figure
7.1. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3.
Moderate vulnerability was found in zone 2. This arises from high variability in
the onshore coastal physical variables and low variability in tidal influence and aspect
influence. From boxplots (Figure 6.18), aspect is higher in zone 2 compared to zone 1,
and this elevates the CVI in this zone. This highly vulnerable area within zone 2,
running from the Five Mile Point to Wicklow town, shows low tidal ranges (high
ranking), low slopes and semi-exposed, to highly exposed, aspect. Also this area shows
medium to high erosion rates and high potential flooding from all the AEP events,
particularly for the 0.5% (AEP) event. Therefore, the area should definitely be identified
as a hotspot (See Figure 7.3).
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Low vulnerability was found in zone 3 around Dublin Bay, characterised by
high tidal range and low (to moderate) rankings in cliff types (mostly anthropogenic)
and aspect variables. High rankings occasionally came from low slopes and high waves.
Zone 4 shows moderate variability arising from high ranks in geomorphology,
intermediate and low from aspect, and very low variability from the rest of the variables.
In relation to this, the area around Pormarnock and Sutton-Howth over the tombolo
constitutes an extremely vulnerable spot from both CVI and future flooding. Even
though it shows moderate ranking, geomorphology has a large load given by marine
deposits (beach sands). Aspect will also be important to consider, particularly for
northerly storms. Also, slope is very relevant, although would not have a heavy weight
in the CVI for this area. The area around Howth tombolo is almost at sea-level and then,
very prone to inundation and storms, and consequently a hotspot.
8.7. Stakeholder involvement
A dialogue between science and stakeholders is important part of the results.
This is to clarify the purpose of the study, the scale of investigation, which scenarios
will be most helpful to them. In this sense other expert opinions and stakeholder
involvement was very relevant, and yet most of the studies in the literature omit it
(Schauser et al., 2010; Masselink and Russell, 2013). This indicates that either those
studies are purely scientifically orientated or the dialogue has never been established.
Stakeholders should be informed by the best and most updated science. In this
research, this part was successfully accomplished; purpose and expected outcomes were
beforehand discussed with management at the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) and
Office of Public Works (OPW). Consequently, feedback on results should be
communicated, as it is ultimately stakeholders (and policy makers) that would allocate
resources and coordinate investment, where is most needed.
Similarly, as done in the United States (USGS), one of the largest Irish mapping
agencies, the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) will develop national vulnerability
maps based on the high-resolution indexed-based assessments presented in this research.
GSI projects will accommodate funding to future monitoring, data gathering and
resourced towards a national mapping approach.
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8.8. Adaptation
Autonomous adaptation processes (as opposed to planned) are generally not
successful. Therefore, an approach is needed requiring a deep knowledge of the system,
the drivers and the processes involved. Knowledge is also needed regarding future SLR
projections and potential impacts. These are widely covered in this research. Adaptation
should not only focus on socio-economic and human factors but also on natural
ecosystems.
Although much will be learned in practice, local information is very much in
need for adaptation studies (Wong et al., 2014; Nicholls, 2015). Understanding the
coastal system and processes is very important for adaptation, and this can be done from
CVI analysis. Much emphasis has been given on literature to adaptation. However, this
cannot be done unless vulnerable areas are identified.
It is also better developing a long term strategy based on potential impacts.
Currently this is not usually the approach employed. Vulnerability and potential impacts
maps produced in this research would be highly beneficial for exploring multiplescenarios that facilitate a range of options for adaptation. As demonstrated in this
research it is sensible to plan for the most likely scenarios, but also to be aware of some
potential events that are uncertain and could have unpredictable consequences. In this
sense it is advisable that highly sensitive places should deal with high magnitude low
probability events that could have major impacts on coasts.
From the results of this work, adaptation recommendations would focus on
measures that mainly ensure safety in the short-term (2020-2060). However, it is
recommended that the management strategy should be flexible and based on monitoring
of the most vulnerable areas. Considering long-term options is advisable, providing new
information is updated through an adequate conceptual scheme for decision-making
under new scenarios.
Current approaches based on hold-the-line, are questionable and not feasible in
the long-term. Many recent studies have advocated a managed realignment policy,
mainly for the long term (20–50 and 50–100 years). This also involves long-term
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management options which consider wider area processes and monitoring (Nicholls et
al., 2011; 2013; Park et al., 2012).
Based on deeper understanding of vulnerable areas gained from this work, a
range of innovative approaches can be envisaged. Rather than employing one single
approach, it would make more sense to use customised options for different locations.
These would include a mixture of planned retreat measures (e.g. recreational areas) or
soft/hard barriers (beach nourishment/berm/dune construction) to enhance resilience
towards storms.
Hard-engineered, high cost defences will be needed to protect major
infrastructures, and protect, monitor and regulate natural systems (Brooks et al., 2016).
As it was clear in this study, impacts from extreme flooding are particularly
relevant in urban areas and big cities. As it can be appreciated from Figures 7.1, 7.2 and
7.3, extreme flooding Dublin areas, could affect port operability and possibly cause
serious management problems, particularly, under unlikely scenarios. Therefore, upper
tails, low probability SLR scenarios examined in this research are particularly relevant
for the long-term port management and planning.

For instance, higher depths of

inundation for projections for 2080–2100 from the 200-year return period (AEP 0.5) of
5.1-5.76m OD Malin should be taken into account for coastal infrastructure design in
sensitive areas. Similarly, planning for accommodating probable coastal retreat of 402m
to 514m by 2100 in low-gradient areas in North Dublin would also be desirable.
Highly populated built up areas will continue to expand in the Greater Dublin
Region; so these areas will need protection. Architecturally, Dublin is a low-rise city.
Adaptation should aim to encourage high density developments rather than spread low
rise housing behind areas at risks which minimise the possibilities for planned retreat.
In order to deal with future flooding uncertainties, different adaptation measures
have been proposed for the long-term under 1-5m flooding scenarios in London (Ranger
et al., 2013). This work could be considered as a follow up work using results outlined
in Chapter 5 and 7, instead of using random thresholds.
Artificial coastal protection must be approached within a specific context as it
interferes with natural adaptive capacity, affecting longshore transport, and disrupting
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erosion patterns rather than stopping them. Implementing policies to deal with coastal
defences based on results from this research should be done with caution. Hard
measures in one area might be successful in stopping or at least slowing down the
erosion locally but it could also increase erosion in areas downstream. Also, sea-level
rise can result in progradation in neighbouring areas protecting it from flooding from
erosion. As coastal defences impede the natural retreat of estuaries with sea-level rise,
estuarine areas of the northern part of the area, managed realignment to allow salt marsh
and intertidal mudflats to develop landward might work better.
Future coastal erosion could lead not only to loss of land, but detection of
natural or artificial defences that will worsen coastal flooding. Increases in the return
frequency of extreme events could make defences fail earlier, disrupting current erosion
patterns.
In this research, the location of the coastal defences for shoreline calculations
was considered, although the state, quality or durability of them in the long term, was
not. Knowledge of the coastal defences at risk would be interesting where defences need
updating. Further development in vulnerable areas need to be avoided.
8.9. Summary
The information from this study can be used for Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) to develop long-term strategic adaptation plans in order to
increase capacity to future SLR as it been advised. Coastal managers could this
information

to

allocate

available

resources

on

different

areas:

ecosystem

reestablishment, beach nourishment, and infrastructure protection, identifying long-term
planning to enhance resiliency in vulnerable areas. Most importantly, the study provides
a CVI map-based approach at high resolution which is lacking in many comparable
works. This has been demonstrated as being robust enough to identify areas of high
vulnerability based on several characteristics of the coastal environment in eastern
Ireland.
In order to address issues related to adaptation, there is a risk that stakeholders
and policy makers might over or under rely on CVI information. Uncertainties about
future climate and associated vulnerability are large. Unknown thresholds,
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unpredictable interactions and non-linear or abrupt changes of the system will aggravate
impacts. However, this cascade of uncertainty cannot be an impediment for investing
and tackling adaptation. To target adaptation, multi-scenarios need to be assessed and
priority levels identified so that measures can be implemented.
Some of the advantages of applying an index-based approach versus non-index
methodologies are: clarity of results; flexibility in the index selection and weighting;
and the ability to include non-physical factors. Some of the disadvantages are the high
degree of expertise and resources required to produce and assemble large amounts of
high resolution data.
New coastal protection management strategies aiming to prepare for current and
future impacts must be oriented to protect the most vulnerable areas from impacts of
future extreme water levels. The National Climate Change Adaptation Framework
(NCCAF) (DECLG, 2012) provides direction for local administrations for adaptation
and to reduce vulnerability. And yet there is not national plan or policies in Ireland for
adapting coastal management to impacts and effects of climate change regarding its
physical coastal vulnerability. This is perhaps because the information is not there yet in
the first place. That is precisely what this research assessment intends, by investigating
resilience to future challenges, while being compliant to key national development
priorities.
Decision makers in Ireland should base regulations on new, high-quality local
assessments that explore current and future climate change impacts instead of relying on
out-of-date information. Therefore the national ICZM strategy should include local to
regional coastal vulnerability maps and impact assessments, and accommodate up to
date information.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions
9.1. Concluding remarks
The main purpose of this research was to identify and quantify the susceptibility
of the area to the adverse effects of sea-level rise. Novel methods were adapted to the
local context to explore the relationships between drivers, (e.g: sea level rise),
geological boundary conditions and the coast’s responses. Hence the study offers a
profound understanding of the coastal evolution in this area.
The study characterised the coastline in terms of vulnerability. To achieve this it
employed a robust methodology, adapted to the Irish context, but capable of being
extended to a national scale. Finally it identified compiled and analysed the most
relevant coastal indicators for the study area concerned and explored their interrelationships in coastal hotspots.
Using an indexed-based vulnerability approach to identify vulnerable areas to
future sea-level rise provided several beneficial outcomes.
1. The approach provides an easy visual representation of sensitive areas,
enabling coastal managers to prioritize or concentrate efforts on adaptation.
The main areas of vulnerability were identified by both CVI and analysis
using individual variables.
2. PCA analysis implied that dimensionality could be easily reduced. This
would reduce the amount of time for indicators compilation, accounting for
90% of the overall workload. At this scale, analysis shows CVI mapping can
be successfully performed using only the following variables: cliff type,
geomorphology, tidal range, aspect, wave height and coastal slope. Even
though in this research shoreline change does not have significant weight in
the CVI, it constitutes a unique, high-resolution dataset for Ireland, which is
extremely useful for impact risk assessments and as a tool for validation.
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3. Innovative international approaches were capable of being applied to the
study area with a few modifications. Compiling and adding aspect and cliff
type, as separate from geomorphology, clarified the relations between
geological variables in the CVI. Both have significant influence on CVI, and
therefore their incorporation was fully justified.
4. The CVI presented here can be adapted to other scales. The high resolution
and strong metrics employed within a robust conceptual framework provides
considerable utility for long term decision making. The successful
implementation was dependent on the level of expertise available for data
compilation and quality control and this would be an essential requirement
for the use of the technique at other scales.
5. Although this vulnerability assessment is unique to the study area, the
approach taken in terms of indicator selection and weighting is easily
adapted to a high resolution study at a smaller scale. It also possesses the
capacity to include additional non-physical factors.
Quantifying uncertainty by analysing sea-level scenarios and return periods of
surge events in vulnerable areas provided useful information on potential flooding
impacts. A likely sea level scenario for the area for 2100 ranges between 78 and 127cm.
High-end estimates represented the. The worst-case scenario of 198cm by the end of the
century is plausible, although considered unlikely at present. These estimates are still
subject to a degree of uncertainty, meaning that local estimates might still be
conservative, could dramatically impact sensitive areas. The results of this research
would highly benefit vulnerability assessments, since they highlight areas (hotspots)
most prone to physical changes, and which might require careful monitoring.
Recognising that some future climate changes are unavoidable, adaptation is
now inevitable and must start immediately. Accordingly, a national ICZM strategy
should include adaption strategies available to local government based on local to
regional coastal vulnerable assessments, such as those presented in this research. The
outcomes of this work should enable stakeholders and policy makers to identify key
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climatic threats and impacts of concern. It will enable them to explore targeted flexible
multiple-scenarios adaptation options for short and long-term scenarios to minimise
future risks to ecosystems and the main coastal infrastructures. Avoiding developing
assets in vulnerable locations is advisable. Planned retreat measures (managed
realignment) or soft/hard barriers (beach nourishment/berm/dune construction) could be
used to enhance resilience in natural areas (eg: North Dublin dunes); Hard-engineered
reinforcement in highly populated built up areas under the long-term flood scenarios
should be considered.
Estimating current vulnerability to sea-level rise and quantifying sea-level rise
impacts would be not possible without a profound knowledge of the physical
characteristics and responses from a multi-stressor environment. Identifying and
defining the contribution of different components and indicators of change to spatial
patterns of vulnerability is basic if we are to reduce future the vulnerability of this
particular area.
9.2. Recommendations on future research
•

Monitoring short and long-term responses in soft cliffs (shoreline and
volumetric changes) and in other vulnerable areas.

•

Regarding future research, one strategy worth considering would be introducing
probabilistic methods involving the application of Bayesian network (BN)
techniques, from physical parameters previously compiled for CVI, to assess the
long-term erosion patterns as a response to future sea-level scenarios.

•

These CVI approaches, if extended to wider areas, would also benefit from
incorporating socio-economic factors into a Coastal Economic Vulnerability
Index (CEVI). Thus, economic variables could overlap different scenarios of
inundation outlined in chapter 7 from local projections (chapter 5) representing
the land typologies with sensitive structures (hospitals, schools, water and
electricity networks, railways, residential assets) at risk of future impacts.
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Appendix I: Positional and measurement uncertainties for
shoreline changes calculations using WLR methods
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Measurement Uncertainties
(m)

(Eg) Georeferencing /RMS value/ Error acquisition

Ed (digitizing)

0.58 m

1m

1952Aircorps (1:10,560)

Ep (Pixel)

1m

El (GPS/LiDAR)

Esp (year)

N/A

+/-1.60m

N/A

+/- 2.39m

0.97 m.

1971OSi (1:30,000)

OSi 1:30,000 stereophotographs (1971) where georeferenced using

2m

1m

OPW (2006) aerial photographs. In this process control points were
chosen with special care in order to minimise distortions, especially
along the coast.
Unknown (estimated 1-1.5m). The ortho-rectification process
1995 OSi (1:40 000)

removes distortions caused by camera tilt and topographical

1-1.5m (av
1.25m)

1m

N/A

+/- 2.03m

1m

N/A

+/- 2.07m

1m

N/A

+/- 1.55 m

features to produce a scale accurate image.
Unknown (estimated ~0.6-0.7m; avg 0.65m) .The ortho2000 OSi

rectification process removes distortions caused by camera tilt and

1.7m

topographical features to produce a scale accurate image.
Unknown (estimated ~0.6-0.7; avg 0.65m). The ortho-rectification
2005 OSi

process removes distortions caused by camera tilt and
topographical features to produce a scale accurate image. Unknown
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1m

Measurement Uncertainties
(m)

2006 OPW

(Eg) Georeferencing /RMS value/ Error acquisition

Ed (digitizing)

Ep (Pixel)

El(GPS/LiDAR)

Unknown

`0.6-1/2= 0.8 m

0.25 m

N/A

+/-0.83 m

1m

N/A

+/-1.73 m

N/A

+/- 0.83m

N/A

+/- 0.83m

N/A

+/- 0.83m

N/A

+/- 0.83m

Unknown (estimated 0.6-0.7; avg 0.65m) .The ortho-rectification
2009 OSi

process removes distortions caused by camera tilt and
topographical features to produce a scale accurate image. Unknown

31/05/2009

&

29/04/2009

1-1.5m (av
1.25m)

Unknown

0.8m

06/05/2008Google

Unknown

0.8m

21/06/2010 Google

Unknown

0.8m

Google

11/06/2011 ESRI

Unknown

0.8m

15-30cm= Avg
22.5 cm

15-30cm= Avg
22.5 cm

15-30cm= Avg
22.5 cm

15-30cm.
22.5cm
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Avg

Esp (year)

Measurement Uncertainties
(m)

(Eg)Georeferencing /RMS value/ Error acquisition

Ed (digitizing)

Ep (Pixel)

El (GPS/LiDAR)

Accuracy
28/10/11(RTK)

Root mean square (RMS) error between 0.15-0.30; avg=0.225 m

N/A

N/A

07/12/2013 Google

01/04/2015 Google

Unknown

0.8m

Unknown

level

0.009-0.015
vertically

15-30cm= Avg
22.5 cm

0.65m

15cm

Esp (year)

m

+/- 0.22m

and

0 009 0 012
N/A

m
+/- 0.83m

N/A

+/- 0.66m

06/02/2016 Google

Unknown

0.65m

15cm

N/A

+/- 0.66m

07/09/2017 Google

Unknown

0.65m

15cm

N/A

0.66m

Table I. 1. Total error uncertainties from positional and measurement to populate the uncertainty field requested for weighted linear regression (WLR) calculations. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Appendix II: Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels
by 2040, 2060, 2080 and 2100.

236

Figure II. 1. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2040 (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 2. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2060. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 3. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2080. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 4. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2100. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Figure II. 5. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2040. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 6. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2060. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 7. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2080. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 8 Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2100. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 9. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2040. (Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 10. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2060. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Figure II. 11. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2080. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Figure II. 12. Potential flooding areas from extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2100. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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Figure II. 13. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3& 4 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2060. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 14. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3& 4 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2100. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 15. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3 & 4 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2060. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 16. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3 & 4 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2100.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 17. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3 & 4 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2060. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 18. Close up showing inundated areas in zones 3& 4 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2100. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 19. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 20. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2100. (Source:
Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 21. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 22. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2100.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 23. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 24. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 2 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2100.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 25. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 26. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (0.5%AEP) by 2100.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 27. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 28. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (1%AEP) by 2100.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 29. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2060.
(Source: Silvia Caloca).
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Figure II. 30. Close up showing inundated areas in zone 1 by extreme water levels (2%AEP) by 2100. (Source: Silvia
Caloca).
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